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Summary 

A long-standing macroeconomic issue is how monetary policy affects the real econ

omy. In modern economies, contraction of bank loans often coincided in timing with 

adverse macroeconomic developments after tightening monetary policy. Chapter 1 

discusses its interpretations. A standard argument is that a monetary tightening 

decreases aggregate demand, thereby shifting the demand schedule for bank loans 

left (i .e., the "money view"). The reverse causality is consistent with those coinci

dent events, however. A monetary tightening can affect the real economy by shifting 

the supply schedule of bank loans left. Such views are collectively called the "credit 

view." The credit contraction is consistent with the credit view as well as the money 

view. The observational equivalence is called the "supply-versus-demand puzzle". 

Chapter 2 provides empirical resolution of the supply-versus-demand puzzle in 

the context of Japan. Within a framework of VAR models, this chapter shows that 

embedding both the price and quantity of bank loans reduces the supply-versus

demand puzzle to a problem like the resolution of simultaneous equation bias. The 

simulation results imply that the supply schedule of bank loans shifts left after a 

monetary tightening, which provides evidence for the credit view. 

The credit view consists of two different views, however. The "bank-lending 

view" is that banks cut back on lending in the wake of tight money because they 

have less money t o lend even t hough there are perfectly good loans t o be made, 

which implies an independent impact of bank lending on the real economy. On t he 
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other hand, the "balance sheet view" is that banks cut back on lending because 

monetary tightening causes firm balance sheets to weaken, which implies no inde

pendent impact of bank lending on the real economy. Thus, the two credit views 

have different implications, and hence Chapter 2 also tests the balance sheet view. 

The importance of the credit channel may be dependent on institutional char

acteristics of the financial market. Chapter 3 identifies the shifts of the demand 

and supply schedules in the Australian loan market. The results are not support

ive of the credit view. This chapter further examines characteristics of Australian 

bank behaviour which make the credit view less plausible. An important finding is 

that Australian banks raise loan funds from the international financial market when 

money is tightened. 

The difference in the results between Chapters 2 and 3 implies that the impor

tance of the credit channel is likely to diminish over time due to ongoing interna

tionalisation of banking activities. There may be institutional changes that make 

credit channel more important, however. An example of such institutional changes 

is the implementation of the risk-based capital standards under the Basle Accord . 

The Accord allows Japanese banks to count 45% of latent capital gains from their 

stock holdings toward bank capital, which implies that monetary policy may shift 

the supply schedule of bank loans by affecting stock prices. Within a framework of 

costly-state-verification models, Chapter 4 examines the effects of the implementa

tion of the risk-based capital standards on the credit channel. 

Chapter 5 concludes by discussing the topics for future studies. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Adverse macroeconomic developments have sometimes coincided in timing with banking 

problems in modern economies. A notable example is provided by the recent experience 

of the Japanese economy. As will be discussed shortly, slowdowns of bank lending have 

accompanied protracted recessions since the early 1990s. A possible explanation of these 

coincident events is that banks responded to inward shifts of the demand schedule for 

bank loans, which reflected the declines in aggregate output. The opposite direction of 

causality is also consistent with those coincident events, however. The disrupted activities 

of banks impaired the flow of funds from lenders to borrowers, resulting in undesirable 

macroeconomic consequences. That is, the slowdowns of bank lending protracted the 

recessions by constraining the availability of funds to firms and households. The latter 

direction of causality implies that the banking sector can amplify impacts of exogenous 

shocks on the real economy. Such a role of banks in the macroeconomy is the focus of this 

thesis. In particular, the thesis examines the credit view that monetary policy shocks can 

have impacts on the real economy by affecting the credit market conditions. 
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The credit view has important implications. First, a credit aggregate may be a better 

indicator of monetary policy than monetary aggregates or interest rates. Second, a mon

etary tightening can have distributional consequences. While large firms have access to 

a variety of financial sources, bank loans are a primary source of finance to small firms. 

Thus, small firms bear the brunt of monetary contraction to the extent that it shifts the 

supply schedule of bank loans left. Such distributional side effects, if any, should be taken 

into consideration when policy is formulated. Third, the credit view suggests that a policy 

maker should observe the financial condition of the banking sector. Suppose that banks' 

capital was depleted in a recession. In such a case, an attempted expansionary mone

tary policy will be stalled because banks can hardly increase loans. In extreme cases, the 

injection of financial capital into the banking sector may be a better option than stan

dard prescriptions for recessions. For these implications, it is of fundamental importance, 

particularly to policy makers, to study the credit view. 

This introduction provides general background for the discussion in the chapters that 

follow. The first section briefly reviews the recent experience of the Japanese economy. 

Emphasis will be placed on co-movements between aggregate output and bank credit . As 

is mentioned above, this thesis examines a view that the banking sect or amplifies impacts 

of exogenous shocks on the real economy. In particular, the thesis examines how the 

impact s of monetary policy shocks are transmitted onto the economy through the banking 

sector. That is , t he focus of this thesis is the credit view. The second section discusses the 

credit view. The credit view will be empirically examined and theoretically expanded in 

the following chapters of this thesis . The t hird section provides an overview of the thesis. 
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1.1 Experience of the Japanese Economy 

The Japanese financial system was characterised by heavy intervention from the govern

ment during most of the post-war period. Under circumstances of capital shortage after 

the defeat of World War II, the government regulated the financial system as part of its 

industrial policy in an attempt to direct household savings to the non-financial business 

sector. These regulations took several forms. First, the government restricted interna

tional capital flows and managed exchange rates to insulate the domestic financial sector 

from international market forces. Second, most interest rates were under control of the 

government, which prevented the evolution of money and capital markets, thereby del

egating a major role in the flows of funds to the banking sector. Third, the financial 

system was highly segmented, and the banks were separated by different categories, which 

protected the banking sector from competition with other financial institutions as well as 

competition within the banking sector. It was not until the late 1980s to the early 1990s 

that these regulations were abolished. 

With the regulatory approach of the government, the bank-centred financial system, 

which is known as the "main bank system", ensued. 1 While a non-financial firm borrows 

from more than one bank, its transaction and settlement account is usually concentrated 

at a particular bank, which is called the main bank. As Aoki, Patrick, and Sheard (1994) 

point out, the relationship between a firm and its main bank extends beyond lending. It 

is not uncommon for a firm that its main bank is the largest shareholder. When a firm 

issues bonds, the main bank also serves as trustee of the collateral or as the guarantor. As 
1
There is a large literature on the evolution of the Japanese financial system. See, for instance , Aoki , 

Patrick, and Sheard (1994), Hoshi and Patrick (2000), and references therein. 
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such, the non-financial sector highly depended on the domestic banking sector. In 1989, 

for instance, 94.9% of outstanding funds raised by the non-financial sector was via the 

domestic market, and 66.8% was bank loans (see Table 1.1). The dependence of the non

financial sector on the banks implies the possibility that the banks' disrupted activities 

have more severe macroeconomic consequences than in other economies. 

Table 1.1: Funds raised by the Domestic Non-financial Sector (Stock) 

100 million yen 

Year A B C D 

1989 7,792,643 10,480,095 15,681,476 16,532,711 

1990 8,515,246 11,230,421 16,861,217 17,737,971 

1991 8,910,578 11,699,960 17,362,481 18,282,860 

1992 9,237,929 12,219,546 17,480,622 18,273,583 

1993 9,543,704 12,814,742 18,860,969 18,176,397 

1994 9,768,843 13,199,399 19,399,064 18,715,145 

1995 9,946,412 13,709,448 19,643,823 20,407,557 

1996 10,060,108 14,072,604 19,759,490 20,616,372 

1997 10,258,495 14,467,158 20,003,886 20,863,822 

1998 10,196,603 14,717,528 19,872,874 20,690,706 

1999 10,081,990 15,127,133 20,571,317 21,363,070 

2000 9,908,501 15,376,571 21,029,960 21,753,042 

A: Outstanding bank loans 

B: A plus securities held by the domestic financial sector 

C: B plus funds raised from the domestic non-financial sector 

D: Total funds ( C plus funds raised from the overseas sector) 

Source: Reference to Flow of Funds, the Bank of Japan 

Web address: www.boj.or.jp/ en/ siryo/ siryo_f.htm 

The economy of Japan has experienced substantial fluctuations since the mid-1980s. 
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After the Plaza Accord of 1985, the Japanese yen sharply appreciated against the U.S. 

dollar, which resulted in the "Endaka" recession (see the upper two graphs of Figure 1.1) 2 

According to the Economic Planning Agency, the economy bottomed out in November 

1986 and expanded until February 1991 (i.e., the "Heisei" boom). The Heisei boom was 

the second longest after World War II, and an average annual growth rate of industrial 

production during the boom was 7.2%. As the lower two graphs of Figure 1.1 shows, asset 

prices rose sharply and substantially at the same time. The rise in the stock price index 

of Nikkei 225, for instance, accelerated in 1986 reaching a peak at the end of 1989, which 

was 3 .1 times higher than the level in September 1985. Following the rise in the Nikkei 

225, t he Urban Land Price Index hit a peak in the third quarter of 1990, which was nearly 

four t imes higher than the level at the time of the Plaza Accord of 1985. With hindsight , 

the asset prices boom is recognised as a bubble. The asset price bubble improved the 

balance sheet of the business sector, thereby enabling it to raise funds with ease. As a 

consequence, fixed investment accounted for nearly 20% of nominal GDP in the late 1980s 

to the early 1990s. The increase in the ratio of fixed investment to output coincided in 

timing with the sizable expansion of money and credit (see Figure 1.2 on a later page). 3 

Movements in money and credit may be affected by monetary policy. When the 

Japanese economy plunged into recession after t he Plaza Accord of 1985, expansionary 

monetary policy was promoted. Consequently, the supplies of money and credit began 

increasing (see the third graph of Figure 1.2). Despite the overheating of economic ac-
2 Sources of the data on GDP and the land prices are the IMF and the Japan Real Estate Institute , 

respectively. Source of the other data is the BOJ. 
3 Sources of the data on CPI and the ratio of private non-financial investment to nominal GDP are the 

IMF and the Economic Planning Agency, respectively. Source of the other data is the BOJ. 
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ti vi ties in the late 1980s, the Bank of Japan (BOJ ) maintained the official discount rate 

at 2.5%, which was at that time the lowest level since the end of WWII, for a protracted 

period. This was partly because general prices were relatively stable at the outset of the 

asset price bubble ( see the second graph of Figure 1.2). The BOJ policy accelerated the 

growth of money and credit. It was not until May 1989 that the BOJ shifted to a mane-

tary tightening. The shift was unexpect ed and rapid. The official discount rate was raised 

five times to 6.0% over the short period of May 1989 to August 1990. The sharp rises 

of the official discount rate were followed by the burst of the bubble, and the Japanese 

economy plunged into recession in the second quarter of 1991 after the 51-month long 
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expansion. 4 Although the economy began to recover from recession in the first quarter of 

1994, the recovery was sluggish and the economy plunged into another adjustment phase 

three quarters later. As Figures 1.1 and 1.2 show, the adverse developments in real output 

coincided in timing with the slowdowns of credit. 
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The impacts of the collapse of the asset price bubble on the banking sector were more 
4
There is a perception that the moneta~y tightening caused the collapse of the asset price bubble

1 

thereby resulting in the protracted recession. Cargill (2000) , for instance, says "Bank of Japan policy 

after 1986 contributed to asset inflation, and the subsequent collapse of asset prices generated recession 

and non-performing loan problem; thus, Bank of Japan policy can be regarded as a 'cause' of the banking 

crisis." 
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than the slowdowns of credit. Non-performing loans ensued as a serious financial problem, 

which is argued to have prevented the economic recovery by disrupting activities of the 

banking sector. In September 1995, for instance, the government decided to provide an 

economic stimulus package worth 14 trillion yen. At the same time, the Bank of Japan 

lowered its official discount rate to 0.5%. These attempts were, however, stalled by the 

troubles of housing loan companies (the Jusen) that were non-bank financial institutions 

established by banks in the 1970s to engage in mortgage loans. By 1995, 75% of Jusen 

loans were non-performing, which eventually forced the founder banks to bear 3.5 trillion 

yen of losses, other banks 1.7 trillion yen, agricultural credit cooperatives 530 billion yen, 

and taxpayers 680 billion yen ( see Hoshi and Patrick 2000). The Jusen crisis was followed 

by the failures of the largest regional bank and two large credit unions. At the end of 

March 1999, non-performing assets of major Japanese banks amounted to 20.3 trillion yen 

(4.1% of nominal GDP). 5 

The recent experience of Japan seems to imply an important link between the activities 

of the banking sector and the macroeconomy. What is the interpretation of the recent 

experience of the Japanese economy? While a bad macroeconomic condition can cause 

damage to the banking sector, it is also likely that the malfunction of the banking sector 

protracts recession. In other words, impacts of exogenous shocks on the economy may be 

amplified by the banking sector. It is the latter view, with emphasis on monetary policy 

shocks, that the thesis examines. 
5 There is a growing literature on the banking problems of Japan in the 1990s. See Suzuki (1996) and 

Taniuchi (1997) for succinct description of the banking problems in Japan. Cargill (2000) , Bashi (2001) , 

and Ueda (2000) also provide historical analysis of the causes of the problems . Bayoumi (2001) and Woo 

(1999) econometrically analyse the impacts of the banking problems on economic activities. 
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1.2 The Credit View 

The mechanism for t he transmission of monetary policy to the real economy is a long

standing macroeconomic issue. While there are many kinds of monetary policy channels, 

a st andard argument is that a monetary authority uses the leverage over a short-term 

interest rate to in-fl uence the cost of capital ( see Mishkin 1995 for a survey on a variety of 

monetary transmission processes). This is called the money view. In terms of the banks' 

balance sheets , the money view focuses on the liability side. There have been economists 

who have stressed importance of the role played by bank loans (i.e., the asset side of the 

banks , balance sheets) in the transmission process of monetary policy, however. Their 

views are collectively called the "credit view',. 6 

The credit view makes a distinction between credit and other non-monet ary financial 

variables. From firms> point of view, t he distinct ion is made either between bank loans and 

non-bank funds or between internal funds and ext ernal funds including bank loans. The 

former distinction and the latter one pertain to the "bank-lending view'> and t he "balance 

sheet view'>, respectively. The credit view consist s of these two views. As will be shown 

shortly, the two views have different implications. 

1.2.1 Bank-Lending Channel 

In a standard IS-LM model, for instance , bank loans are lumped together with other 

financial instruments in a bond market, which is conveniently suppressed by Walras> Law. 
6 Early references include Fisher (1933) and Gurley and Sh aw (1955). Gertler (1988) provides a survey 

of the early literature on the credit view. With the development of informa tion economics and time series 

econometrics , the credit view has been resurrected over the past two decades. See , for ins t ance, Bernanke, 

Gertler, and Gilchrist (1996) and Walsh (1998 , Ch 7) for a recent litera ture survey. 
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Therefore, it is necessary to abandon the assumption of perfect substitutability between 

bank loans and bonds in order to study the macroeconomic role of bank lending within 

a framework of IS-LM models. By distinguishing bank loans from bonds, Bernanke and 

Blinder (1988) succinctly illustrate the essence of the bank lending view in a variant of 

the IS-LM model. 7 Under the assumption that the loan market is cleared by the price, 

they suppress the bond market by Walras' Law, examining the interaction among three 

markets: goods, money, and bank loans. 

In the bank loan market, banks are suppliers. Given the deposits D and the reserve 

ratio T, the banks allocate their available funds to three assets: bonds (Es), bank loans 

(Ls), and excess reserves (E). Their constraint is written as 

The banks determine the proportion of bank loans in their portfolio, depending on the 

interest rates on loans (p) and bonds ( i). Let A denote this proportion. Then , the supply 

function of bank loans can be expressed as: 

Ls= A(p,i) · D(l-T); AP> 0 and Ai< 0, 

where Ap and Ai denote the partial derivatives of A with respect to p and i, respectively. 

Similarly, borrowers demand for bank loans in this market. They have two sources of 

finance, namely bank loans and bonds. Therefore, the demand for bank loans depends on 
7 
Although the IS-LM model of itself is no longer regarded as a serious model in the recent literature, 

the Bernanke and Blinder (1988) model has been a workhorse for the bank-lending view. See, for example , 

Bardsen and Klovland (2000), Catao and Rodriguez (2000), Spiegel (1995), and Wu (1999). In the empirical 

chapters of this thesis, their model will be utilised for the specification of the equation system to be 

estimated. 
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p and i: 

L D = L ( i, p, Y); Li > 0, LP < 0, and Ly > 0, 

where Y is output included to capture the transactions demand for credit. Thus, the 

equilibrium in the bank loan market is given by 

L ( i, p, Y) = A (p, i) · D ( 1 - T). (1.1) 

The money market is described by a conventional LM curve. The demand for deposits 

1s a function of i and Y: D( i, Y) where Di < 0 and Dy > 0. Under the assumption 

that the ratio of banks' excess reserves to their assets (E) depends on i, the supply of 

deposits is assumed to be equal to bank reserves (R) times the money multiplier, m(i) = 

[ E( i) · (1 - T) + T )J- 1, where mi > 0. Thus, the money market equilibrium is expressed as 

D(i, Y) = m(i) · R. (1.2) 

As R is assumed to be exogenous, the monetary authority can influence money supply by 

changing the quantity of reserves. 

The remaining market is the goods market. The goods market equilibrium 1s sum

marised by a variant of IS curve: 

Y = Y(i, p); Yi < 0, and Yp < 0. (1.3) 

Unlike the conventional IS curve, output negatively depends on t he two interest rat es, 

namely i and p. This is due to the assumption of imperfect substit utability between 

bonds and bank loans. Note that equation (1.3) expresses the usual IS curve when output 

is irresponsive to the interest rate on loans (i.e, Yp = 0). 

Equations (1.1) to (1.3) summarise the economy where monetary policy operat es 

through the bank-lending channel. By substituting equation (1.2) to equation (1.1), the 
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equilibrium condition for the loan market can be rewritten as 

L(i, p, Y) = A(p, i) · (1 - T) · m(i) · R, (1.4) 

which shows that an exogenous change in reserves influences the amount of loanable funds 

in the banking sector, thereby affecting the equilibrium condition of the loan market. In 

other words, the clearing price of the loan market depends on the level of reserves as well 

as the interest rate on bonds and the level of output: 

p = c/J(i, Y, R); ¢i > 0, c/Jy > 0, and c/JR < 0. (1.5) 

Substitution of equation (1.5) into the equilibrium condition of the goods market (1.3) 

closes the model: 

Y = Y ( i, cjJ ( i, Y, R)) , (1.6) 

which expresses the relationship with i and y that is consistent with the equilibria in the 

goods market and the bank loan market. This relationship is called the "CC curve" where 

CC denotes commodity and credit. The CC curve corresponds to the IS curve in the 

conventional IS-LM model, and has a downward slope in the Y - i space. 

Equation (1.6) shows that an exogenous change in R affects the real economy by 

changing the conditions of the goods market and the bank loan market. Suppose that the 

monetary authority tightens money. Equation (1.2) illustrates that an exogenous decrease 

in R reduces the supplied money, which shifts the LM curve left in a conventional way. 

As equation (1.4) shows, however, the decrease of R also decreases the loanable funds in 

the banking sector, which shifts t he supply schedule of bank loans left . In response to the 

leftward shift of the supply schedule of bank loans, the price of bank loans rises to clear 

the loan market (see equation 1.5). As is clear from equation (1.6), the rise of the loan 
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rate decreases the commodity demand, thereby shifting the CC curve left. This is the 

bank-lending channel of monetary policy. Graphically, an exogenous change in R shifts 

the CC and LM curves in the same direction. Thus, the bank-lending channel makes the 

impact of monetary policy on the real economy larger than in the standard IS-LM model. 

There are cases, however, where monetary policy does not operate through the bank

lending channel. A crucial assumption of this model is that bank loans and bonds are 

imperfect substitutes either to borrowers and lenders. Suppose that these two financial 

assets are perfect substitutes for borrowers. Then, the price elasticity of the demand 

for bank loans is minus infinity, making the demand curve for bank loans horizontal. 

Consequently, the clearing price of the bank loan market is uniquely determined, regardless 

where the supply schedule of bank loans lies. Similarly, suppose that bank loans and 

bonds are imperfect substitutes for lenders. Then, the price elasticity of the supply of 

bank loans is infinity, which means that the supply curve of bank loans is horizontal. As 

a consequence, the clearing price of the loan market is again independent of the location 

of the demand schedule for bank loans. As a change in R has no impact on the loan rate 

in these two cases, the bank-lending channel will not be operative. Finally, suppose that 

the commodity demand is irresponsive to a change in the loan rate. Then, the level of 

output does not depend on the loan market condition at all, which makes the bank-lending 

channel irrelevant. In summary, there are three necessary conditions for monetary policy 

to operate through the bank-lending channel: 

LP= -oo, >,,.P = oo, and YP = 0. 

Kashyap and Stein ( 1994) stress the importance of the first two of the three necessary 

conditions. These two conditions may be vulnerable to ongoing financial innovation and/ or 
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deregulation, however. If banks are allowed to raise funds from a variety of financial sources 

that are not subject to reserve requirements, it is less likely that a monetary authority 

can affect the supply of bank loans. Similarly, the importance of bank loans to firms will 

diminish if firms have access to a variety o{ non- bank financial sources. As such, it seems 

that, with financial deregulation and innovation, "the importance of the traditional bank 

lending channel has most likely diminished over time" (Bernanke and Gertler 1995). 

1.2.2 Balance Sheet Channel 

The other credit channel is the balance sheet channel, which is formalised by Bernanke 

and Gertler (1989). Their model assumes profit maximization of economic agents under 

asymmetric information between lenders and borrowers. In their model, a borrower can 

observe the outcome of his / her investment project without cost, whereas costly auditing 

is required for others to observe the outcome. Under asymmetric information, a borrower 

has an incentive to default by misreporting a good outcome as a bad outcome. Since the 

auditing is costly, however, a lender requires loans to be fully collateralised by a borrower's 

net worth. Thus, the credit availability to a firm ( or a household) depends upon its net 

worth. If monetary policy changes the net worth of firms and/or households, it can have 

impacts on the real economy by affecting the availability of funds to them. 8 

In their model, Bernanke and Gertler (1989) assume two heterogeneities among bor-

rowers. First, some borrowers require more inputs to undertake their investment projects 

than others. Second, some borrowers have higher savings than others. These hetero-

8The Bernanke and Gertler (1989) model of the balance sheet channel is a variant of the "costly state 

verification" model of Townsend ( 1979). In Chapter 4, this thesis extends the costly state verification model 

to examine the effects of the introduction of the capital adequacy requirements on banking behaviour. 
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geneities imply three situations. First, a borrower can raise external funds to undertake 

her project, if her net worth is greater than the principal and interest regardless of the 

project outcome. This is full collateralisation. Second, a borrower, whose net worth is 

lower than the principal and interest even when the project outcome is successful, cannot 

raise external funds at all. In this case, the investment project should be abandoned. 

Third, a borrower may or may not be able to obtain external funds, if her net worth is 

greater than the principal and interest only when the project outcome is successful. This 

is the situation of incomplete collateralisation. 9 

Under such circumstances, any shock that affects borrowers' balance sheets will have 

significant impacts on the real economy. Suppose that an exogenous shock reduced bor

rowers' net worth. Some of the 'good' borrowers whose loans are fully collateralised will 

become 'fair' borrowers whose loans are incompletely collateralised. Similarly, some of the 

'fair' borrowers who may be lucky enough to invest will be no longer able to raise funds. 

Consequently, bank loans will contract , which in turn will force borrowers with weaker 

balance sheets to cut back on investment expenditures. In such a way, the exogenous 

shock affects the balance sheets of borrowers ( e.g. firms), thereby decreasing the aggre

gate level of investment. This propagation mechanism of business fluctuations is called 

the "financial accelerator" (Bernanke, Gertler, and Gilchrist 1996). 

In order to extend the argument of the financial accelerator to include the balance 

sheet channel of monetary policy, it is necessary to show that a monetary tightening 
9
Bernanke and Gertler (1989) assume the savings lottery among borrowers in the case of the incomplete 

collateralisation. Funds are transferred from those who won the lottery to those who lost. As a consequence , 

some borrowers can invest , but others cannot. 
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weakens firms' balance sheets. 10 A possible explanation is that a monetary tightening 

causes a higher real interest rate, thereby, reducing the present value of the future cash 

flows to firms. The discussion implies that firms have difficulty in obtaining any sort of 

external funds when their balance sheets are weaker. That is, the argument of the financial 

accelerator is not restricted to the bank lending. For this reason, the balance sheet channel 

is also called the "broad credit channel" (Ramey 1993). 

Closely related with the balance sheet view or the broad credit view is the theory of 

credit cycles, which is proposed by Kiyotaki and Moore (1997). They focus on the role 

of durable assets (such as land) as collateral, the supply of which is fixed. It is again 

assumed that external funds need to be collateralised because of imperfect information. 

They assume that only durable assets can be collateral. In their model, two types of 

economic agents are considered: farmers and gatherers. The farmers borrow from the 

gatherers to increase their land holding. The farmers are credit constrained, however. 

That is, the farmers' land holding is assumed to be less than the socially optimal level in 

equilibrium. 

The transmission mechanism of exogenous shocks is as follows. Suppose that a negative 

temporary shock reduced the productivity of farmers. Net worth of the farmers falls, and 

the credit constraint facing them becomes tight. Being unable to borrow more, the farmers 
10 Hubbard (1994) and Kashyap and Stein (1995) justify the bank-lending view by the financial accelerator 

theory. They argue that a monetary tightening worsens banks' balance sheets , thereby making it difficult 

for the banks to raise funds for bank loans from the financial market. To test this argument statistically, 

Kashyap and Stein (2000) examine the micro data on the U.S. banks' balance sheets. While their argument 

is convincing, it is not tested in this thesis . This is primarily because the micro data are too expensive . 

Testing their argument, for instance , in the context of Japan or Australia can further the literature . 
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need to cut their expenditures, including investment in land. As the supply of land is fixed, 

the price of land must fall so as to increase the gatherers' demand for land. (Note that the 

gatherers are not credit constrained.) The fall of land price still further reduces the net 

worth of the farmers. Again, the farmers are forced to cut their investment in land, which 

in turn causes further fall of land price. As the farmers' landholding decreases, aggregate 

output decreases. The knock-on effects continue, and the impacts of an exogenous shock 

are amplified over time. By modelling the feedback from a change in asset prices to the 

net worth of borrowers, Kiyotaki and Moore (1997) show that a small shock can have 

substantial impacts on economic activities for a protracted period. 

The theory of credit cycle seems particularly true of the Japanese economy in the sense 

that land is primary collateral for bank loans. As is discussed above, the deterioration 

of the real property market, which was initiated by the burst of the asset price bubble, 

coincided in timing with the adverse developments in the macroeconomy as well as the 

slowdown of bank loans. Although the direction of the causality is not clear, the recent 

experience of the Japanese economy is not inconsistent with the theory of credit cycle. In 

a later chapter of this thesis, the theory of credit cycle will be hypothesised and tested in 

a statistical way. 

As is clear from the above discussion, a main characteristic of the bank-lending view 

and the balance sheet view is that the supply schedule of bank loans shifts left following 

a monetary tightening. 11 Their economic implications are totally different, however. The 
11 

A leftward shift of the supply schedule of bank loans would lead to contraction of bank loans. Contrac-

tion of bank loans is consistent with the credit view as well as the other views of the monetary transmission 

mechanisms , however. Any of the other views supposes that a monetary tightening decreases aggregate 

demand, which in turn shifts the demand schedule for bank loans left , thereby, leading to contraction of 
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existence of the bank lending channel implies that banks cut back on lending in the wake of 

tight money simply because they have less money to lend. This cutback can have impacts 

on the economy so long as there are perfectly good loans to be made. On the other hand, 

the existence of the balance sheet channel does not necessarily imply that the cut back 

on lending has independent impacts on the economy. Banks cut back on lending because 

firms are in bad shape. That is, banks endogenously respond to developments of economic 

conditions. In this case, it is imprudent for banks to lend. As such, the distinction between 

the two credit channels boils down to the question whether banks play an independent 

role in the economy, and hence it is of importance to identify which credit channel, if any, 

is operative. 

1.3 Empirical Work with Time-Series Data 

In the empirical literature, time series data are often examined to study how a monetary 

policy shock is transmitted to the economy over time. Sims (1980) proposes to approximate 

the economy by a system of linear equations: 

BoYt = k + B1Yt-1 + B2Yt-2 + · · · + BpYt- p + lit, (1.7) 

where y is an ( n X 1) vector of macroeconomic variables, k is an ( n x 1) vector of 

constants, Bs are ( n X n) coefficient matrices, and lit is an ( n X 1) vector white noise. In 

his model, y consists of output, price, money, and an interest rate. Clearly, equation (1.7) 

is a simultaneous equations model. If B 0 is non-singular, the reduced form can be expressed 
bank loans. 
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as a vector auto-regression (VAR) model: 

(1.8) 

where 

C 

B- 1 B · for i - 1 · · · p 0 'l, - ' ' 

B -1 
0 lit. 

Under the identifying assumption that Bo is lower triangular, he estimates the model, 

thereby simulating responses of the macroeconomic variables to a shock associated with 

the interest rate. 12 This approach is called the "structural VAR approach". 

The structural VAR approach has been employed in the empirical literature on the 

credit view in the U.S. context. Using the aggregate time-series data, Bernanke and 

Blinder (1992) estimate a structural VAR model for the U.S. to investigate impacts of 

a monetary tightening on the composition of the U.S. banks' balance sheet. In their 

analysis, the federal funds rate is assumed to measure the stance of Federal Reserve policy. 

Importantly, they find that increases in the federal funds rate are followed by slowdowns 

of bank loans, which is consistent with the bank lending view that a monetary tightening 

reduces the availability of bank loans, thereby affecting economic activities. Kashyap and 

Stein (1994) estimate t he same VAR model for a different sample period, confirming the 

robustness of the Bernanke and Blinder's finding. A similar finding is reported by Romer 
12 Although Sims (1980) assumes a recursive system for the purpose of identification, there are other 

types of identifying restrictions. See, for instance , Bernanke (1986) , Blanchard and Quah (1989) , and Sims 

(1986) . 
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and Romer (1990) who date shifts in policy by studying the language in the Federal Open 

Market Committee directives. 

As will be explained in Chapters 2 and 3, however, the Bernanke and Blinder (1992) 

finding is consistent with the money view as well as the credit view. It might be the 

case that slowdowns of bank loans reflect decreased aggregated demand caused by tight 

money. For the resolution of this identification problem, Kashyap, Stein, and Wilcox 

(1993) emphasise that a reduction in the availability of bank loans will force borrowers to 

substitute away from bank loans to other debts. By examining the ratio of business bank 

loans to the sum of business bank loans and commercial paper issuance, they find that 

a monetary tightening is followed by an increase of commercial paper issuance relative 

to bank loans, thereby concluding that monetary policy of the Fed operates through the 

credit channel. 13 As commercial paper issuance is available only to large firms, however, 

Gertler and Gilchrist (1994) and Oliner and Rudebusch (1996) replace commercial paper 

issuance with a wider range of financial debts. They find that the results are sensitive to the 

choice of the external finance other than bank loans. They also argue that heterogeneity 

of the demand for external funds between large firms and small firms undermines the 

interpretation of the Kashyap, Stein, and Wilcox (1993) results. 

The U.S. literature inspired empirical work on the bank-lending channel in Japan. 

Following Bernanke and Blinder (1992), Ueda (1993) estimates a similar structural VAR 

model where the policy stance of the BOJ is measured by the call rate. By examining 

the response of bank loans to a hike of the call rate with aggregate t ime-series data, he 
1 3 Kashyap , Stein , and Wilcox (1993) use two different measures of a m onetary tightening. One is the 

Romer and Romer (1990) dates of shift in p olicy. The other is the federal funds rate , which Bernanke and 

Blinder (1992) propose. 
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concludes that bank loans play an important role in the transmission policy in Japan. 

Hoshi, Scharfstein, and Singleton (1993) calculate the ratio of industrial loans from banks 

to total ind us trial loans with Japanese data. Examining the response of the ratio to a 

change in the call rate in a structural VAR model, they find that the ratio drops following 

a hike of the call rate. Although their focus is not particularly on the test of the bank

lending view, their method and result are similar to those of Kashyap, Stein, and Wilcox 

(1993) in the U.S. study. Those works on the bank-lending channel are subject to the 

same criticism made in the U.S. literature, and the following chapters try to provide an 

alternative way to test the bank-lending view. 

The protracted economic slump after the collapse of the asset price bubble has resulted 

in the growing literature on the balance sheet view in the context of Japan as well as the 

bank-lending view. Ogawa (2000), for instance, estimate~ a standard macroeconomic 

structural VAR model with the market value of land held by the private corporate sector, 

finding that an increase in the market value of land is followed by significant increases of 

total loans and fixed investments. His finding is consistent with the theory of credit cycle. 

He also finds that fixed investment contracts for a protracted period following a hike of the 

overnight call rate. In a similar study, Kwon (1998) also finds that a hike of the call rate is 

followed by a persistent land price fall, which is consistent with the theory of credit cycle. 

Focusing on the episode in the 1990s, Morsink and Bayoumi (2001) estimate a series of 

structural VAR models for the Japanese economy, finding that a negative shock to bank 

loans leads to contraction of business investment. Arguing that bank weaknesses explain 

a substantial part of the negative shocks to bank loans, they conclude that strengthening 

banks is required to restore the effective transmission process of monetary policy. In 
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relation to testing the balance sheet channel, this thesis em ploys a method similar to 

those works. 

1.4 Overview of the Thesis 

Chapter 2 empirically examines the credit view in the context of Japan. Section 2.1 pro

vides a survey of the literature on the credit view, clarifying the difficulty in the empirical 

studies. Section 2.2 discusses how to overcome the difficulty. Particular attention is paid 

to the shifts of the demand and supply schedules in the bank loan market. Section 2.3 sets 

up the econometric model to test the credit view. At this stage, the thesis does not make 

distinction between the bank-lending channel and the balance sheet channel. If the credit 

view is supported by the test results, an attempt to distinguish the two credit channels 

will be made. As will be shown in section 2.4, the test results are supportive of the credit 

view. Therefore, Chapter 2 further tests the balance sheet channel. Empirical distinction 

between the two credit views is a difficult task, however. Section 2.5 tests the theory 

of credit cycle, which is closely related with the balance-sheet channel. As is explained 

above, land plays an important role in this theory. The theory of credit cycle is tested 

via examining the effects of a monetary tightening on land prices. The results are not 

inconsistent with the theory of credit cycle. 

Acceptance of a hypothesis for one country does not imply acceptance of the same 

hypothesis for other countries. It is likely that the quantitative importance of the credit 

channel is vulnerable to the institutional characteristics of the financial markets. The 

financial market of Australia, for instance, differs from that of Japan in the sense that 

it allows banks to have more diversified port folios. Chapter 3 tests the credit view for 
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Australia. The structure of this chapter is similar to that of the preceding chapter. To 

take into account the openness of the Australian financial market, however, an open

economy structural VAR model is specified and estimated. The results are not supportive 

of the credit view. To find factors that make the credit channel less important, responses of 

Australian banks' balance sheets to a monetary tightening are examined. Among others, 

an important finding is that the Australian banks borrow from overseas to mitigate the 

impacts of a monetary tightening on their supply schedule of loans. 

While the results of Chapters 2 and 3 imply that financial deregulation and/or reforms 

may undermine the importance of the credit view, there are institutional changes that may 

make the credit channel of monetary policy transmission important. Such an example 

is the Basle Accord of 1988. Following the Basle Accord, the Bank for International 

Settlements (BIS) has required central banks of developed countries to impose risk-based 

capital adequacy requirements on the activities of commercial banks in those countries. 

The BIS classifies the asset items of banks for these requirements. When the denominator 

of the risk-based capital-to-asset ratio is calculated following the BIS' rule, a weight is 

given to each item on the asset side of a bank's balance sheet. Government bonds are 

given zero weight, while commercial loans are given a higher weight. The definition of 

the risk-based capital-to-asset ratio differs among the countries. The Japanese banks 

usually hold stocks of non-financial companies, and they are allowed to count a certain 

proportion of those stocks as capital. If stock prices fall substantially, the risk-weighted 

capital-to-asset ratios of the Japanese banks will fall , and they will cut back on their loans 

in order to maintain the required minimum level of t he capital-to-asset ratios. Under the 

Basle Accord, monetary policy of the BOJ can have impacts on the bank lending, t hereby 
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affecting the real economy, to the extent it can influence stock prices. Chapter 4 examines 

the effects of the Basle Accord on the credit channel of monetary policy transmission. 

More specifically, the chapter introduces the risk-based capital adequacy requirements of 

the BIS type into the costly-state-verification model, which underlies the balance-sheet 

channel. 

The results and conclusions of the three chapters are summarised in Chapter 5. It also 

discusses topics for future studies. Technical details about the structural VAR approach, 

which the empirical chapters of this thesis employ, are provided in the Appendix. 
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Chapter 2 

Credit Channel of Monetary 

Policy in Japan: Resolving the 

Supply versus Demand Puzzle 

2.1 Overview: the Supply versus Demand Puzzle in Japan 

In search of evidence for the credit view, researchers have investigated the behaviour of 

credit aggregates following a monetary tightening. In an influential paper, Bernanke and 

Blinder (1992) estimate a multivariate time series model (i.e., a structural VAR model) 

for the U.S. over the period 1959 to 1978, which consists of the federal funds rate, the 

unemployment rate, the consumer price index, and three bank balance-sheet variables 

( deposits, securities, and loans). Arguing that an orthogonalised shock in the federal 

funds rate represents monetary policy of the Federal Reserve Bank, they calculate the 

impulse response functions of the variables in the model to a shock in the federal funds 
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rate. From the impulse responses, they find that an unexpected hike of the federal funds 

rate is followed by contraction of loans and a rise of the unemployment rate. 

The finding, that contraction of loans follows a monetary tightening, is certainly con

sistent with the credit view: a monetary tightening affects the real economy by shifting the 

supply schedule left in the loan market. A problem is that similar results can be obtained 

even if the credit channel is not operative at all. Suppose that a monetary tightening 

depressed aggregate demand through the conventional money channel. Then, the conse

quent decrease of the demand for loans would lead to a decline in bank lending. Thus, 

contraction of bank loans does not, of itself, indicate whether the supply schedule of bank 

loans shifts left or the demand schedule for bank loans shifts left. A reduction in the 

supply of bank loans can decrease output, or a decline in output can decrease the demand 

for bank loans. The difficulty in detecting the direction of causality has been recognised in 

the literature. Gibson (1995), for instance, says "No convincing resolution of the reverse 

causality problem in aggregate data, · · ·, has yet emerged." This observational equivalence 

is called the "supply-versus-demand puzzle" (Bernanke 1993), and the aim of this chapter 

is to provide an empirical resolution of the puzzle in the context of Japan. 

While empirical works on the credit view are scarce in Japan com pared to the U.S., the 

supply-versus-demand puzzle can be found in the Japanese literature. Kim and Moreno 

(1994), for inst ance, examine t he balance sheet channel within a framework of structural 

VAR models. Their hypothesis is t hat a fall of stock prices reduces the supply of bank 

loans. They estimate five-variable structural VAR models over different sample periods , 

each of which is comprised of bank loans, industrial product ion, consumer price index, 

Nikkei index of stock prices , and the call rat e. From the estimated models, t hey calculate 
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the impulse response functions of bank loans to shocks in the stock pnce index. The 

impulse responses imply that bank loans contract following an unexpected fall of stock 

prices, which is not inconsistent with their hypothesis. As they admit, however, the 

contraction of bank loans does not necessarily reflect a leftward shift of the supply schedule 

of bank loans. A fall of stock prices may signal the deterioration of economic conditions in 

future, thereby inducing firms and households to curtail their expenses. Therefore, they 

conclude in a somewhat moderate way: the credit contraction following a fall of stock 

prices partly reflects supply factors. 

The empirical work of Bayoumi (2001) suffers from the same problem. He estimates a 

macroeconomic structural VAR model for Japan over the period of 1980:Ql to 1998:Ql. 

The model includes output gap, government spending, taxes net of transfers, the interest 

rate, the exchange rate, stock prices, land prices, and bank loans. While his main focus 

is on the causes of the extended slump in Japanese economic activity over the 1990s, he 

also investigates the interactions between bank loans, stock prices, and land prices. The 

calculated impulse response functions show, for instance, that bank loans expand following 

a positive shock in stock prices. He int erprets this result as suggesting "the importance of 

domestic asset prices in the behaviour of banks". Such an interpretation holds, however , 

only if movements in bank loans reflect shift s of t he supply schedule. It may be true that 

the movements in bank loans reflect shifts of the demand schedule for bank loans. 

In a similar research, Ogawa (2000) places emphasis on the role played by land 1n 

the credit channel of monetary policy. His hypothesis is that a monetary tightening 

lowers the market value of land held by borrowers, which may serve as collateral , thereby 

reducing the amount of external funds available to them for a given level of assets. He 
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estimates structural VAR models over the period 1975:Ql to 1998:Ql, each of which 

includes inflation rate, the call rate, sales, the market value of land held by the non

-financial firms, total loans, and fixed investment. From the estimated model, he calculates 

the impulse response functions of loans and fixed investment to a shock to the market 

value of land. Consistent with his hypothesis, the calculated impulse responses imply that 

an unanticipated fall of the market value of land is followed by a decline in investment and 

contraction of loans. This result can be obtained, however, even if the credit channel is 

not operative. Since land serves as a factor of production, a fall of land prices may reflect 

decrease of the firms' demand for land, which in turn implies decrease of their demand for 

loans. As such, his finding does not provide unambiguous support for the credit view. 

To examine the bank-lending channel of monetary policy, Morsink and Bayoumi (2001) 

estimate a structural VAR model for Japan (in their empirical study on a variety of 

monetary transmission mechanisms). The model consists of private demand, consumer 

price index, the call rate, broad money, bank loans, and banks' holdings of securities. They 

estimate the model over the sample period of 1980:Ql to 1998:Q3. Under the assumption 

that the call rate is a good indicator of the Bank of Japan's monetary policy, the impulse 

response functions of these variables to a shock in the call rate are calculated from the 

est imated model. Consistent with the bank-lending view, the impulse response function 

of bank lending to a positive shock in t he call rat e is significantly decreasing. Although 

they interpret the result as statistical evidence for the bank-lending view, it is not clear 

whether the contraction of bank loans is due to a leftward shift of the supply schedule of 

bank loans. 

Thus, the supply-versus-demand puzzle is ubiquitous in the Japanese literature on the 
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credit view. An existing way to resolve the puzzle is to follow the procedure of Kashyap, 

Stein, and Wilcox (1993). They propose to examine the behaviour of commercial paper 

and business bank loans in the wake of tight money. They define the "mix" variable as 

the ratio of business bank loans to the sum of business bank loans and commercial paper. 

The intuition is as follows. A leftward shift of the supply curve of bank loans will force 

borrowers to substitute away from bank loans into commercial paper, so that the mix 

variable will drop. Hoshi, Scharfstein, and Singleton (1993) apply this methodology to 

the Japanese study, finding that the mix variable falls following a monetary tightening. A 

fall of the mix variable, however, does not necessarily imply a leftward shift of the supply 

curve of bank loans. Suppose that the sales of bank-dependent small firms fluctuate 

more over the business cycle than those of large firms with access to a variety of financial 

sources. Then, the demand of small firms for bank loans will decrease more after monetary 

contraction than the demand of large firms for commercial paper, which will lead to a fall 

of the mix variable. Thus, heterogeneity in credit demand across firms, if any, can blur 

the interpretation of movements in the mix variable. 1 Instead of observing the quantity of 

bank loans relative to other finances, this chapter proposes to directly identify the shifts 

of the supply and demand schedules in the bank loan market after a monetary tightening. 

The alternative approach to an empirical resolution of the supply-versus-demand puzzle 

is discussed in the following sections. 

The structure of this chapter is as follows. Section 2.2 discusses how to resolve the 

supply-versus-demand puzzle. As will be shown shortly, embedding both the price and 
1 See Friedman and Kuttner (1993), Gertler and Gilchrist (1993) , and Oliner and Rudebusch (1996) for 

the ambiguities concerning the interpretation of the Kashyap, Stein, and Wilcox (1993) results. 
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quantity of bank loans in a dynamic simultaneous equation model (i.e., a structural VAR 

model) reduces the supply-versus-demand puzzle to a problem like the resolution of si

multaneous equation bias. Section 2.3 provides a description of the structural model and 

the data selection. A difficulty is how to measure the price of loans. This chapter utilises 

two types of data. These are the interest rate on new loans and the diffusion index of 

financial institutions' lending attitude. This section also formalises the credit view in a 

testable form. Based on the estimated model, impacts of a monetary tightening on the 

economy (including the bank loan market) are simulated. Simulation results are presented 

in section 2.4. The main novelty of the chapter is that we are able to establish that, in 

Japan, a monetary tightening is followed by a leftward shift of the supply schedule of bank 

loans. As is mentioned in section 1.2, however, there are two different credit channels, 

namely the bank lending channel and the balance sheet channel. Stressing that these 

two credit channels have different implications, section 2.5 tries to distinguish between the 

bank lending channel and the balance sheet channel. For this purpose, the theory of credit 

cycles, which is closely associated with the latter channel, is tested. Section 2.6 provides 

a summary and conclusion of this chapter. 

2.2 Empirical Resolution of the Supply versus Demand Puz

zle 

This section provides an alternative original approach to resolve the supply-versus-demand 

puzzle. An important assumption is that an observable quantity of bank loans is the 

equilibrium value given by the intersection of the demand and supply curves in the bank 
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loan market. A change in the quantity may be associated with a shift of the demand 

curve, a shift of the supply curve, or both. A decline in the quantity, for example, is not 

necessarily a consequence of a leftward shift of the supply curve. Observing the price of 

loans will help us identify the shifts of the supply and demand curves behind the change 

in the quantity. 2 

The approach can be well illustrated uSing a simple demand-supply model. Suppose 

that an exogenous shock occurred. Such a shock will shift the supply schedule and/or the 

demand schedule, so that the price (P) and/ or quantity (Q) will change. There are four 

possible changes: 

• Case I: Q increases, while P does not fall, 

• Case II: P rises, while Q does not increase, 

• Case III: Q decreases, while P does not rise, 

• Case IV: P falls, while Q does not decrease. 

As for testing the credit channel, Case II is of interest in the sense that it occurs only if 

the supply schedule shift s left. Suppose that the supply schedule shifted from S to S' in 

Figure 2.1. Then, one would expect to observe a rise of P and a fall of Q so long as the 

demand curve lies within a range between D' and D". (When the demand schedule shifts 

to D', Q does not change.) Case IV is a mirror image of Case II. As such , a negative 

correlation in movements between the price and quantity identifies a shift of the supply 

schedule. By analogy with this, a positive correlation in movements between the price and 
2 
A difficulty lies in measuring the price of bank loans . The construction of the price of bank loans will 

be discussed in the next section. 
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quantity identifies a shift of the demand schedule. This idea is introduced to a structural 

VAR approach to identify shifts of the demand and supply schedules in the loan market 

after monetary contraction. 

p 

P* -------------------

D' D 

s 

D" '-------'-----=------0 
Q* 

Figure 2.1: Case II: P rises, while Q does not increase. 

2.3 Model and Estimation 

This section employs a structural VAR approach , which was discussed in section 1.3, to 

test the credit view that monetary contraction is followed by a leftward shift of the supply 

schedule of bank loans. The procedure is as follows. The economy is approximated by a 

syst em of linear equations , which comprises macroeconomic variables including the price 

and quantity of loans. The set of variables also includes the short -term interest rat e. The 

parameters of the system equations are estimated , and the estimat ed model is used to 
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simulate responses of the pnce and quantity of loans to a hike of the interest rate. As is 

shown in section 2.2, the credit view will be supported if the responses of the pnce and 

quantity of loans are in the opposite direction. 

2.3.1 Structural Model 

A structural VAR approach approximates the economy by a system of linear equations. 

Let Yt denote a vector containing the values that the variables of interest assume at date 

t. Then, a structural model is generally written in vector form with constant terms and 

linear time trends being included: 

BoYt = ko + k1t + B1Yt-1 + · · · + BpYt-p + lit, (2.1) 

where lit rv i.i.d. N(O, D) and D 1s a diagonal matrix. This structural model is a simul

taneous equations model. 

In the macroeconomic literature, a structural VAR model often includes four variables: 

output, price, a short-term interest rate, and money. These are the variables of a standard 

IS-LM model. In the lit erature, an equation associated with the interest rate is conven

tionally given a structural interpretation as a policy reaction function of the monetary 

authority, and a positive innovation to the interest rate is assumed to represent unex-

pected monetary contraction ( e.g. Bernanke and Blinder 1992 and Sims 1992) .3 This 

3 As the debate between Rudebusch (1998) and Sims (1998) shows, this common practice may be 

cont entious, particularly in the U .S. literature . Examining the information set of the Federal Reserve 

Bank, Rudebusch argues that a standard equation of the federal funds rate in a structural VAR model for 

the U .S. does not correctly model its reaction, and that the structural VAR approach is subject to issues 

such as time invariance, linearity, and variable selection. Sims criticises critiques made by Rudebusch as 

unconstructive quibbles , however . 
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chapter follows the convention. Once a model is estimated, responses of the other macroe

conomic variables to a positive innovation in the interest rate are simulated to study how 

a monetary tightening affects the economy. 

The first task is to choose a set of variables to model. For selection of the variables, 

this chapter utilises the model of Bernanke and Blinder (1988) discussed in Chapter 1, 

which is a building block of the bank-lending view. As their model is an extension of an 

IS-LM model including the bank loan market, it suggests that interaction among three 

markets (i.e., goods, money, and loans) be examined. Therefore, the set of variables should 

include the prices and quantities of the three markets: output (Y), price (P), an interest 

rate (R), money (M), the quantity of loans (LQ), and the price of loans (LQ). Additional 

variables are required, however. For an equation in (2.1) to be interpreted as the policy 

reaction function of a monetary authority, the set of variables must span its information 

set. As a monetary authority observes inflationary pressures from overseas, Sims (1992) 

suggests that the exchange rate (X R) and the commodity price ( C P) be included in a 

structural VAR model of monetary policy. Arguing that monetary authorities in non

U.S. countries observe the monetary policy action of the Federal Reserve Bank, Kim and 

Roubini (2000) suggest that the U.S. interest rate (Ru5 ) be included in structural VAR 

models for those countries. Following these suggestions, X R, C P, and Ru s are added 

to the set of variables. In terms of system equations (2.1), a minimal set of variables to 

model is 

Y~ = (Yt, Pt, Mt, Rt, LQt, LPt, CPt, X Rt, Rf 5 )'.
4 

4 The data on these variables are possibly integrated. Even when the variables are non-stationary, 

however, the parameters of a dynamic model like ( 2 .1) can be estimated consistently by applying O LS to 

its reduced form. See, for instance , Banerjee et al. (1993 , Ch 6). For this reason, this chapter and the 
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2.3.2 Data Selection 

The next task is to choose dat a to proxy the nine variables in the model. It is relatively 

straightforward to choose data for the variables except for the price and quantity of bank 

loans. Output (Y) and price (P) are conventionally measured by the log of industrial 

production, which is a measure of private sector output, and the log of CPI, respectively. 

The overnight call rate is chosen for the interest rate ( R), as it is the policy instrument 

of the Bank of Japan (BOJ). 5 R is measured in per cent. Nominal money (M) is mea-

sured by the log of base money. Base money is chosen in an attempt to avoid possible 

problems caused by correlation between money and bank credit. In addition , for instance, 

McCallum (1999) argues that the monetary base is an essential variable for evaluating the 

Japanese monetary policy. The exchange rate (X R) is the log value of t he U.S. dollar 

measured in Japanese yen, so th at a fall of X R means an appreciation of the Japanese 

currency against the U.S. currency. Commodity price (GP) is measured by the log of 

world non-fuel commodity price index. The federal funds rate measures t he U.S. interest 

rate (Ru8
). See Appendix A.1 for the sources of these data. 

How should we measure the quantity of loans (LQ )? In the literature, LQ is usually 

measured by total loans outstanding (e.g. Kwon 1998 and Ogawa 2000 ). Such data 

correspond to the stock of loans. To identify shifts of the demand and supply schedules 

following one estimate the structural VAR models using the level of the variables. 
5 The Bank of Japan (BOJ ) now officially announces that the overnight call rate is its opera ting target. 

See minutes of the Monetary Policy Meeting, which are available in English. Not until the late 1990s did 

the BOJ disclose how it implemented monetary policy. evertheless , there have been economists who have 

argued that the BOJ always attempted to control the overnight call rate . See , for example , Okina (1993), 

Ueda (1993), and Yoshikawa (1995). 
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m the loan market, however, the quantity of interest is "new loans issued" rather than 

loans outstanding. In Japan, data on "new loans for equipment funds" are available from 

1970:Ql onward in the BOJ's quarterly economic survey of enterprises, TANKAN. It is 

this series of data which this chapter utilises to measure the quantity of loans. Among 

others, the data on new loans to the manufacturing industry are chosen for consistency 

with the output series. 

Now turn to the data for the pnce of bank loans (i.e., the marginal cost of bank 

loans to borrowers). A candidate is an interest rate on new loans. The data on "average 

contracted interest rates on new loans and discounts" are available from March 1980 

onward. The price of bank loans extends beyond the interest rate, however. The loan rate 

cannot capture non-price terms of lending ( such as collateral requirements). An alternative 

measure of the marginal cost of loans to borrowers is the diffusion index of "financial 

institutions' lending attitude" 1n the BOJ's survey of enterprises, TANKAN. The BOJ 

calculates the diffusion index by asking non-financial firms about financial institutions' 

lending attitude. Suppose that banks required higher interest rates or more collateral 

for additional loans. Then, the firms would perceive banks being reluctant to lend. As 

such, the diffusion index of financial institutions' lending attitude may be correlated with 

the unobservable price of loans (see Appendix A.l for further discussion on the diffusion 

index). In the following estimation, both the interest rate on new loans and the diffusion 

index of financial institutions' lending attitude are utilised. 
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2.3.3 Testable Hypotheses 

Once the structural model (2.1) is estimated with the data, the credit view is tested. For 

this purpose, the credit view is formalized in a testable form. A distinctive implication of 

the credit view is that a monetary tightening is followed by a leftward shift of the supply 

schedule of bank loans. As is shown in section 2.2, a rise in the price of loan identifies 

a leftward shift of the supply schedule in the bank loan market unless the quantity of 

bank loans increases (see Figure 2.1). Following a monetary tightening, the credit view is 

accepted if: 

Hl The quantity of bank loans (LQ) does not increase. 

H2 The price of bank loans ( LP) rises. 

H3 Real output (Y) decreases. 

The first two and the last one are associated with identifying the supply schedule in the 

loan market and testing the effectiveness of monetary policy, respectively. 

Under the assumption that a short-term interest rate ( R) is a good indicator of the 

monetary policy of the Bank of Japan, Hl to H3 can be tested by simulating responses 

of LQ, LP, and Y to a shock in R. Such simulation is conducted by calculating impulse 

response functions from the estimated model ( 2 .1) . For instance, the impulse response 

function of LQ to a positive shock in R is defined as 

8 E(LQt+i lit) 
------=---- for i = 0 1 · · · 

8 UR ' ' ' t 
(2.2) 

where E(LQt+i lit) and uf denote the expected value of LQt+i conditional on the set of 

informat ion available at date t and the component of Ut associated wit h R, respect ively. 

The impulse response analysis crucially depends on the assumption that R is a good 
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indicator of monetary policy. This assumption will be plausible if the central bank supplies 

reserves elastically at the targeted level of the interest rate, which may be true of the 

Japanese monetary policy. Okina (1993), for instance, emphasizes the institutional fact 

that the Japanese reserve accounting system is a lagged reserve system. 6 Under such 

a reserve system, the demand for reserves is predetermined each month. As Japanese 

banks hold almost no excess reserves, the BOJ faces a nearly vertical demand curve for 

reserves in the short-run. To prevent the interest rate from fluctuating, the BOJ must 

supply reserves passively at the targeted level of the interest rate. As such, uR may be 

interpreted as the monetary policy action of the BOJ, and this chapter examines the 

impulse response functions of LQ, LP, and Y to uR to test the hypotheses Hl to H3. 

To test Hl to H3 statistically, confidence intervals for the estimated impulse response 

functions are to be presented. In practice, confidence intervals for impulse responses are 

often numerically generated. Following Runkle (1987), this chapter employs an approach 

based on "bootstrapping." The procedure is as follows. First, the model (2.1) is estimated, 

and the estimated coefficients and the fitted residuals are saved. Then, the residuals are 

reshuffled with replacement, and the data set is artificially created using the estimated 

model as the true data-generation process. In the analysis of this chapter, a series of 1,000 

such simulations are undertaken. With each of the 1,000 synthetic data sets, the same 

model is re-estimated and the impulse response functions are calculated. 90 % confidence 

intervals for the originally estimated impulse response func t ions are inferred from the 

ranges that include 90% of the values for the 1,000 simulated impulse responses. In the 

6 
In Japan , banks are required t o maintain reserves , which are the product of the reserve ratio and 

average deposits outstanding in each calendar m onth, during the period from the 16th of that m onth to 

the 15th of the next month. 
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next section, the calculated impulse response functions are shown with the 90% confidence 

intervals. 7 

2.4 Simulation Results 

In this section, the structural model (2.1) is estimated to simulate impacts of an unantic-

ipated hike of the call rate on the economy including the bank loan market. For compu-

tational convenience, a recursive structure is imposed on Bo in equation (2.1), so that the 

system is just identified. The ordering of the variables is C P, Ru s, P, Y, M, R, X R, SP, 

LQ, and LP.8 All the domestic variables are placed after P. This reflects the Keynesian 

argument that prices slowly respond to economic developments. Y is placed after M and 

R under the assumption that money and the interest rate influence aggregate demand 

with a lag. This assumption is consistent with the monetarists' argument that monetary 

policy affects real economy only with a lag (so that fine-tuning is difficult). The position 

of M before R reflects the fact that the BOJ takes into account the current demand for 
7 There are alternative methods to calculate confidence intervals for the impulse response function. 

Among others, Monte Carlo integration has been popular in the empirical literature. This popularity 

is largely due to computational convenience. An econometric computer package, RATS, utilises Monte 

Carlo integration as a default method to construct confidence intervals for the impulse response function. 

This method is the Bayesian approach in the sense that a researcher has to specify a prior distribution of 

parameters of a VAR model. As the classical approach is adopted throughout this chapter, Monte Carlo 

integration is not employed. See Appendix B.3 for technical details. 
8 A different ordering can have major consequences on the estimation results . See , for instance, Chris-

tiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (1999) . The results are robust to different orderings , however. See Suzuki 

(2001) for robustness checks. Non-recursive identifying restrictions have been also used in the VAR liter-

ature on the BOJ's monetary policy. See Kasa and Popper (1997), Kwon (1998), and Shioji (2000). 
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the monetary base when it chooses the targeted level of the call rate. L and LP are placed 

after R because the BOJ obtains information about the bank loan market with a delay 

through its quarterly economic survey (TANKAN). In the following estimations, the loan 

price is measured by either the interest rate on new loans or the diffusion index of financial 

institutions' lending attitude. 

2.4.1 Results: Loan Rate as the Price of Loans 

First, the structural model (2.1) is estimated with the pnce of loans measured by the 

interest rate on new loans. The regression 1s run over the period 1981:Ql to 2000:Q4. 

The beginning of the sample is dictated by the availability of the data on the interest rate 

on new loans, which are available from 1980:Ql onward. From the estimated model, the 

impulse response functions of various variables to a positive shock in the call rate, which 

is defined as equation (2.2), are calculated. 

In each graph of Figure 2.2, the solid line and the dotted lines are the point estimate 

of the impulse response function to a one-standard-deviation shock in the cash rate and 

its 90% confidence interval, respectively. 9 A one-standard-deviation shock to the cash 

rate is calculated as an increase of approximately 0.25 percentage point. The loan rate is 

measured in percentage. As the other variables shown in Figure 2.2 are measured in logs 

and multiplied by 100, the impulse responses approximate the percentage change of those 

variables in response to a 0.25-percentage point hike of the call rate. For instance, the 

9 The impulse response functions shown in this chapter are calculated from the estimated model with 

two lags. The model was also estimated with lags 3 and 4. As for identifying the supply and demand 

schedules in the bank loan market, however , the results were robust to the choice oflags. See Suzuki (2001) , 

which is attached to this thesis. 
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quantity of loans is expected to decrease by approximately 3.55% after a quarter following 

an unanticipated 0.25 percentage point rise of the call rate. Note that scale differs among 

the graphs. The response of the quantity of new loans is greater than those of the other 

variables, and the response of the CPI is smaller than those of the other variables. 
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Figure 2.2: Responses to a positive shock in the call rate 

Notes: Loan price is measured by the loan rate (percentage) . 

The other variables are in logs and multiplied by 100. 

12 14 1 

Ouorte~ 

The upper two graphs in Figure 2.2 indicate impacts of an unexpected hike of the call 

rate on the CPI and real GDP. While the CPI rises in response to a monetary tightening, 

the size of the response is small and insignificant. The point estimate implies that the 
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CPI rises at most by approximately 0.1 % in the fifth quarter after a 0.25 percentage 

point hike of the cash rate, and the response is not significantly different from zero. The 

result may be interpreted as suggesting that a monetary tightening successfully cancels out 

inflationary pressures. The responses of real GDP are greater than those of the CPI. The 

point estimate implies that real GDP falls by approximately 0.5% in the 11th and 12th 

quarters after the same monetary tightening. Those responses are significantly different 

from zero at 5% significance level, so that H3 (i.e., the effectiveness of monetary policy) 

is accepted. 

In the centre two graphs of Figure 2.2, the responses of base money and the exchange 

rate are plotted. Base money falls by approximately 0.3% in the fifth quarter following 

a 0.25 percentage point hike of the call rate, and the responses are significantly different 

from zero at 5% significance level over the period of the fourth quarter to the ninth quarter 

after the hike of the call rate. This finding is consistent with economic theory. In contrast, 

the impulse response function of the exchange rate is inconclusive. The response of the 

exchange rate is not significantly different from zero at any point of time shown in the 

graph. 

As for the credit view, the lower two graphs of Figure 2.2 are of central interest. The 

quantity of new loans decreases in the first quarter after the hike of the call rate. The 

contraction of new loans is substantial. The point estimate implies that new loans contract 

by more than 3.5% following a 0.25 percentage point hike of the call rate, and this response 

is significantly different from zero at 5% significance level. Obviously, Hl is accepted. At 

the same time, the interest rate on new loans rises. For the first five quarters, the response 

of the loan rate is significantly positive, so that H2 is accepted. Therefore, we can conclude 
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that the supply schedule of bank loans shifts left in the first quarter. Together with the 

acceptance of Hl, the results are supportive of the credit view. 

Note that the initial positive response of the loan rate is smaller than the hike of the 

call rate. The point estimate implies that the interest rate on new loans rises by less 

than 0.1 percentage point while the call rate ris~s by 0.25 percentage point. 10 That is, 

the loan rate is stickier than the policy instrument. It has been theoretically shown that 

the interest rate on loans can be sticky under asymmetric information between lenders 

and borrowers. Stiglitz and Weiss (1981), for instance, argue that since a higher loan rate 

reduces the probability of repayment (by the adverse selection effect and/or the incentive 

effect), lenders may not make loans even if borrowers are willing to pay a higher interest 

rate, which results in credit rationing with a sticky loan rate. Thus, the result is consistent 

with the implication of a theoretical model of credit market imperfection. 

2.4.2 Results: Diffusion Index as the Price of Loans 

Now the structural model (2.1) is estimated with the pnce of loans measured by the 

BOJ's diffusion index of financial institutions' lending attitude. In this subsection, the 

diffusion index is utilised to capture non-price components of the marginal cost of loans 

to borrowers. 11 The regression is run over a longer sample period - 1973:Ql to 2000:Q4. 

1 0 The model (2.1) was re-estimated with the loan rate replaced by the spread between the loan rate and 

the call rate. The calculated impulse response function showed that the spread between the two interest 

rates significantly shrank over quarters in response to a hike of the call rate. 
11 

In the survey, the Bank of Japan asks non-financial firms whether financial institutions' lending attitude 

is "accommodative" , "not so severe", or "severe". The BOJ calculates the diffusion index by subtracting 

the percentage of the firms answering ''severe" from the percentage of those answering "accommodative". 

In the estimation, the diffusion index is multiplied by -1, so that it may be positively correlated with the 
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The beginning of the sample reflects a pnor that the Japanese economy experienced a 

structural break by the time of the first oil embargo (see, for instance, Yoshikawa 1995). 

In each graph of Figure 2.3, the solid line and the dotted lines are the impulse response 

funct ion of the variable to a positive shock in the call rate and its 90% confidence interval. 
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Figure 2.3: Responses to a positive shock in the call rate 

Notes: Loan price is measured by the diffusion index (percentage point). 

The other variables are in logs and mult iplied by 100. 

The upper two graphs of Figure 2.3 indicate impacts of a hike of the call rat e on the 

unobservable price of loans. See Appendix A.1 for further discussion on the diffusion index . 
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CPI and real GDP. The response of the CPI is again tiny. While the CPI eventually falls, 

the response is not significantly different from zero. The insignificant response of the CPI 

is consistent with the result of the preceding subsection. Real GDP also decreases, but 

the negative response is similarly insignificant at 5% significance level. The insignificance 

of the response of real GDP is in contrast with the result of the preceding subsection. The 

negative response of real GDP is significant from the fifth quarter to the ninth quarter at 

10% significance level, however. Therefore, H3 (i.e., the effectiveness of monetary policy) 

is now accepted at 10% significance level. 

The centre two graphs of Figure 2.3 show the responses of base money and the exchange 

rate. As is consistent with economic theory, base money falls in response to a hike of 

the call rate, and the negative response is significant from the third quarter to the eighth 

quarter. The impulse response function of the exchange rate is again inconclusive, however. 

The response of the exchange rate is not significant at any point of time shown in the graph. 

The lower two graphs of Figure 2.3 are to identify shifts of the demand and supply 

schedule in the loan market. The quantity of new loans significantly decreases in the first 

quarter, which is consistent with the result of the preceding subsection. Hl is accepted. At 

the same time, the loan price index rises, implying that financial institutions' become less 

willing to lend. The positive response of the loan price index is significant for the first four 

quarters, and H2 are accepted at 5% significance level. Thus, the results again imply that 

the supply schedule of loans shifts left in the first quarter, and the conclusion is robust 

to the choice of the measure for the price of loans. Since the effectiveness of monetary 

policy is accepted at 10% significance level, we may also conclude that the credit channel 
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of monetary policy is operative in J apan. 12 

2.5 Lending Channel or Balance Sheet Channel? 

The preceding section provides clear evidence for the existence of the credit channel in 

Japan. There are two different credit channels, namely the bank-lending channel and 

the balance sheet channel. As is discussed in section 1.2, the bank-lending channel and 

the balance sheet channel have different macroeconomic implications. Nonetheless, no 

distinction has been made so far between the two credit channels. Then, a question arises. 

Which credit channel is operative in Japan? Since the bank-lending channel and the 

balance sheet channel are both characterised by a leftward shift of the supply schedule of 

bank loans following a monetary tightening, it is difficult to identify one channel from the 

other in a direct way. For this reason, this section tests the credit cycle theory, which is 

closely associated with the balance sheet channel. 

Stressing that durable assets serve as collateral for loans as well as being factors of 

production, Kiyotaki and Moore (1997) argue that a temporary shock to asset prices can 

generate persistent fluctuations in output by affecting credit limits of liquidity-constrained 

firms. Their argument is as follows. A fall of asset prices ( such as land price) weakens the 

balance sheet s of firms, and liquidity-constrained firms have t o cut back on invest ment. A 

decrease of invest ment implies a leftward shift of the demand schedule for durable assets. 

Asset prices fall further , which weakens the balance sheets of the firms . The firms have 

to cut back on invest ment further , which again decreases the demand for durable assets 

1 2 
A variety of robustness checks were conducted, and the results are essentially r obust. These results 

are rep orted in an earlier version of this chapter. See Suzuki (2 00 1) . 
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and causes a further fall of asset prices. This process continues. In this way, a temporary 

shock to asset prices causes persistent fluctuations in output. This theory is consistent 

with the balance sheet channel to the extent that monetary policy affects prices of durable 

assets. 

A crucial assumption of the credit cycle theory is that the debts of firms are secured, 

and business investment financed by bank loans is usually secured by land in Japan. 

Therefore, the land price index ( LD) is included in the set of variables to measure prices 

of durable assets, and the structural model (2.1) is estimated. In an attempt to correct for 

the effects of the asset price bubble in the late 1980s, stock price (SP) is also included in the 

set of variables. An eleven-variable VAR is estimated. With the price of loans measured 

by the diffusion index, the model is estimated over the period 1973:Ql to 2000:Q4. The 

ordering of the variables are essentially the same as in the model of section 2.3, and SP 

and LD are placed between X R and LQ. 

First, impacts of an unexpected fall of land price on the economy are simulated. Fig

ure 2.4 shows the impulse response functions to a negative shock to land price and the 

90% confidence interval. All the variables shown in Figure 2.4 are measured in logs and 

multiplied by 100 except for the call rate and the loan price index. A temporary shock to 

the land price is followed by a persistent fall of the land price. The negative response of 

land price is significant at 5% significance level, and consistent with the theory of credit 

cycles. As the theory of credit cycles predicts, real GDP and the loan quantity decrease 

persistently at the same time. Those negative responses are significantly different from 

zero at 5% significance level. Thus, the results are supportive of the credit cycle the

ory that a temporary fall of durable asset prices causes a persistent decline in output by 
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Notes: Loan price is measured by the diffusion index (percentage point). 

Call rate is measured m per cent. 

The other variables are 1n logs and multiplied by 100. 

affecting credit limits of firms. 13 

Similar results are obtained by Ogawa (2000) who estimates a six variable VAR (in-

flation rate, the call rate, sales of firms , land stock, total loans outstanding, and fixed 

investment) over the period 1975:Ql to 1998:Ql. In his paper, "land stock" means the 

13
The results are essentially robust to the choice of the loan price. When the loan price is measured 

by the interest rate on loans , the persistent negative responses of real GDP and the loan quantity are 

significant at 10% significance level. 
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market value of land held by t he private corporate sector. His findings are as follows. 

First, a hike of the call rate is followed by long-lasting significant contraction of fixed 

investment. This implies the effectiveness of monetary policy. Second, a positive shock 

to land stock is followed by significant increases of total loans and fixed invest ment. The 

latter finding is supportive of the credit cycle theory, and consistent with the simulation 

results of this chapter. 
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Accep ing the credi c cle theory does not, of itself, imply the existence of the balance 
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sheet channel, however. 14 The next task is to confirm that a monetary tightening causes 

a fall of prices of durable assets. With the same estimated model, impacts of a hike of the 

call rate on the economy are simulated. Figure 2.5 shows the impulse response functions to 

a positive shock in the call rate. As in the results of the preceding section, the hypotheses 

Hl to H3 are accepted, and the credit view is supported. As for the response of land 

pnce, the point estimate implies that a hike of the call rate is followed by a fall of land 

pnce. Although this is consistent with the hypothesis of the balance sheet channel, the 

confidence interval is too wide to establish the significance of this shift. So, our conclusion 

must be put in a slightly weaker form - that our results are not inconsistent with the view 

that a monetary tightening operates through the balance sheet channel by affecting land 

price. 15 

2.6 Conclusion 

The objective of this chapter is to test the credit view, for Japan, that a monetary tighten-

ing affects the real economy by shifting the supply schedule of bank loans. Although bank 

loans contract following a monetary tightening, it is not clear whether the contraction is 

due to a leftward shift of the supply schedule or a leftward shift of the demand schedule 

in the bank loan market. In an attempt to resolve the observational equivalence problem, 

14 Ogawa (2000) concludes that the balance sheet channel is operative in Japan, even though he does not 

show that monetary policy has impacts on the market value of land held by the private corporate sector. 
15 Kwon (1998) estimates a nine-variable structural VAR model for Japan over the period 1963:Ql to 

1993:Q4. The variables in his model are essentially the same as the ones used in this section except for the 

credit variables. He finds that a persistent fall of land price following a monetary tightening is significant . 

His finding complements the results of this chapter. 
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which is known as the supply-versus-demand puzzle, this chapter proposes to observe the 

responses of the quantity and price of bank loans to a monetary tightening. This chapter 

measures the price of bank loans by either the interest rate on new loans or the diffusion 

index of financial institutions' lending attitude. The results are supportive of the credit 

view and robust to the choice of the measure for the price of bank loans. 

Although the bank-lending channel and the balance sheet channel are collectively called 

the credit channel, these two channels have different economic implications. This chapter 

tests the credit cycle theory, which is closely related with the balance sheet channel, that 

a temporary fall of prices of durable assets generates a persistent decline in output by 

affecting credit limits of firms. Since business bank loans are usually secured by land in 

Japan, this chapter uses land price as an index of prices of durable assets, finding that a 

fall of land price is followed by decreases of real GDP and the quantity of loans. Thus, 

the results are supportive of the credit cycle theory. Another finding is that a monetary 

tightening is followed by a persistent fall of land price. The impact of a monetary policy on 

land price is not significantly different from zero, however. Consequently, the conclusion 

of this chapter is that the results are not inconsistent with the existence of the balance 

sheet channel. Clear empirical distinction between the two credit channels would be able 

to further the literature on this topic. 
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Chapter 3 

Is the Lending Channel of 
• 

Monetary Policy Important in 

Australia? 

3.1 Overview: the Supply versus Demand Puzzle in Aus

tralia 

A building block of the lending view is the theoretical work of Bernanke and Blinder (1988). 

In an IS-LM type model, they show that draining bank reserves reduces the amount of 

loanable funds in the banking sector, which means a leftward shift of the supply schedule 

of bank loans, thereby forcing bank-dependent borrowers to cut bank on their invest

ment expenditures. A crucial assumption of their model is that there are bank-dependent 

borrowers in the economy. This assumption is plausible in Australia. The Australian 

corporate sector makes little use of direct forms of financing. At the end of September 
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2000, for example, the ratio of outstanding short-term securities issued by the private 

non-financial corporate sector (A$ 21.956 billion) to outstanding bank loans to the same 

sector (A$ 136.411 billion) is 16.9 %. 1 Thus, the Australian economy satisfies a necessary 

condition for the bank-lending channel to be operative. This chapter aims to test the 

lending view for Australia. 

Over the past decade, a number of papers have resurrected the bank-lending view 

In the empirical literature, particularly In the U.S. context. Nevertheless, unambiguous 

evidence for or against the bank-lending view has rarely been provided. Primarily, this is 

because bank loans and money are highly correlated. In an influential work, for instance, 

Bernanke and Blinder (1992) estimate a structural VAR model for the U.S. economy, over 

the period 1959:8 to 1979:9, including the federal funds rate, the unemployment rate, the 

consumer price index (CPI), and bank balance-sheet variables ( deposits, securities, and 

loans) all deflated by the CPI. They calculate various impulse response functions, reporting 

that money and bank loans contract following a positive innovation to the funds rate. 

While the contraction of bank loans is consistent with the lending view, the decrease of 

money makes another int erpretation plausible: a monetary tightening depresses aggregate 

demand through the standard money channel , resulting in a leftward shift of the demand 

schedule for bank credit. The positive correlation bet ween bank loans and money blurs the 

distinct ion between the alternative views, namely t he bank-lending view and the st andard 

money view. This is the supply-versus-demand puzzle discussed in Chapter 2. 

By estimating a similar structural VAR model for Australia, we can reproduce the 

finding of Bernanke and Blinder (1992) t hat money and bank loans contract following 

1 Figures are taken from Tables B2 and D4 of the Bulletin of the Reserve Bank of Australia. 
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a monetary tightening. The variables are 1n order: the cash rate, the log levels of each 

of three bank balance-sheet variables ( deposits, securities, and loans) all deflated by the 

CPI, the unemployment rate, and the log of the CPI itself. This chapter utilises the "CPI 

excluding housing". 2 As a set of identifying restrictions, recursive structure is imposed 

on the system. Two lags of each variable are included. Constant terms are also included. 

The VAR is estimated over the period 1985:Ql to 2000:Q2. The beginning period reflects 

the abolition of monetary targeting in Australia (see MacFarlane 1999). The end of the 

period is chosen to avoid possible problems caused by the introduction of the goods and 

services tax (GST) in July 2000. In what follows, regressions are run over the same period, 

so long as the availability of data allows. 

Figure 3.1 shows the calculated impulse response functions of the bank balance-sheet 

variables and the unemployment rate to an innovation to the cash rate. As in the Bernanke 

and Blinder (1992) paper, a positive innovation in the cash rate is assumed to represent 

an unanticipated monetary tightening of the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA). Since the 

cash rate is the policy instrument of the RBA, this assumption may be justified. Bank 

loans do not contract but expand slightly for the first three quarters following a monetary 

tightening. Contraction of bank loans is preceded by reduction in the holdings of public 

securities , which may be interpreted as indicating that banks hold public securities as a 

buffer stock. While the banks rebuild the holdings of public securities, they eventually 

reduce loans. Consistent with the lending-view, the credit cont raction coincides in timing 

with the rise of t he unemployment rate. Figure 3.1 also shows, however , a fall of deposi t s 

(i.e., money) following a hike of t he cash rat e, which may be interpret ed as implying that 

2 See Appendix A.2 for further discussion on the data. 
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Figure 3.1: Responses to a Shock to the Cash Rate 

Notes: Unemployment rate is measured in per cent. 

The other variables are in logs and multiplied by 100. 

a monetary tightening decrease the demand for credit by depressing aggregate demand 

through the money channel. As such, the supply-versus-demand puzzle can be found with 

the Australian data. 

Section 3.2 aims to provide empirical resolution to the supply-versus-demand puzzle 

m the Australian context. In this section, two approaches are employed. One is the 

Kashyap, Stein, and Wilcox (1993)'s approach that has been employed in the U.S. empiri-

cal literature. The other is the original approach discussed in Chapter 2. As will be shown 

shortly, the results in section 3.2 are not supportive of the bank-lending view, which are 

in contrast to those in the preceding chapter. Section 3 .3 examines characteristics of the 

Australian bank behaviour in an attempt to identify causes that make the lending channel 
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of monetary policy less important. Section 3.4 provides summary and conclusion of this 

chapter. 

3.2 Empirical Resolution of the Supply versus Demand Puz-

zle 

3.2.1 Kashyap, Stein, and Wilcox (1993) Approach 

To deal with the supply-versus-demand puzzle, Kashyap, Stein, and Wilcox (1993) propose 

to examine the responses of bank loans and alternative forms of credit to a monetary 

tightening. 3 Their intuition is as follows. If the lending channel of monetary policy is 

operative, the leftward shift of the supply curve of bank loans will force borrowers to 

substitute from bank loans into other forms of credit, decreasing bank credit relative to 

non-bank credit. On the other hand, if monetary policy operates through the conventional 

money channel, the dampened aggregate demand will shift the demand curve for all forms 

of credit left, decreasing bank credit and non-bank credit alike. Based on this intuition, 

they define the "mix" variable of non-equity finance as the ratio of business bank loans 

to the sum of business bank loans and commercial paper outstanding. Their argument 

is that a drop of the mix variable identifies a leftward shift of the supply curve of bank 

loans.4 

3 The method of Kashyap , Stein, and Wilcox (1993) has been applied in a variety of contexts. Miron, 

Romer, and Weil (1994) employ this method to analyse the historical importance of the bank-lending 

channel in the U.S. economy. Guender (1998) and Hoshi, Scharfstein, and Singleton (1993) employ the 

method with the New Zealand data and the Japanese data, respectively. 
4 A fall of the mix variable does not necessarily imply a leftward shift of the supply schedule of bank 

loans . See the discussion in section 2.1 and references therein for the ambiguity of the interpretation of 
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The Kashyap, Stein, and Wilcox (1993) definition of the mix variable is contentious, 

however. Commercial paper issuance is available only to large firms. Oliner and Rude

busch (1996) suggest that the denominator of the mix variable should include all forms of 

non-bank sources of credit to borrowers. Following their suggestion, the mix variable is 

defined in this chapter as bank loans to the non-financial private corporate sector divided 

by non-equity financial liabilities of the same sector. In Australia, there is a variety of 

non-bank sources of credit. At the end of March 2000, for instance, the composition of 

the financial liabilities for the private non-financial corporate sector is summarized as in 

Table 3.1. Commercial paper is called a promissory note in the Australian Bureau of 

Statistics' publications. Bonds are classified as long-term debt securities. Other accounts 

payable include trade credit and interest accruals. This chapter considers three types of 

the mix variable. The first, MI X 5 , is the ratio of bank loans outstanding to short-term 

financial debt. The second, MJXT, is the ratio of bank loans outstanding to total financial 

debt including long-term debt securities. The third, MI x 0 , includes trade credit in the 

denominator. The movements of the three mix variables are plotted in Figure 3.2. 

Kashyap, Stein, and Wilcox (1993) investigate the response of the mix variable after 

the "Romer dates," which Romer and Romer (1990) identify as the dates on which Federal 

Reserve Bank shifted to tighter policy. This identification was achieved by reading the 

minutes of the Federal Open Market Committee. In order to follow the methodology, 

changes in the policy stance of the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) need to be dated. 

Fortunately, the RBA has officially announced the changes in its policy stance, as reflected 

movements in the mix variable . In the following sections, an alternative approach to resolve the supply-

versus-demand puzzle is employed to complement the result of this section. 
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Table 3.1: Financial Liabilities for Private Non-Financial Corporations, March 2000 

Items: $ Billions 

Loans and Placements ( L) 

from Banks (BL) 

Bills of Exchange (BE) 

Promissory Notes (P N) 

Bonds (B) 

Other accounts payable ( 0) 

Ratio of bank loans: 

MIX 5
( BL/(L +BE+ PN)) 

MJXT( BL/(L+BE+PN+B)) 

MJX 0
( BL/(L+BE + PN+O)) 

228.6 

130.3 

59.7 

17.0 

33.6 

60.1 

0.43 

0.38 

0.36 

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, Catalogue No. 5232.0., September 2000. 

1n the level of the cash rate, since January 1990. While the RBA does not make these 

data available prior to 1990, Dungey and Hayward (2000) estimate the dates of changes 

in the policy stance after January 1985. The targeted level of the cash rate is plotted in 

Figure 3.2. Like the central banks in other developed countries, the RBA raises the short-

term interest rate a number of times before lowering it again. In this subsection, the first 

of the consecutive series of hikes in the targeted level of the cash rate is regarded as the 

date of an unanticipated monetary tightening. As a consequence, five dates are identified 

as the episodes of tight money: 31 July 1986 , 6 January 1987, 23 April 1988, 17 August 

1994, and 3 November 1999. Due to the availability of the data on the mix variables , 

however , only the episodes of August 1994 and November 1999 can be examined. 

To have a closer look at the movements in t he mix variables around the dates of tight 

money, Figure 3.3 plots the deviations of the mix variables from their own sample trends 
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Figure 3.2: Ratio of Bank Loans to Financial Liabilities 

(Private Non-financial Corporate Sector) 

around the dates of tightening of money. While the mix variables fell after November 

1999, they increased after August 1994. Such movements in the mix variables provide an 

impression that monetary policy is irrelevant for the composition of the financial liabili-

ties for the non-financial private corporate sector. These findings contrast with those of 

Kashyap, Stein, and Wilcox (1993) who document that the U.S. mix variable fell after the 

Romer dates. 

To quantify the impact of monetary contraction on the mix variable, Kashyap , Stein, 

and Wilcox (1993) regress a change in the mix variable on lags of itself and current and 

lagged indicators of monet ary cont raction which take the value one on the Romer date and 

zero ot herwise. They also est imat e the equation adding lags of GNP growth on the right

hand-side in an attempt to control for cyclical factors that might affect the mix variable. 
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Figure 3.3: Changes in Ratio of Bank Loans to Financial Liabilities 

(Deviation from Trend around Monetary Tightening) 

In this subsection, each of the three mix variables defined above is regressed on lags of 

itself, and current and lagged indicators of monetary contraction. Due to the availability 

of data on MIX s, the whole sample is from 1989:Q2 to 2000:Q2. As an indicator of 

monetary contraction, this chapter creates a dummy variable, which equals one in August 

1994 and November 1999, and zero otherwise. Let MP denote the dummy variable for 

monetary contraction. Then, the following equation is estimated: 

p p 

6.MIX/ = ao + Lf3i6.MIXj_i + LriMPt-i + et, for j = S, T , and 0 , (3.1) 
i=l i=O 

where 

' ' ' 

6.MIXf = MIXf - MIX/_ 1 . 

The variables are differenced to avoid problems caused by possible unit roots. Equa-
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tion ( 3 .1) is also estimated by including current and lagged values of the log difference 

of real GDP. The regressions are run for different numbers of lags: two, four, and six. 5 

Following the Kashyap, Stein, and Wilcox argument, the null hypothesis for the lending 

view is formalized as follows: 

'Yi = 0 for all i. 

Table 3.2 summanses the results. In line with the impression from Figure 3.3, we 

cannot reject the null hypothesis in any of the regressions at any conventional significance 

level. An indicator of monetary contraction, MP, does not significantly affect any of the 

mix variables representing the non-equity financing pattern of the private non-financial 

corporate sector. In other words, the corporate sector does not substitute away from 

bank-credit to non-bank credit, even when the Reserve Bank of Australia opts for a shift 

to tighter policy. Clearly, the lending view is not supported. 

The abo.ve approach may be subject to criticisms. One is that difference in size between 

the hikes of the cash rate is not taken into account. The increases of the cash rate in 

August 1994 and in November 1999 are 0.75-percentage point and 0.25-percentage point, 

respectively. Despite the 0.5-percentage point difference, the same weights are given to 

MP for bot h periods. Another one , which seems more important, is that MP may not 

be an appropriate indicator of an "exogenous" monetary policy shock . MP concerns 

only the dates when the RBA raised its targeted level of the cash rate. However, it is 

not uncommon for a cent ral bank to change the targeted level of its policy instrument 

to accommodate d.evelopments in economic conditions. Such an accommodative change 
5
In each regression , additive seasonal dummies and a dummy for a series break between 1996:Q3 and 

Q4 are also included. 
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Table 3.2: 

Causality Tests Between the MIX and a Monetary Policy Indicator 

Dependent Variable: MIX 5 MJXT MJX 0 

p-value: 

Lags= 2 

excl. real GDP 0.390 0.656 0.648 

incl. real GDP 0.620 0.848 0.749 

Lags= 4 

excl. real GDP 0.404 0.642 0.584 

incl. real GDP 0.955 0.972 0.918 

Lags= 6 

excl. real GDP 0.762 0.865 0.668 

incl. real GDP 0.708 0.960 0.856 

Note: The p value is the lowest significance level at which the null hypoth-

esis can be rejected. 

should be distinguished from exogenous monetary policy shocks. It is the latter with 

which we are concerned. Nevertheless, MP makes no distinction between accommodative 

changes in the targeted level of the cash rate and exogenous monetary policy shocks. 

A standard way to overcome the problem of identifying exogenous monetary policy 

shocks is to adopt a structural VAR approach, where an equation associated with the 

policy instrument is interpreted as a reaction function of the central bank and hence its 

residuals are regarded as exogenous monetary policy shocks. For this reason, Oliner and 

Rudebusch (1996) investigate the mix variable in a macroeconomic VAR model. Due to the 

over-parameterised nature of a VAR model, however, the sample period of the Australian 

mix variables may be too short. 6 In addition, the sample of the MIXs include only two 

6 
A macroeconomic VAR model was estimated over the period 1989:Q4 to 2000:Q2 including (in order) 
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episodes of monetary tightening. The next subsection advocates an alternative structural 

VAR approach by introducing a variable that enables us to identify shifts of the demand 

and supply schedules in the bank loan market. 

3.2.2 An Original Approach: A structural VAR model 

This subsection employs the approach discussed in Chapter 2. The dynamics of the Aus-

tralian economy is described by a small number of linear equations. Let Yt denote a vector 

containing the values that the variables of interest assume at date t. With constant terms 

and linear time trends being included, the structural model is written in a matrix form: 

(3.2) 

and lit rv i.i.d. N(O, D) where D is a diagonal matrix. In what follows, it is also assumed 

that a linear model such as (3.2) describes the dynamics of the economy. Yt includes the 

short-term interest rate, as it is the policy instrument of the monetary authority. Given the 

estimated structural model (3.2), dynamic responses of t he variables to a positive innova-

tion in the interest rate, which is interpreted as an unanticipated monetary tightening, can 

be simulated. 7 As is discussed in section 2.2 of the preceding chapter, we can reduce the 

the commodity price index, the CPI, real GDP, the cash rate, the exchange rate, and the mix variable 

MIX 5
. In order to secure meaningful degrees of freedom, the number of lags was set to two. As in 

section 3.1, an innovation to the cash rate was interpreted as an unanticipated hike of the cash rate. The 

calculated impulse response functions showed that MI X 5 did not drop in response to a positive innovation 

to the cash rate. Therefore, the results were not supportive of the lending view. In the results, however, 

the price puzzle, which will be discussed in the next subsection, was evident. 
7
Structural VAR models of the Australian macroeconomy have become popular. In the Australian 

literature, it is commonly assumed that a shock to the cash rate represents unexpected monetary policy. 

See, for example, Brischetto and Voss (1999), Dungey and Fry (2000), and Dungey and Pagan (2000). 
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supply versus demand puzzle to a problem like simultaneous equation bias by embedding 

the price and quantity of bank loans in a structural VAR model (see Figure 2.1). 

The selection of variables to model is essentially same as in Chapter 2. Output (Y), 

price (P), money (M), and the interest rate (R) are included, as these are the variables 

in the standard IS-LM model. Sims (1992) shows, however, that a four-variable VAR 

often produces a "price puzzle" , which is a sustained rise of the price level following a 

positive innovation in an interest rate. To avoid the puzzling results, he suggests that 

the exchange rate (X R) and the commodity price (CP) should be added to the set of 

variables.8 Following his suggestion, this chapter includes these two variables. The chapter 

further expands the VAR by adding the loan price (LP) and the loan quantity (LQ). The 

addition of the credit variables is justified by Bernanke and Blinder (1988) 's theoretical 

model. As their model is an extension of an IS-LM model including the credit market, 

it suggests that the dynamic interaction among three markets (goods, money, and credit) 

be examined. Thus, a minimal set of variables consists of the prices and quantities in 

the three markets, the exchange rate, and the commodity price. In terms of the system 

equations (3.2), 

This chapter follows the convention. The common practice may be contentious, however , particularly in 

the U.S. literature. See the discussion in section 2.3 of Chapter 2. 
8 Inclusion of the exchange rate and the commodity price in a set of variables does not always eliminate 

the price puzzle. In the results of Sims ( 1992) for France or Japan, the price puzzle is still evident even 

after including these two variables. In Chapter 2, the price puzzle is evident when the structural VAR 

model is estimated with the interest rate on loans as the price of loans (see Figure 2.2). When the loan 

interest rate is replaced with the diffusion index, however, the price puzzle is n ot significant (see Figures 2.3 

and 2.5). 
9 
The set of the variables for the model of this subsection is same as the one for the basic model in 
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The next task is to choose data to measure the eight variables. P and Y are conven

tionally measured by the log of CPI and the log of real GDP, respectively. M is measured 

by the log of base money. Base money is chosen in an attempt to avoid possible problems 

caused by high correlation between money and bank credit. The cash rate is chosen for 

R, as it is the policy instrument of the Reserve Bank of Australia. R is measured in per 

cent. A positive innovation to R is interpreted as an unanticipated monetary tightening. 

X R is the log value of the Australian dollar measured in the U.S. dollars. Therefore, a rise 

in X R means an appreciation of the Australian currency against the U.S. currency. C P 

is measured by the log of world non-fuel commodity price index. LQ is the log of loans 

and advances by Australian banks. See Appendix A.2 for the sources of data and further 

discussion on the data. 

Measuring LP is not straightforward. A candidate for the loan price (i.e., the marginal 

cost of loans to borrowers) is an interest rate on new loans. Although data on the weighted 

average interest rate on total credit are available from 1993:Q4, there is no series available 

which gives the interest rate on new loans. An alternative candidate is the diffusion index 

in the "Survey of Industrial Trends" conducted by the Australian Chamber of Commerce 

and Industry (ACCI) and the Westpac Banking Corporation. Question 4-b of the survey 

is "Do you find it is now harder, easier or the same as it was three months ago to get 

finance?" The diffusion index is calculated by subtracting the percentage of the firms 

answenng "Easier" from the percentage of those answering "Harder." Suppose that the 

marginal cost of loans to borrowers rose due to a leftward shift of the supply curve of 

Chapter 2, except for the U .S. interest rate. The next subsection explicitly takes into consideration the 

effects of the U.S . shocks on the domestic sector. 
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loans, a rightward shift of the demand curve for loans, or both. Then, firms would find 

it "Harder" to get finance. Consequently, one would observe a rise of the diffusion index. 

As such, the marginal cost of loans to borrowers and the ACCI-Westpac diffusion index 

may be positively correlated. Data on the diffusion index are available from 1966:Q2. In 

addition to providing a longer time series of data, the diffusion index is also expected to 

capture non-price components of the marginal cost of loans to borrowers such as collateral, 
\ 

or in extreme cases, the cost of being rationed out of the bank loan market. For these two 

advantages, the ACCI-Westpac diffusion index is utilized to measure LP (see Appendix 

for further discussion on the ACCI-Westpac diffusion index). 

With the above-mentioned data, the structural model (3.2) is estimated over the period 

1985:Ql to 2000:Q2. As mentioned in section 3.1, the beginning and the end of the period 

reflect the abolition of monetary targeting and the introduction of GST, respectively. As 

the model is a simultaneous equation model, identifying restrictions are required. For 

computational convenience, B 0 is restricted to be lower triangular. That is, a recursive 

structure is imposed on the system. The order of the variables is GP, P, Y, M, R, X R, 

LP, and LQ. X R is placed after R in order to capture the immediate response of the 

exchange rate to an unanticipated change in the cash rate . The position of P is consistent 

with the Keynesian argument that prices adjust slowly to the action of monetary policy. 

The lag length pis set as two. From the estimated model, impulse responses of the variables 

to a positive shock in R are calculated. For instance, the impulse response function of LQ 

is defined as 

8 E(LQt+ilit) f . _ ... 
8 

R or i - 0, 1, , 
ut 

where E(LQt+ilit) and uf denote the expected value of LQt+i conditional on the set of 
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information available at date t and the component associated with R in lit, respectively. 

As measures of the statistical reliability, confidence intervals for the estimated impulse 

responses are also presented. 10 

In each graph of Figure 3.4, the solid line and the dotted lines are the point estimate 

of the impulse response function to a one-standard-deviation shock in the cash rate and 

its 90% confidence interval, respectively. A one-standard-deviation shock to the cash rate 

is calculated as an increase of approximately 0.47 percentage point. A proxy for the loan 

price is measured in percentage point. Impulse responses of the other variables measured 

in logs are multiplied by 100, so that the impulse responses approximate the percentage 

change of those variables in response to a 0.4 7 percentage point hike of the cash rate . 

For instance, the quantity of loans is expected to increase by approximately 0.58% after 

a quarter in response to an unanticipated 0.4 7 percentage point rise of the cash rate. To 

ease comparison across the graphs, the same scale is employed. 

The upper two graphs in Figure 3.4 indicate effects of an unexpected hike of the cash 

rate on the price and output. Impacts of a change in the cash rate on the price level 

and output are clearly negligible. The point estimate implies that real GDP falls by 

approximately 0.02% in 16 quarters after an unanticipated 0.47 percentage point hike 

of the cash rate. Is the ineffectiveness of monetary policy consistent with the results 

of other Australian studies? Dungey and Pagan (2000), for instance, estimate an open

economy structural VAR model, which will be discussed shortly, over the period 1980:Ql 

to 1998:Q3. The maximum effect is a decline of nearly 0.3% in real GDP in the seventh 
10 As in the analysis of section 2.3 in Chapter 2, confidence intervals are calculated by bootstrapping. 

See Appendix B.3 for technical details. 
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Figure 3.4: Responses to a shock in the cash rate 

Notes: Loan Price is measured in percentage point. 

The other variables are in logs and multiplied by 100. 

quarter following an unanticipated 1.4 percentage point hike in the cash rate . Although the 

response of real GDP is significant (with a 90% confidence interval) in their analysis, the 

size of the response is small. Brischetto and Voss (1999) similarly estimate a seven-variable 

VAR (real GDP, the CPI, Ml, the cash rate, the exchange rate, the world oil prices, and 

the U.S. interest rate) over the period 1980:Ql to 1998:Q4 finding that an unexpected 0.25 

percentage point rise of the cash rate is followed by a decline of approximately 0.2% in real 

GDP in 12 quarters. The response of real GDP is not significant (with a 90% confidence 
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interval) in their analysis. Thus, the impacts of monetary policy on economic activities 

are estimated to be small in the Australian VAR literature. 11 

The centre two graphs of Figure 3.4 show how base money and the exchange rate 

respond to a positive shock in the cash rate. If a central bank raises the short-term 

interest rate, money will have to fall as a consequence of its monetary operation. The left 

graph confirms that base money actually falls in response to an unexpected hike of the 

cash rate. The right graph is similarly consistent with economic theory, as the contraction 

in base money is associated with an appreciation of the domestic currency. Neither of 

these instantaneous responses is statistically significant, however. 

As for the lending view, the lower two graphs in Figure 3 .4 are of central interest. 

These graphs indicate impacts on the bank loan market of an unexpected rise in the 

cash rate. In response to the hike of the cash rate, the price and quantity of bank loans 

initially increase. In addition, the initial positive responses of the price and quantity of 

bank loans are significant .12 These initial responses imply that the demand schedule for 
11 Within a framework of single equation models, Gruen, Romalis, and Chandra (1999) find that a one-

percentage point rise in the short-term real interest rate is followed by a decline of nearly 0.8% in the 

domestic output in 14 quarters. Thus, the effect of monetary policy on output is estimated larger in their 

study than in this chapter. These results are not comparable, however. A single equation model does not 

take into account the feedback of economic developments on the interest rate, so that their measure of 

monetary policy is contaminated. Furthermore, it is the nominal interest rate that the REA targets, and 

monetary policy cannot permanently change the real interest rate in the open economy. 
12 More rigorously, we can reject at the 5% (not 10%) significance level the null hypotheses that 

and that 

BE(LQt+i llt) 
--------'- ::; 0 for i = 0, 1, and 2, 

Buf-
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bank loans shifts right. Such a temporary rightward shift of the demand schedule for 

bank loans is commonly found in the U.S. literature. Gertler and Gilchrist (1993), for 

instance, argue that U.S. firms temporarily increase the demand for bank loans in order 

to smooth reductions in their cash flows in the wake of tight money. Their argument may 

apply to the Australian case. After an initial increase, the quantity of bank loans begins 

to decrease. Importantly, the contraction of loans accompanies a fall of the loan price. 

This pattern of co-movements implies that the contraction of bank loans is largely due to 

a leftward shift of the demand schedule for bank loans. As such, the lower two graphs 

show that fluctuations in bank loans are dominated by shifts of the demand curve in the 

Australian bank loan market. Therefore, the lending view is not supported. 

While the results shown in Figure 3.4 are not anomalous, the model of this subsection 

may be subject to a criticism: it is not fully an open-economy model, even though the 

exchange rate and the commodity price are included. 13 Taking into account the openness 

of the Australian economy, however, it would be better to capture the interaction between 

the Australian economy and the rest of the world explicitly. For instance, no one would 

deny that a change in the federal funds rate in the U.S. could affect the monetary policy 

action of the RBA. The next subsection expands the model to the context of the open 

economy. 

where It and UR denote the set of information about the model as of date t and a structural shock to t he 

cash rate, respectively. 
1 3 Another possible criticism is that a structural VAR approach deals with monetary expans10n and 

monetary contraction symmetrically. Lim (2001) argues that Australian banks adjust their loan and deposit 

rates at a faster rate during periods of monetary easings than during periods of monetary tightenings . This 

asymmetric behaviour of banks implies that impacts of monetary contraction may not be a mirror image 

of those of monetary expansion. 
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3.2.3 An open-economy structural VAR model 

Applying a closed-economy model for the non-U.S. countries often results in puzzles. A 

notable one is the price puzzle, arising when a sustained rise in the price level follows a 

positive innovation in the short-term interest rate. The price puzzle might suggest that 

an innovation in money rather than the short-term interest rate should be regarded as 

the monetary policy action (see, for example, Eichenbaum 1992). A positive innovation 

in money is often followed by a rise of the interest rate, however. This is known as the 

liquidity puzzle. While including the exchange rate may resolve the price puzzle, it often 

results in the exchange rate puzzle - that a depreciation of the domestic currency against 

the U.S. dollar follows a positive innovation in the short-term interest rate. Kim and 

Roubini (2000) estimate structural VAR models for the non-U.S. G7 countries, finding 

that the inclusion of the U.S. interest rate can eliminate these anomalous results. Their 

modelling is applied to the Australian studies. Brischetto and Voss (1999) find that the 

inclusion of the U.S. interest rate resolves those puzzles in the Australian VAR analysis. 14 

The U.S. interest rate is not the only overseas variable which may affect a small open 

economy. In the open economy literature, it has recently been becoming common to 

model interdependence between economies. In the first attempt of its kind, Cushman and 

Zha (1997) estimate an open-economy structural VAR model for Canada including the 

U.S. industrial production, the U.S. consumer price index, the federal funds rate, and the 
14 This is the approach employed in Chapter 2. For Japan, however, an overseas section is not explicitly 

modelled. There are two reasons. First, the sample is from 1973 to 1993. It was not until the late 1980s 

that various restrictions on the overseas activities of Japanese banks were abolished. Second, the Japanese 

model includes two additional variables, namely the indexes of stock prices and land prices, which consumes 

degrees of freedom to a great extent . 
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commodity pnce index in the U.S. dollar as the overseas variables. In a similar spirit, 

Dungey and Pagan (2000) estimate an open-economy structural VAR model for Australia 

treating the U.S. as the rest of the world. The set of U.S. variables in their model consists 

of GDP, a real interest rate, the terms of trade, a measure of asset prices, and real exports. 

Dungey and Fry (2000) extend this modelling philosophy into a three country model. They 

estimate a three-country structural VAR model treating the U.S. and Japan as the rest 

of the world to Australia. Following these works, this chapter estimates an open-economy 

structural VAR model where the U.S. is assumed to be the rest of the world to Australia. 

In particular, the U.S. output, the U.S. price, and the U.S. interest rate are added to the 

set of variables in the previous subsection. 

The set of variables now consists of the domestic variables and the overseas variables. 

To reiterate, the domestic variables are the log of price (P), the log of output (Y), the log 

of money ( M), the short-term interest rate ( R), the log of the exchange rate ( X R), the 

log of the quantity of bank loans (LQ), and the proxy for the price of bank loans (LP). 

The overseas variables are the log of the commodity price ( C P), the log of the U.S. price 

(Pu), the log of the U.S. output (Yu), and the U.S. interest rate (Ru). Let Xt denote an 

(11 x 1) vector containing the .values that the 11 variables assume at date t. 

where x 0 and xd are the vector of the overseas variables and that of the domestic variables, 

respectively. The structural model is again expressed by a linear system of simultaneous 

equations (3.2). 

Including the overseas variables inevitably makes the dimension of a structural VAR 

model large. To secure meaningful degrees of freedom, it is not uncommon to restrict the 
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coefficients of the domestic variables in the equations of the overseas variables to be zero. 

If the coefficient matrices in the model (3.2) are partitioned conformably with Xt as 

the restriction is equivalent to 

Bi 2 = 0 for j = 0, • .. , p. (3.3) 

In other words, the variables in x 0 are assumed to be block-exogenous with respect to 

the variables in xd. The restriction of block exogeneity is consistent with a prior that 

Australia is a small open economy. 

A hypothesis about block exogeneity can be tested in a multivariate context of Granger-

causality. For this purpose, a reduced form model is estimated: 

(3.4) 

with et rv i.i.d. N(O, f!) where 

The restriction (3.3) is equival'ent to 

cJli 2 = 0 for j = 1, · · •, k, (3.5) 

where cJli 2 is the ( 4 x 7) upper-right part of cp j when it is partitioned as 

forj=l,···,p. 

Let II' denote the following matrix: 
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The null hypothesis for testing the restriction (3.5) can be written as a general linear form: 

R1r = 0 (3.6) 

where 1r = vec(II). The Wald test statistic for the null hypothesis (3.6) is constructed as 

(3.7) 

where T and Z are the number of observations and a consistent estimator of covariance 

matrix of 7r, respectively. 

As is well known, however, the standard asymptotic theory is not applicable to Granger

causality tests when series are integrated or cointegrated (see Sims, Stock, and Wat

son 1990). In fact, augmented Dickey-Fuller tests indicate that all the data series except 

for LP are possibly integrated of order one or two. P and pU, in particular, are suspected 

to be integrated of order two. A practical way to avoid the problem caused by unit roots 

is to follow the procedure proposed by Toda and Yamamoto (1995). Their procedure is as 

follows. If the true lag length of a VAR is p, then a (p + d)th-order VAR is to be estimated 

where d is the maximal order of integration that might occur in the process. If the true 

lag length of a VAR is two and the series are integrated of order one , for instance, a third 

order VAR should be estimated. They show that by adding the extra lags the standard 

Wald test statistic applied to a Granger-causality test in the VAR is asymptotically valid 

and can be evaluated in the usual way. 

To test the hypothesis about block exogeneity, the reduced form model (3.4) is esti

mated over the period 1985:Ql to 2000:Q2. Based on the results of likelihood ratio tests, 

p is determined as two. The maximal order of integration of the variables is assumed to 

be two. Therefore, a four-lag VAR is estimated. Given the estimated VAR, the Wald test 
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statistic is calculated as 695. 71 with 56 degrees of freedom. The test statistic is suspiciously 

large, however. This might reflect severeness of small-sample bias. Sims (1980), for in

stance, finds that in a VAR model small-sample bias makes likelihood ratios larger. For this 

reason, he proposes to replace the usual likelihood ratio test statistic T(log ID RI-log !Dul) 

with (T - k)(log IDRI - log !Du l) where DR and Du are the matrix of cross products of 

residuals _of the restricted model and the same matrix for the unrestricted model, respec

tively. T and k are the number of observations and the number of coefficients in each 

equation of the unrestricted model, respectively. When T is small, the difference between 

the two statistics can be substantial. By analogy with his finding, small-sample bias is 

suspected to affect the Wald test statistic. If T is replaced with T - k in equation (3. 7), 

the Wald test statistic is reduced to 179.54. Nevertheless, the Wald test statistic is still 

large, and the hypothesis about block exogeneity is rejected at any conventional level of 

significance. 

The result of testing block exogeneity may be unreliable. Although the coefficients of 

a VAR model are estimated consistently, the estimators are biased in a finite sample. The 

finite-sample bias affects the residuals, from which the Wald test statistic is calculated. 

Since the Toda and Yamamoto (1995) procedure employed above requires adding extra 

lags, the finite-sample bias is likely to become severe. 15 In addition, Abadir, Hadri, and 

Tzavalis (1999) prove that adding extraneous variables to a VAR has more serious neg-

ative consequences in integrated time series than in ergodic time series. Since the data 

series used for the estimation are integrated , the failure to accept the null hypothesis that 

15
See Yamada and Toda (1998) for the Monte Carlo simulation of the small-sample performance of the 

Toda and Yamamoto (1995) procedure. See also Caporale and Pittis (1999) for a survey on causality tests 

in VAR models. 
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Australia is a small open economy may reflect severeness of the finite-sample bias. Based 

on the theorem derived, they also recommend parsimonious modelling. Following their 

recommendation, zero restrictions will be imposed shortly on the coefficients of the param

eters of the domestic variables in the equations of the foreign variables. At the moment, 

however, the test result is taken for granted. 

What does the rejection of the null hypothesis about block exogeneity mean? While the 

hypothesis is consistent with a prior that Australia is a small open economy, its rejection 

does not necessarily mean that Australia is not a small open economy. As is well known, 

a Granger-causality test is related with the ability of a model to forecast future values of 

a variable(s). Suppose that there is an important leading indicator of the U.S. economy, 

which is highly correlated with some Australian variables in the model. If the leading 

indicator is not included in the model, the Australian variables will improve the ability 

of the model to forecast future movements in the U.S. variables. In such a case, Granger 

causality will be detected from the Australian variables to the U.S. variables, even though 

fluctuations in the Australian variables do not cause those in the U.S. variables in an 

economic sense. 

Given the rejection of the hypothesis about block exogeneity, the unrestricted eleven

variable VAR is estimated. As is mentioned, the likelihood tests suggest that the number 

of lags is two. 16 The impulse response functions of the variables to a positive shock in 

the cash rate are again calculated. In each graph of Figure 3.5, the solid line and the 

dotted lines are the impulse response function of each variable to a positive shock in the 

16 This chapter shows the results from models with two lags. The results are essentially robust to the 

choice of lags, however. See Suzuki (2003) attached to this thesis. 
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cash rate and the 90% confidence interval, respectively. The size of the shock to the cash 

rate is one-standard-devation, which is calculated as an increase of approximately 0.55 

percentage point in the cash rate. The loan price is measured in percentage point . The 

other variables are in logs and multiplied by 100, so that the impulse response functions 

approximate the percentage change of these variables in response to an unexpected 0.55 

percentage point hike of cash rate. The same scale is used for all the variables except for 

the loan price. 
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Figure 3.5: Responses t o a cash rate shock (the unrest rict ed model) 

Not es: The loan price is measured in percentage point . 

The other variables are in logs and multiplied by 100. 
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In Figure 3.5, the upper two graphs imply that impacts on the price and output of 

a change in the cash rate are negligible. The point estimate implies that the maximum 

effect is a decline of approximately 0.06% in real GDP in the seventh quarter following 

an unanticipated 0.55 percentage point rise of the cash rate. The left of the centre graphs 

shows that base money initially falls by nearly 0.3% in response to the unexpected hike of 

the cash rate. The negative initial response of base money is reasonable. The right of the 

centre graphs shows that the Australian dollar immediately appreciates by approximately 

0.4% against the U.S. dollar following the same change in the cash rate. Neither of 

the responses of money and the exchange rate is significant, however. These results are 

consistent with those in the previous subsection. 

The lower two graphs in Figure 3.5 show that the lending view is again not supported. 

The quantity and price of bank loans initially increase. As mentioned earlier, this pattern 

of co-movements implies that the demand schedule for bank loans shifts right in response 

to a monetary tightening. In the first quarter after a positive innovation in the cash rate, 

the quantity of loans increases while the price of loans falls. These movements of the price 

and quantity of bank loans contradict the lending view that the supply schedule of loans 

shifts left in response to monetary contraction. Rather, the results imply that Australian 

banks accommodate the temporarily increased demand for loans. 

Figures 3.4 and 3.5 are similar to each other. This might suggest that the U.S. variables 

have no power to improve forecasting movements in the Australian variables. Following 

the Toda and Yamamoto (1995) procedure, the null hypothesis that the coefficients of the 

U.S. variables are zero in the· equations of the Australian variables and C Pis tested. The 

Wald test statistic is 897 .48 with 48 degrees of freedom. This is again suspiciously large. 
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After correcting for the small-sample bias, the Wald test statistic is reduced to 231.61. 

Nevertheless, the null hypothesis can be rejected at any conventional significance level. 
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Figure 3.6: Responses to a cash rate shock (the restricted model) 

Notes: The loan price is measured in percentage point. 

The other variables are in logs and multiplied by 100. 

Simulation results reported in Figure 3.5 are derived from the unrestricted model, 

which is chosen because the Wald test rejects the block exogeneity of the foreign variables. 

As is discussed, however, the test result may be unreliable in the finite sample. For 

the purpose of robustness check, the structural model (3.2) with the restriction of block 

exogeneity (3.3) is estimated over the same period with the same data. The calculated 
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impulse response functions are reported in Figure 3.6. The initial positive response of 

loans is no longer significantly different from zero. It is significant at 10%, however. 17 

The responses of the quantity and loans of bank loans are similar to those of the previous 

models. Therefore, the lending view is not again supported. The responses of the other 

variables are also consistent with those calculated from the restricted model. 

3.3 Banking Behaviour 

Various analyses of section 3.2 show that loans initially expand following a monetary 

tightening, and that the positive response of bank loans accompanies a rise of the marginal 

cost of bank loans to borrowers. Thus, the conclusion of section 3.2 is that the initial 

positive response of bank loans largely reflects a rightward shift of the demand schedule in 

the bank loan market. This is consistent with the argument of Gertler and Gilchrist (1993) 

that firms temporarily increase demand for bank loans to smooth reductions in their cash 

flows in the wake of tight money. Then, a question arises. How can Australian banks 

accommodate the change in the demand schedule for bank loans when the Reserve Bank 

of Australia tightens money? 

In the U.S. context, Bernanke and Blinder (1992) emphasize the role of banks' security 

holdings in mitigating impacts of monetary contraction on their supply schedules of bank 

loans. Due to the contractual nature of bank loans, banks cannot immediately cut their 

supply of loans. Therefore, banks reduce their security holdings in the wake of tight money. 

This argument seems to apply to the Australian case. Figure 3.1 in section 3.1 shows that 

17 
This means that a similarly calculated 80% confidence interval lies above zero at the initial three 

quarters. 
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deposits do not immediately fall in response to a hike in the cash rate. When loans begin to 

fall, deposits also begin to fall. In contrast, a fall of security holdings immediately follows 

a hike of the cash rate. The security holdings recover as deposits fall. These movements 

imply that Australian banks use their security holdings as a buffer stock . 

By adjusting their liabilities, banks may be able to accommodate the temporarily 

increased demand for bank loans when money is tightened. Romer and Romer (1990) 

argue that U.S. banks raise funds by issuing the certificates of deposit (CDs) when the 

Federal Reserve Bank tightens money. To examine whether their argument holds for 

Australia or not, a VAR model is estimated over the period 1989:Q4 to 2000:Q2 including 

the cash rate, two components of bank liabilities ( deposits and CDs) both deflated by the 

CPI, the unemployment rate, and the CPI itself. Deposits, CDs, and the CPI are in logs. 18 

Two lags of each variable are included. Constant terms are also included. Figure 3.7 shows 

the impulse response functions of the unemployment rate and bank liabilities to a positive 

innovation in the cash rate . Clearly, CDs decrease in response to a monetary tightening . 

As a higher interest rate can make the issuance of CDs more costly to banks, the decrease 

of CDs is plausible. Thus, the Romers' argument does not hold for the Australian case. 

Another feature of Australian bank behaviour which may insulate the supply schedule 

of bank loans from impacts of monetary contraction is their borrowing from overseas. 19 

18 Data on CDs are available from 1989:Q2 . 
19 The U.S. literature has not tested the hypothesis that U.S . banks make use of foreign currency liabilities 

to mitigate impacts of monetary contraction on their supply schedule of loans. This may be because many 

U.S. banks were too small to raise funds from overseas. The McFadden Act of 1929 required U .S. banks to 

obey state restrictions on branching, and interstate branching was prohibited by all the states . Individual 

states also restricted intrastate branching. In the most restrictive regime, each bank was limited to a 

single office . As a consequence, U.S. banks were generally small. In 1980 , for instance , 9,900 of 12 ,290 
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Figure 3.7: Responses to a Shock to the Cash Rate 

Notes: Unemployment rate is measured in per cent. 

CDs and Deposits are in logs and multiplied by 100. 

The Australian banks have continuously increased borrowings from overseas over the past 

two decades. The ratio of Australian banks' foreign currency liabilities to their total 

liabilities grew from 3.39 % in October 1985 to 17.59 % in June 2000. As the data on the 

Australian banks' foreign currency liabilities are available from 1985:Q4, a second-order 

VAR is estimated over the period 1986:Q2 to 2000:Q2 including (in order) the cash rate, 

three bank balance-sheet variables ( deposits, foreign currency liabilities, and loans) all 

deflated by the CPI, the unemployment rate, and the CPI itself. Constant terms are also 

banks were with less than $100 million in total assets , and domestic deposits (including CDs > $100,000) 

accounted for 96.8% of their total liabilities. It was not until the passage of the Riegle-Neal Act of 1994 

that interstate branching was allowed. See, for instance, Berger, Kashyap, and Scalise (1995). 
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included. Except for the cash rate and the unemployment rate, all the variables are in logs 

and multiplied by 100. The calculated impulse response functions of the unemployment 

rate and bank balance-sheet variables to a positive innovation in the cash rate are shown 

in Figure 3.8. After an initial fall, foreign currency liabilities clearly increase in response to 

a hike of the cash rate. The increase of foreign currency liabilities coincides in timing with 

the expansion of loans, even though foreign currency liabilities continue to accumulate for 

two quarters after loans begin to decrease. Therefore, we may conclude that Australian 

banks accommodate a rightward shift of the demand schedule for bank loans by borrowing 

from overseas when the RBA tightens money. 20 

In summary, Australian banks can accommodate the temporarily increased demand for 

bank loans in the wake of tight money by decreasing their security holdings and borrowing 

from overseas. By adjusting their assets and liabilities, Australian banks can mitigate 

impacts of monetary contraction on their supply schedules of bank loans. These features 

of Australian bank behaviour make the lending channel of monetary policy transm_ission 

less important. 

3.4 Conclusion 

The lending view is not statistically supported for Australia by the results of various 

analyses in section 3.2. It does not imply the rejection of the lending view for other 

countries, however. As is shown in Chapter 2, the results are not inconsistent with the 

2 0 It is not clear why it is profitable for the Australian banks to raise funds from overseas in the wake 

of tight money. Answering this question will require a theoretical study on the banking behaviour in the 

international context. This will be a topic of my future study. 
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Figure 3. 8: Responses to a Shock to the Cash Rate 

Notes: Unemployment rate is measured in per cent. 

The other variables are in logs and multiplied by 100. 

lending view for Japan. In the U.S. literature, the lending view has also often been found 

significant. Employing a variety of approaches , for instance , Kashyap and Stein (1994) 

conclude that the evidence for the exist ence of the lending channel in the U.S. is quite 

strong. Thus, the result s of this chapter are in contrast to those of similar st udies for the 

U.S. and Japan. 

The significance of t he lending view may be sensitive to institutional characteristics 

of the financial markets. In section 3.3, it is shown that Australian banks borrow from 

overseas to mitigate impacts of monetary cont raction on their supply schedules of bank 

loans. (Another finding of section 3.3 is that Australian banks use their holdings of public 

securities as a buffer st ock. ) In cont rast, U.S. banks were generally too small to make use of 
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foreign currency liabilities because of the McFadden Act. The Japanese banking industry 

was also heavily regulated. Frankel and Montgomery (1991), for instance, argue that 

banking regulations are heavier in Japan than in the U.S., the U.K., and Germany. Among 

the restrictions on the Japanese banking activities, the "window guidance", through which 

the Bank of Japan controlled the commercial bank lending, may be an important factor 

strengthening the lending channel (see Ueda 1992). As such, Australian banks are allowed 

to have more diversified portfolios and provide a wider range of services than were U.S. 

banks and Japanese banks. By further studying the lending view for different countries 

and/or different periods, we might be able to draw inferences about the consequences 

of the financial deregulation or innovation on the transmission mechanism of monetary 

policy. 
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Chapter 4 

Credit View and Capital 

Adequacy Requirements 

4 .1 Int roduct ion 

The analyses of the preceding chapters suggest that the importance of credit in the trans

mission process of monetary policy may be sensitive to institutional characteristics of 

financial markets. In other words, the significance of the credit view may be dependent 

on the evolution of the financial system. Bernanke and Gertler (1995), for instance, argue 

that the importance of the credit channel is likely to diminish over time due to ongoing 

financial innovation and deregulation. There may be institutional changes that make the 

credit channel of monetary policy more important , however. 

An example of such institutional changes may be the introduction of the risk-based 

capital standards. In July 1988 , t he bank supervisors of t he GlO countries plus Luxem

bourg agreed to implement risk-based capital requirements , which took effect in 1989. 
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This is known as the Basle Accord. Under the Accord, the Bank for International Settle-

ments (BIS) requires bank supervisors to impose minimum risk-weighted capital-to-asset 

ratios of eight per cent on all internationally operating banks of their countries. 1 The 

BIS gives positive weights and zero weights to risky components ( e.g. commercial and 

industrial loans) and safe components (e.g. U.S. government securities) of banks' assets, 

respectively. This means that banks can raise their risk-weighted capital-to-asset ratios 

by substituting from loans to government bonds. If many banks shift their portfolios in 

this way at the same time, the aggregate supply schedule of bank loans will shift inward, 

and a credit crunch will ensue. In the U.S., banks representing more than one-fourth of 

total assets did not meet the risk-based capital standards of the BIS as of December 1989 

(see Avery and Berger 1991). Consistent with the expectation, the implementation of the 

risk-based capital standards coincided in timing with the slowdown in bank lending. These 

events led economists to testing a hypothesis that the implementation of the risk-based 

capital standards caused a credit crunch. 2 

Although it can be of interest to test the hypothesis examined in the U.S. literature for 

other countries, it is not directly relevant with this thesis, whose focus is on the credit view. 

The U.S . literature regards the implementation of the risk-based capital standards, per se, 

as an exogenous shock, and examines its one-time impacts on bank lending. Consistent 
1 The BIS proposed to revise the Basle Accord of 1988 on its consultative paper on "A New Capital 

Adequacy Framework" issued in June 1999. This thesis focuses on the Accord of 1989 , however. Santos 

(2001) provides a brief history of capital regulation since the Basle Accord of 1989. See, for instance , 

Altman and Saunders (2001) for further discussion on the BIS's new proposal of 1999. 
2
There is a relatively large empirical literature on the linkage between the Basle Accord and the U .S. 

credit crunch. See, for instance , Bernanke and Lown (1991), Haubrich and Wachtel (1993), Brian Hall 

(1993), Peek and Rosengren (1995), Berger and Udell (1994) , and Brinkmann and Horvitz (1995) . 
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with the objective of the thesis, however, this chapter examines how the implementation 

of the risk- based capital standards affects the channel through which an exogenous shock 

( e.g. monetary policy) has influences on bank lending. Importantly, allowable components 

of bank capital are dependent on national regulations of individual countries under the 

Basle Accord, which creates difference in the effects of the risk-based capital standards on 

the credit channel, for instance, between U.S. and Japan. 

A notable difference in banking structures between U.S. and Japan is that Japanese 

banks hold corporate equities. They hold the stocks of their regular customers as part of 

long-term relationship, and hence these stocks are not traded for profit. Due to the long

run growth of stock prices during the post-war period, latent capital gains from the stock 

holdings were substantial to the Japanese banks in the latter half of 1980s. Under the 

Accord, the banks are allowed to count a certain proportion of latent capital gains from 

stock holdings toward capital, which makes the risk-weighted capital-to-asset ratios for the 

Japanese banks vulnerable to fluctuations in stock prices. If stock prices fall substantially, 

latent capital losses from stock holdings will lower the risk-based capital-to-asset ratios of 

the Japanese banks. In extreme cases, the banks may choose to reduce their assets ( with 

positive risk weights) by cutting back on lending in order to meet the capital standards of 

the BIS. Thus, an exogenous shock that have influences on stock prices can affect lending 

activities of the Japanese banks under the Basle Accord. The following sections aim to 

formalise this idea. 

This chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 reviews the risk-based capital stan

dards of the BIS in the context of Japanese banks. Section 4.3 discusses a benchmark 

model for this chapter. In particular, t he "costly-state-verification" model (Townsend 
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1979), which captures asymmetric information problems pertain to financial transactions, 

is employed .3 With this model, we derive incentive-compatibility constraints for a bank to 

make loans. This section also examines how exogenous shocks affect these constraints and 

thereby bank lending. Section 4.4 introduces the essence of the risk-based capital stan

dards of the BIS into the model, and shows how, in addition to the incentive compatibility 

constraints, a capital adequacy constraint must also be satisfied. Section 4.5 concludes 

by comparing the implications derived from the model in this chapter with the results of 

empirical works. 

4.2 Summary of Risk-Based Capital Standards 

Regulators have imposed high capital standards on banks in an attempt to protect depos

itors against bank failures. Prior to the Basle Accord, however, bank capital standards 

were stricter in some countries ( e.g. the U.S.) than in other countries ( e.g. Japan) . As 

international banking activities increased due to the globalisation of finance, the regula-

tory discrepancy became a source of competitive inequality among international banks. 

Foreign banks, Japanese banks in particular, are argued to have increased their shares in 

the holdings of U.S. financial assets by taking advantage of lax capital regulations applied 

to them. While the U.S. regulators of banks were eager to tighten capital requirements in 

response to the S&L crisis, implementation of stricter capital standards was believed to 

put the U.S. banks at a greater disadvantage in competition with the foreign banks. This 

dilemma led the U.S. regulators to forging the consensus among the bank supervisors of 
3 More specifically, this chapter analyses the impact of the risk-based capital standards on the credit 

channel within a framework of the costly-state-verification model simplified by Romer (1996). 
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developed countries that international convergence of bank capital regulations is required. 

In 1987, the Basle Committee of the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) published 

guidelines for harmonizing the capital adequacy requirements in the international banking 

market. Following the guideline, the bank supervisors of the Group of 10 countries and 

Luxembourg arrived at the agreement, which is the Basle Accord, that all international 

banks should be subject to the same minimum level of the capital-to-asset ratios. 4 

As the adequate level of capital for an individual bank depends on the riskiness of its 

portfolio, the capital standards under the Basle Accord is risk-adjusted. Banks' assets are 

classified and assigned weights (0, 10, 20, 50, and 100 percent) depending on their risks. 

As summarised in Table 4.1, a heavier weight is assigned to a riskier asset. For instance, 

holdings of government bonds and commercial loans to the non-bank private sector are 

included in 0% risk category and 100% risk category, respectively. Due to the risk weights, 

a portfolio shift can clearly affect the denominator even when the total value of assets is 

held constant. Thus, a bank may have an incentive to substitute from risky assets to safe 

assets, at least temporarily, if it needs to meet the risk-based capital standards. 

In the calculation of the numerator of the capital-to-asset ratio, two types of capital 

are defined, namely Tier 1 (Core) and Tier 2 (Supplementary) capital. Under the Basle 

Accord, an international bank is required to meet a capital standard: 

Tier 1 + Tier 2 - Deductible components 
"°'w·A · > 0.08. u 1, 1, 

(4.1) 

where Ai and Wi denote the value of the bank's ith asset and its weight, respectively. Tier 1 

capital is common to all the signatory countries, which essentially consists of stockholders' 

equity. On the other hand, allowable components of Tier 2 capital are dependent on 
4 See Kapstein (1989) for a more detailed history of forging the Basle Accord. 
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Table 4.1: Major Items of Risk-Based Assets 

0% risk category 

· Cash 

• Claims fully guaranteed by OECD governments 

• Fixed interest securities issued by OECD governments with a residual 

maturity of up to 1 year 

20% risk category 

• Claims on multilateral development banks, and claims fully guaranteed by 

these institutions 

50% risk category 

· Loans fully secured by mortgage on residential property 

100% risk category 

· Claims on the non-bank private sector 

Source: Maximilian J. B. Hall (1993) 

banking structures of individual countries (see Table 4.2). In contrast to the U.S . and U .K. 

banks, Japanese and West-German banks were allowed to hold corporate equities under 

the national regulations. Major Japanese banks, for instance, commonly held equities 

of their regular borrowers as part of long-term relationships, and these stocks were not 

traded for capital gains. Due to the steady rise of stock prices during the post-war period 

in Japan, latent capital gains from the long-term holdings of stocks were substantial as of 

the late 1980s. The regulators of Germany and Japan successfully negotiated with those 

of U .K. and U.S. for inclusion of latent capital gains from stock holdings in bank capital. 

The Basle framework allows banks to count 45% of latent capital gains from holdings of 

corporate equities toward Tier 2 capital. 5 

5 Wagster (1996) estimates the risk-weighted capital-to-asset ratios for 10 Japanese banks, finding that 

the ratios with and without latent capital gains were, on average , 12 .35% and 2.11 % as of 1987, respectively. 
As such, it was crucial for Japanese banks and their regulators to obtain a permission, from regulators of 
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Table 4.2: Allowable Components of Capital for Banks of U .S., U.K-., and Japan 

Type of Capital Countires 

Tier 1 Capital 

1. Common shareholders' equity 

2. Disclosed reserves 

3. Some form of preferred stock 

Tier 2 Capital 

1. Undisclosed reserves that have been charged against income 

2. Revaluation Reserves 

· Formal revaluation carried to the balance sheet 

· Market values of securities not already reflected on the 

balance sheet ( 45 percent) 

3. Hybrid debt-capital instruments: 

· perpetual debt 

· mandatory convertible debt 

Source: Wagster (1996) 

All 

All 

U.S. 

Japan 

U.K. 

Japan 

U.K. 

U.S. 

Equation ( 4.1) shows that the capital-to-asset ratio for a Japanese bank is vulnerable to 

a change in stock prices. Suppose that stock prices sharply fall. The fall of stock prices will 

reduce Tier 2 capital of the numerator without affecting any other component. At the same 

time, it will be difficult for a bank to issue new equities. The upshot will be contraction 

of bank loans, as Japanese banks will have to curtail risky assets (i.e., commercial and 

industrial loans) with positive weights in the calculation of the risk-weighted capital-to

asset ratio in an attempt to meet the capital standards of the BIS. In other words, any 

exogenous shock that can negatively affect stock prices may have impacts on the real 

the other countries, to include latent capital gains from stock holdings into capital. See Kapstein (1989) 

for the negotiation between the signatory countries on the definition of bank capital. See also Maximilian 

Hall (1993) for cross-country difference in allowable components of Tier 2 capital. 
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economy of Japan by shifting the supply schedule of bank loans inward. In this way, 

the capital regulations of the BIS may strengthen the credit channel. The following two 

sections aim to formalise the credit channel for Japan in the presence of the risk-based 

capital standards. Section 4.3 sets up a benchmark model of the credit channel without 

the BIS's capital standards. From the model, two incentive compatibility constraints are 

derived, under which (1) a firm borrows from a bank, and (2) a bank makes loans to 

a firm. The section examines how exogenous shocks affect these incentive-compatibility 

constraints. Section 4.4 expands the model by introducing the risk-based capital standards. 

The objective is to examine how the capital standards affect the credit channel. 

4.3 Benchmark Model 

The basic structure of the model is as follows. Two types of agents are assumed, namely 

banks (lenders) and firms (borrowers). Each firm has a particular project whose expected 

return differs among the firms. A firm has two alternative options of investment, namely 

undertaking its risky project and holding a safe bond. Given the limited amount of internal 

funds, however, the firm has to borrow from a bank when it undertakes the project. If the 

project turns out unsuccessful, the firm will default. In such a case, the lender will have to 

audit the borrower. Auditing is costly, and the expected cost of auditing makes external 

funds more expensive to the borrower than internal funds. Taking into account the wedge 

between external funds and internal funds, the firm makes its investment decision. For the 

firm's project to be undertaken, a bank also must have an incentive to lend. Comparing 

the expected return from lending and the return from holding safe assets, the bank makes 

its decision. After discussing the assumptions in more detail, this section derives the 
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incentive compatibility constraints for a firm and a bank to make the financial contract. 

Then, it examines how exogenous shocks affect these constraints. 

4.3.1 Assumptions 

Many risk-neutral firms are assumed to exist, each of which has a risky project. While 

these projects equally require one unit of input, their expected profits differ among the 

firms. In this sense, the firms are heterogenous. Each firm knows the expected profit 

of its project that is not observable to any other firms or banks. Given internal funds, 

each firm makes investment decision between undertaking its risky project and holding 

riskless assets ( e.g. government bonds). The firms are endowed with internal funds. For 

simplicity, let us assume that the amount of internal funds, denoted by SF, is same across 

the firms. SF is assumed to be less than one: 0 < SF < l. This assumption implies that 

a firm needs 1 - sF units of external funds to undertake its project. 

Firms are assumed to borrow from banks.6 There is a number of risk-neutral banks. 

The banks are endowed with internal funds and deposits, and they are heterogeneous with 

respect to the amount of internal funds. Let SB and D denote the amounts of internal 

funds and deposits, respectively: Given SB and D, banks makes a portfolio choice between 

holding of safe assets ( e.g. government bonds) and making loans. Since the focus is on the 

Japanese economy, a bank is assumed to hold equit ies of firms to which it makes loans. To 

simplify the relationship between a firm and a bank, the amount of an individual bank's 
6 This assumption is plausible when firms are small-to-medium size. There are prerequisites for a firm 

to raise funds in the bond markets of Japan, which are based on the firm size. 
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internal funds is assumed to meet the following condition: 

SF(i) <SB< SF(i) + SF(j) for i,j = 1, 2, · · ·, and i # j, (4.2) 

where i and j are indices of firms. As will be discussed shortly, an individual bank has an 

incentive to borrow from one bank. Therefore, this assumption implies that an individual 

bank can make loans to one firm. 

The debt contract between a firm and a bank is as follows. The amount of the repay-

ment depends on the outcome of the project. If the project is successful, the firm fully 

repays the principal and interest. If the realised return of the project is insufficient for the 

full repayment, however, the firm only pays as much as it can. 7 Let X denote the amount 

that the firm promises to repay. Since the principal is 1 - SF by assumption, the loan 

interest rate, r L, is expressed as 

X 
TL= F - 1. 

1- S 
(4.3) 

In the case of default, the amount that the firm actually repays is increasing, up to X, in 

the outcome of the project. 

This financial contract, how.ever, provides a firm with an incentive to underreport the 

outcome of its project. If a firm defaults, a bank will audit it. The auditing is costly, and 

the expected cost of auditing will be passed on to the borrower , which makes external funds 

more expensive than internal funds. Assume that information on the result of auditing 

is confidential. If a firm defaults , all the lenders will have to audit it separately. For 

simplicity, assume also that the cost of auditing is common to all banks. In such a case , a 
7 Ideally, the form of debt contract should be derived from optimization within a model. It is beyond 

the scope of this model, however. The modification will further this study. 
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firm has an incentive to minimise a wedge between external funds and internal funds by 

borrowing from one bank. Under these assumptions, financial relationship between a firm 

and a bank, if any, is simplified to be one-to-one. 

For the debt contract between a firm and a bank to be made, (1) the firm must have 

an incentive to borrow in order to undertake its project, and (2) the bank must have an 

incentive to make loans. For instance, the firm will not undertake the project if its expected 

return is less than the return of an alternative investment opportunity. The same argument 

holds for the bank's decision about making loans. The following subsection derives the 

incentive compatibility constraints for these two events to occur. 

4.3.2 Incentive-Compatibility Constraints 

The above-mentioned financial contract between a firm and a bank makes the expected 

pay-off to the bank dependent on the outcome of the firm's project. The outcome of the 

project is a random variable, however. For simplicity, assume that the outcome of the 

project is uniformly distributed between 0 and 2-y. The bank will not lend, if 2-y < X, 

where X is the amount of the principal and interest. If the outcome is equal to or greater 

than X, then the firm will make full repayment of X to the bank. This happens with 

the probability of (2-y - X)/2,. If the outcome is less than X, however, the bank will 

receive the whole outcome, which is on average equal to X /2, from the firm and spend 

the cost of auditing. This happens with the probability of X /2-y. Let R and c denote 

the expected pay-off to the bank and the cost of auditing, respectively. Assume that c is 

constant. Then, R can be expressed as a function of X: 

2-y- X X X 
R(X) = --X + -(- - c) for X < 2-y. 

2-y 2-y 2 
( 4.4) 
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Let RMAX denote the maximum value of R. Equation ( 4.4) implies that R is maximised 

at X = 2, - c, and that the maximised value is given as 

RMAX = (2, - c)2 8 

4, (4.5) 

If RMAX is strictly smaller than the return from holding safe assets, the bank will not 

lend to the firm. In other words, the following condition must hold when the bank lends 

to the firm. 

where r B is the riskless interest rate. With equation ( 4.5), this necessary condition for 

bank lending can be written as 

(4.6) 

Equation ( 4.6) shows that the lending activity of the bank is dependent on the four 

exogenous variables: TB, sF, ,, and C. 

The equilibrium interest rate on loans is uniquely determined as follows. Competition 

among the homogeneous banks will exhaust positive profits of lending, thereby making its 

expected rate of return equal · to the riskless interest rate. Since the bank lends (1 - SF) 

units of funds to the firm, it must hold in equilibrium that: 

(4.7) 
8 The first and second order conditions are 

dR(X) X c d2 R(X) 1 
dX = 1 - 2, - 2, = o, and dX2 = - 2, < 0, 

respectively. When c is zero, RMAX is equal to the expected outcome of the project . As this is the 

costly-state-verification model, however, c is assumed to be strictly positive. 
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Given r B and SF, equation ( 4. 7) uniquely determines the level of pay-off required for the 

bank to make loans. Substitute equation (4.7) into equation (4.4), and rearrange it: 

(4.8) 

The solutions to equation ( 4.8) are 

If the necessary condition ( 4.6) is satisfied, equation ( 4.5) guarantees that the solutions 

are real numbers. It is also clear that the solutions are positive. Note, however, that 

X is defined as the sum of the principal and interest of loans. Since the principal is 

fixed at 1 - SF by assumption, a larger X always means a higher interest on loans. The 

competition among the banks implies that the larger solution is implausible. Thus, the 
I 

equilibrium level of X can be found as 

X* = 2-y - c - J(2,1 - c) 2 - 4-y(l + rB)(l - SF), (4.9) 

From equations ( 4.3) and ( 4.9), the interest rate on loans is uniquely determined in equi-

librium: 

X* rt= SF - 1. 1-

When a bank and a firm make the financial contract, the firm also has an incentive 

to borrow from the bank to undertake the project. The incentive compatibility constraint 

for the firm is derived as follows. Under the assumption of the uniform distribution, the 

expected outcome of the project is 'Y, from which the firm will make payment to the bank. 

The expected amount of the firm's payment to the bank consists of two components. One 

is what the bank expects to receive, which is denoted by R. As equation ( 4. 7) shows, this 
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is equal to (1 +rB)(l-SF) in equilibrium. The other is the expected cost of auditing (or 

monitoring). If the firm defaults, the bank will audit, which is costly, and the cost will be 

passed onto the firm. Let M denote the expected cost of auditing. Since the auditing is 

required only when the project's outcome is less than X, the value of M in equilibrium 

can be written as 

(4.10) 

More compactly, 

(4.11) 

where 

Mc > 0, MrB > 0, M 5 F < 0, and M'Y < 0. 

After the deduction of the expected payment to the bank, the firm expects to obtain the 

following amount in equilibrium by undertaking the project: 

The firm compares this with the return from the alternative investment opportunity. If 

the firm does not undertake the project, it can obtain (1 + r B )SF by spending its internal 

funds on riskless assets. Thus, the incentive compatibility constraint for the firm can be 

written as 

(4.12) 

Equation ( 4.12) shows that the firm's investment decision is vulnerable to changes in r B, 

SF, c, and , , which may be interpreted as exogenous shocks. 
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4.3.3 Effects of Exogenous Shocks on the Incentive Compatibility Con-

straint 

As equations ( 4.6) and ( 4.12) show, the incentive compatibility constraints for the financial 

contract to hold between a firm and a bank depend on the four exogenous variables: TB, 

sF, c, and 1'. This subsection examines how changes in these exogenous variables can 

affect the incentive compatibility constraints. 9 Changes in TB represent exogenous shocks 

to the financial sector such as monetary policy. Changes in 1' is exogenous shocks that 

affects the future profitability of the firm's project. One example is the firm's development 

of new technology, which is specific to the firm. Another example is real shocks that affect 

the economic outlook (such as the first oil embargo of 1973), which is common to all the 

agents in the economy. Changes in SF represents exogenous shocks to the firm's internal 

funds. Under the assumption that the firm's internal funds can be approximated by its 

stock prices, a change in stock prices may be regarded as an example of such shocks. 

Suppose that the necessary condition ( 4.6) holds for a bank with equality. 

(4.13) 

This bank may be called a "marginal bank". By taking total differentiation of equa

tion ( 4.13), we obtain the following equation: 

(1 - sF) dTB - (l + TB) dSF = (21' - c)(2r1 + c) d,1 - (2r1 - c) dc. 10 

'--.---" ------ 4,1
2 2,1 

( 4.14) 

+ + --------- '--,---' 
+ + 

9
This chapter does not examine effects of changes in c, as these are hard to interpret in an economically 

sensible way. 
10 It is plausible to assume that 2, - c > 0. As equation ( 4.4) shows, X = 2, - c. Since X is the sum 

of the principal and interest, X cannot be negative. If X = 0, no loans are made. Thus, the only case of 

interest is that X = 2, - c > 0. 
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Equation ( 4.14) 1s used to examine how exogenous shocks affect the behaviour of the 

marginal bank. 

Table 4.3 summarises the effects of exogenous changes on the incentive compatibility 

for a marginal bank. The impacts of a rise in TB on the incentive compatibility constraint 

for the marginal bank, for instance, are calculated from equation ( 4.14) as follows: 

and 

d'Y 

dT B dSP =dc=O 

---> 0, 
1 +TB 

4'"'( 2 ( 1 - SF) 
'"'( - C) ( 2'"'( + C) > O. 

In order for the marginal bank to have an incentive to lend to a firm, the firm must have 

a more profitable project or more internal funds (Proposition lA). Its macroeconomic im-

plication is that a monetary tightening may deprive banks of an incentive to lend to firms, 

thereby causing contraction of bank credit. This is consistent with the credit view. In a 

similar way, the impacts of a change in 'Y on the marginal bank's incentive compatibility 

constraint can be calculated from equation (4.14). For the constraint to be satisfied, a 

decrease in 'Y requires a fall of TB or an increase of SF when the other variables are held 

constant (Proposition lB). As the deterioration of macroeconomic outlook can make the 

prospect of business gloomy, its consequences are that firms ( with limited internal funds) 

will lose credit worthiness, but that expansionary monetary policy can counter the con-

traction of bank credit. With equation (4.14), the consequences of a change in SF can 

be examined in a similar way. When SF decreases, a fall of TB or a rise of 'Y is neces-

sary in order to provide the marginal bank with an incentive to lend (Proposition 1 C). 

In what follows, assume that the firm's internal funds can be approximated by its stock 
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pnce. Then, a fall of stock prices have macroeconomic implications similar to those of the 

deterioration of economic outlook. 

Table 4.3: Propositions 1 

Effects of exogenous shocks on the bank's incentive compatibility constraint 

lA. An increase in TB ( e.g. a monetary tightening) requues 

(i) 5F to rise, for given 'Y and c. 

(ii) 'Y to rise, for given sF and c. 

lB. A decrease in 'Y (e.g. the oil embargo) requires 

(i) TB to fall, for given SF and c. 

(ii) SF to rise, for given TB and c. 

lC. A decrease in SF ( e.g. a fall of stock prices) requues 

(i) TB to fall, for given 'Y and c. 

(ii) 'Y to rise, for given TB and c. 

As equation ( 4.12) shows, exogenous shocks can similarly affect the incentive-compatibility 

constraint for a firm. Suppose that the necessary condition ( 4.12) holds with equality: 

"( - 1 - TB - M ( c, TB, SF,"() = 0 ( 4.15) 

This firm may be called a "marginal firm." By taking total differentiation of equa

tion (4.15), we obtain the following equation 

(1 - M-y) d"( - (1 + MrB) dTB - MsF dSF - Mc de = 0, 
'---..,---' ------- ...___.., "-..,-/ 

(4 .16) 

+ + + 

Equation ( 4 .16) is used to examine the impacts of exogenous shocks on the incentive 

compat ibility constraint for a marginal firm. 

Table 4.4 summarises the propositions derived from equation ( 4 .16) .11 The impacts of 

a rise of TB on the incentive compatibility constraint, for instance , can be calculated as 
11 

Note that the effects of each exogenous shock on the incentive-compatibility constraint facing the firm 

are the same as those on the incentive-compatibility constraint facing the bank. 
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follows. 

dSF = _ ( 1 + Mr B) > O, 

dT B d-y=dc=O M SF 

and 

Without an increase of the project's expected return or the internal funds, a rise of TB 

would deprive the marginal firm of an incentive to undertake the project (Proposition 

2A). On the aggregate level, this implies that a monetary tightening will make the ex-

pected returns of the projects insufficient for the firms to undertake, which will result in 

a leftward shift of the demand schedule for bank loans. The effects of a change in , on 

the incentive compatibility constraint for the marginal firm can be similarly derived from 

equation (4.16). If the profitability of the project falls for some reason, the marginal firm 

will lose an incentive to undertake the project, unless the riskless interest rate falls or 

internal funds increase (Proposition 2B). Macroeconomic implications of this proposition 

are that the deterioration of economic outlook decreases investment of firms, and that 

monetary easing may prevent investment demand from decreasing. Proposition 2C, which 

is derived in a similar way, is that a decrease of SF requires either a fall of TB or an 

increase of, in order for the incentive compatibility constraint to hold. An implication of 

this proposition is that a fall of stock prices will lead to a decrease of business investment, 

which may be cancelled out by expansionary monetary policy. As Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show, 

these propositions and their implications derived from the firm's incentive compatibility 

constraint are the same as those derived from the bank's one. 
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Table 4.4: Propositions 2 

Effects of exogenous shocks on the firm's incentive compatibility constraint 

2A. An increase in TB ( e.g. a monetary tightening) requ1res 

(i) SF to rise, for given 1' and c. 

(ii) 1' to rise, for given SF and c. 

2B. A decrease in 1' ( e.g. the oil embargo) requires 

(i) TB to fall, for given SF and c. 

(ii) sF to rise, for given TB and C. 

2C. A decrease in sF ( e.g. a fall of stock prices) requ1res 

(i) TB to fall, for given 1' and c. 

(ii) 1' to rise, for given TB and c. 

4.4 Effects of the Risk-Based Capital Standards on the Sup-

ply of Bank Loans 

The preceding section derives the incentive compatibility constraints for the financial con-

tract to hold between firms and banks, thereby examining their responses to exogenous 

shocks. These responses may be affected by intervention from the government, however. 

As sect ion 2 discusses, the bank supervisor requires internationally operating banks to 

meet the risk-based capital standards under the Basle Accord. The implementation of the 

capital adequacy requirements imposes a new restriction on the banks. More specifically, 

international banks are required t o keep their risk-weight ed capit al-to-asset ratios equal 

to or greater than eight per cent . Taking into account t he new restriction , the banks will 

make portfolio choice, which will in turn affect the availability of bank credit to the firms. 

This section examines how the banks respond to exogenous shocks when t hey must meet 

the risk-based capital st andards. It will be shown that even if t he incentive-compatibilit y 
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constraints ( 4.6) and ( 4.12) are satisfied, the project may not be undertaken . For this 

purpose, this section extends the benchmark model by introducing the risk-based capital 

standards as a new constraint for the banks. 

4.4.1 Implementation of Risk-Based Capital Standards 

In order to introduce the risk-based capital standards into the benchmark model, it is 

necessary to specify the components of a bank's balance sheet. The benchmark model 

assumes that a bank is endowed with internal funds (SB) and deposits (D). The liability 

side of a bank's balance sheet is composed of these two items. Given SB and D, a bank 

makes an investment choice between holding riskless bonds ( B) and making risky loans ( L). 

The benchmark model also assumes that a bank must hold its borrower's equities (SF), 

which is established as an important constituent of relationship between Japanese banks 

and their regular customers. From these assumptions, the asset side of a bank's balance 

sheet is comprised of B, L, and SF. 

As the discussion 4.2 suggests, it will be shown that latent capital gains to a bank from 

the stock holdings play an important role in what follows. This means that the setting of 

the benchmark model needs to be modified with the introduction of time. Suppose that 

a bank is endowed with internal funds and has no liability at time 0. Let SB denote the 

value of the internal funds. Then, the liability side of the bank's balance sheet is initially 

comprised of only SB. Suppose that a firm issues equities at time 0. Let S[ denote the 

initial value of the equities. Sf: is smaller t han SB. These assumptions are same as those 

of the benchmark model. Assume, however , that a bank purchases the equities of the 

potential borrower before making loans. This newly introduced assumption implies that 
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the bank's assets are comprised of S[ and vault cash before making loans. Suppose that 

deposits (D) are given to the bank at time 1 after it purchases the firm's equities . With 

D and the vault cash, the bank makes loans to the firm. Any excess funds are spent on 

purchasing safe bonds. Let L and B denote the volumes of loans and bonds, respectively. 

Then, L and B appear on the asset sides of the bank's balance sheet at time 1. The market 

value of the firm's equities, which is the other component of the bank's assets, is likely to 

be different at time 1. Let S[ denote the market value of the firm's equities held by the 

bank at time 1. Then, the asset side of the bank's balance sheet is comprised of L, B, and 

S[ at time 1. On the other hand, the liability side is comprised of D, SB, and S[ - S[. 

The change in the bank's balance sheet is summarised in Table 4.5. 12 If the bank must 

meet the capital adequacy requirements at time 1, the bank will make investment decision 

at time O considering the expected composition of its balance sheet at time 1. 

Table 4.5: Change on a Bank's Balance Sheet 

Before lending I After lending 

Assets Liabilities Assets Liabilities 

5F 
0 

5B L D 

Cash B 5B 

sr S[-S[ 

Under the Basle Accord, the capital standards are risk-based, which has two distinctive 

characteristics. One is that each component of a bank's assets is risk-weighted when its 

12 Latent capital gains from the stock holdings are defined as the difference between the market value 

and the acquisition value of the equities . Under the accounting rule of Japan 1 however 1 the book values 

of equities held b y Japanese banks are based on the acquisition values. See
1 

for instance
1 

Kuroda
1 

Kotani 

and Ogawa (1994) and Ogawa and Kubota (1995) for issues of bank accounting in Japan. 
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capital-to-asset ratio is calculated. As is discussed in section 4.2, riskless bonds and 

risky claims on the non-bank private sectors are given weights 0 and 1, respectively ( see 

Table 4.1). This implies that B is excluded from the denominator of the risk-weighted 

capital-to-asset ratio. The other one is that allowable components of bank capital include 

a certain proportion of latent capital gains from the stock holdings. Suppose that the 

values of equities held by a bank increases from S[ to S[. Then, latent capital gain, 

which is expressed as S[ - S[, must be included in the numerator of the bank's capital-

to-asset ratio. Thus, a bank is required to meet the following risk-based capital adequacy 

requirements at time 1: 

SB+ /3(S[ - St) 
Bx 0+(L+St) x 1 > a, 

( 4.17) 

where both a and /3 are positive constants. In practice, a and /3 are equal to 0.08 and 

0.45, respectively. 

Taking into account the capital standard ( 4.17), a bank decides at time 0 whether to 

lend to a firm. As a bank cannot know the future value of a firm's equities, however, Sf 

should be replaced with its expected value in the capital adequacy constraint for the bank. 

SB+ /3(E[Si] - St) 
F > a. 

L+S0 

where E[Sf] denotes the value of st expected at time 0. This can be simplified by an 

assumption for the benchmark model that each firm's project requires one unit of input. 

This assumption implies that L is equal to 1 - st .13 By substituting 1 - st into L, we 

13 As is discussed in the preceding section, the expected cost of auditing makes external funds more 

expensive to the borrower than internal funds. For this reason, a firm has no incentive to borrow more 

than 1- S[. 
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obtain the following condition. 

SB > a+ f3S6 - {3E[S[]. (4.18) 

This is the new constraint introduced for the bank by the implementation of the risk-based 

capital standards. 

4.4.2 Effects of Exogenous Shocks on the Capital Adequacy Constraint 

The constraint ( 4.18) implies that there is a m1n1mum level of SB required for a bank 

to make business loans. To show this more clearly, it is necessary to express E[Sf] 

as a function of the exogenous variables defined in the previous section. An important 

assumption is that the value of a firm's equities is equal to its net worth. If a firm 

undertakes the project, its net worth will be the expected outcome of the project less the 

expected payment to the bank at time 1. The expected outcome of the project is , under 

the assumption of uniform distribution. The expected payment from the firm to the bank 

consists of the expected pay-off to the bank and the expected cost of auditing. Because 

of the competition among the banks, the expected pay-off to the bank must be equal to 

the return from the safe assets. Thus, the net worth of a firm that undertakes the project 

will be 

E(S[) = r - (l + TB)(l - st) - M(c, TB, st, ,).14 (4.19) 

With equation ( 4.19), the capital adequacy constraint ( 4.18) can be written as 

SB > a+ f3St - {3[1 - (1 + TB)(l - St) - M(c, TB, St,,) ]. (4 .20) 

14 This is equal to the left-hand-side of the necessary condition (4.12) for a firm to undertake its project 

in the benchmark model. 
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This shows that the minimum level of the bank's net worth required for it to make loans 

depends on the exogenous variables: 'Y, TB, S[, and c. 

From the condition ( 4.20), we can derive the impacts of exogenous shocks on the 

banking behaviour under the risk-based capital standards. Let Sfr1N denote the minimum 

level of SB that satisfies the condition ( 4.20): 

Sfr1N =a+ f3St - /3[,1 - (1 + TB)(l - St) - M(c, TB, St, ,1)]. ( 4.21) 

The impacts of a rise in TB, for instance, are calculated from partial differentiation of 

Sfr IN with respect to TB in equation ( 4.21). 

If the riskless interest rate rises, a bank is required to have higher initial net worth in 

order to make loans when the other variables are held constant. In other words, a hike of 

the riskless interest rate will make banks with low net worth unable to meet the capital 

standards in future. If a substantial number of banks give up lending in response to a hike 

of the interest rate , aggregate bank credit will contract. The impact s of changes in 'Y and 

S{ on Sfr1N can be derived in a similar way. Partial differentiation of Sfr1N with respect 

to 'Y yields 

asB !:rIN = -/3 [1 - M,,] < 0. 

If the expected outcome of the project decreases, a bank 1s required to have a higher 

level of initial net worth when the other variables are held constant. A macroeconomic 

implication is that the deteriorat ion of economic outlook will make banks with low net 

wort h unable to make loans , thereby resulting in contraction of bank loans. Likewise , 

8Sf:i1N 
asr; = /3 [Mst - TB ] < 0. 
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A decrease in the firm's net worth also requires a bank to have a higher level of internal 

funds when the other variables are held constant. The implication is that a fall of stock 

prices will deprive banks with lower net worth of ability to meet the capital standards, 

thereby reducing the availability of funds to bank-dependent firms. These results are 

summarised as propositions in Table 4.6. 

Table 4.6: Propositions 3 

Effects of exogenous shocks on the bank's capital adequacy constraint 

3A. An increase in TB ( e.g. a monetary tightening) requires 

a higher Sf!r JN, for given 'Y l s[ and C. 

3B. A decrease in -y ( e.g. the oil embargo) requires 

a higher Sf!r1N, for given TB, s[, and C. 

3C. A decrease in S5 ( e.g. a fall of stock prices) requ1res 

a higher sfnN, for given TB, 'Y and C. 

How does the introduction of the risk- based capital standard affect the transmission 

mechanism of monetary policy? In the benchmark model without the capital standard, the 

incentive compatibility constraints imply that a hike of TB requires a higher level of SF or -y 

in order for the financial contract to be made ( see Tables 4.3 and 4.4) . In other words, only 

firms with better balance sheets have incentive to undertake their projects, for which banks 

have incentive to provide funds at the same time. Thus, the benchmark model illustrates 

the balance-sheet channel of monetary policy. In contrast, however, the implementat ion 

of the capital standard affects the minimum level of 5B for the financial cont ract. As 

is summarised in Table 4.6, a hike of TB requires a higher level of Sf!rIN · This means 

that only banks with larger amounts of loanable funds can make loans aft er monetary 

tightening, which is the bank-lending channel of monetary policy. Since the incentive 
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compatibility constraints of the benchmark model must also hold, the implementation of 

the risk-based capital standard amplifies the impact of monetary policy by making room 

for the bank-lending channel to be operative. 

4.5 Conclusion 

Under the Basle Accord, the Bank for International Settlements requires bank supervisors 

of the signatory countries to impose capital adequacy requirements on international banks. 

As the implementation of the capital standards means a new constraint for the banks to 

satisfy, it can affect the banking behaviour. If exogenous shocks make the new constraint 

bind over a wider range of circumstances, for instance, these shocks will reinforce the 

credit channel. Thus, the implementation of the capital standards may have implications 

on the credit view . 

Section 4.2 summarises the capital standards under the Basle Accord. The capital 

standards have two distinctive characteristics. One is that allowable components of bank 

capital include latent capital gains from the stock holdings. As the banks of Japan are 

allowed to hold common equities, the risk-based capital standards make the numerators of 

their capital-to-asset ratios vulnerable to changes in stock prices. The other characteristic 

is that assets are risk-weighted. Highly safe assets (such as sovereign bonds issued by 

any OECD country) are given zero weights and excluded from the denominator of the 

capital-to-asset ratio. Consequently, a bank may substitute from risky loans to holdings 

of safe bonds, at least temporarily, in an attempt to meet the capital standards. Thus , 

these two characteristics imply that banks will reduce loans in response to a fall of stock 

prices, reinforcing the balance sheet channel. 
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This chapter aims to formalise the impacts of the implementation of the risk-based 

capital standards on the credit view. Section 4.3 sets up a benchmark model within a 

framework model of the costly-state-verification model, from which the necessary condition 

for a firm to borrow from a bank and the necessary condition for a bank to lend to a firm 

are derived. These two necessary conditions must hold at the same time when a firm and 

a bank make the financial contract. These incentive compatibility constraints are used 

to examine how a bank and a firm respond to exogenous shocks. The implications are 

consistent with the credit view. Section 4.4 introduces the risk-based capital standards 

into the benchmark model. The risk- based capital standards are formalised as another 

constraint for a bank to satisfy. From this constraint, a minimum level of a bank's net 

worth required for it to make loans is derived. Then, the impacts of exogenous shocks 

on the required level of a bank's net worth are examined. The implication is consistent 

with the discussion in section 4.2: negative macroeconomic shocks increase the minimum 

levels of net worth required for banks, and banks with lower net worth reduce loans in an 

attempt to meet the capital standards. 

Is this implication supported by empirical studies? Gibson (1997), for instance, finds 

that the deterioration of banks' health caused decline in investment in Japan during the 

early 1990s. Although this event coincided in timing with the implementation of the risk

based capital requirements, it is not clear whether this happened by making the capital 

standards more binding. Ito and Sasaki (1998) specify an increase of industrial loans as a 

linear function of the current and lagged risk-weighted capital-to-asset ratios, controlling 

for the effects of macroeconomic shocks and non-performing loans. With the micro data of 

85 banks between 1990 and 1993, they estimat e the linear functions for the city banks, the 
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regional banks, and the trust banks. Consistent with the credit crunch hypothesis, they 

find that the coefficients of the capital-to-asset ratios are significantly positive for the city 

banks. They find, however, insignificant coefficients of the risk-weighted capital-to-asset 

ratios for the other two types of banks. Using a longer sample in a similar study, Woo 

(1999) also finds no evidence for the credit crunch hypothesis during most of the 1990s 

except for 1997. 

Peek and Rosengren (1997) provide a possible explanation for the weak empirical sup

port for the credit crunch hypothesis. They point out two important characteristics of the 

Japanese banking system in the early 1990s. One is the historically strong relationship 

between the Japanese banks and their regular customers. This implies that the Japanese 

banks were essentially reluctant to cut back on lending to the long-term domestic cus

tomers. The other characteristic is the active lending operations of the Japanese banks in 

foreign countries at that time. In the U.S., for instance, they accounted nearly one-fifth of 

commercial and industrial loans. This implies that the Japanese banks can reduce loans to 

the borrowers in the U.S. to meet the capital standards. Using the semi-annual panel data 

on the U.S. branches and subsidiaries of 29 Japanese banks, they estimate the relationship 

between an increase in lending of the branches and subsidiaries ( adjusted by the size of 

total assets) and their parent banks' risk-weighted capital-to-asset ratios. They conclude 

that a shock to the Japanese stock market can be transmitted to the U.S. through the 

decline in bank lending through the U.S. branch of the Japanese banks. The simple model 

of this chapter does not take into account the overseas operations of the banks. Mod

elling the risk-based capital standards in the international portfolio choice will further the 

literature. 
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Chapter 5 

Summary and Conclusion 

5.1 Summary 

This thesis focuses on the macroeconomic role of bank lending. After a monetary tighten

ing, bank loans often contract at the outset of a recession. This sort of coincident events 

can be found in many countries ( e.g. the U.S., Japan, and Australia). As is discussed 

in Chapter 1, however, the interpretation of the coincidence in timing between the credit 

contraction and the economic downturn is not unique. A standard interpretation is that a 

hike of the interest rate caused by a monetary tightening makes some investment projects 

unprofitable, thereby shifting the demand schedule for bank credit inward (i.e., the money 

view). The money view implies no impacts of the credit contraction on the real economy. 

Another interpretation is that tight money shifts the supply schedule of bank loans in

ward by draining the banking sector of loanable funds, thereby forcing bank-dependent 

borrowers to cut back on their investment expenditures. This is the bank-lending view, 

and is also called the credit view. Clearly, the bank-lending view implies that the cut 
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back on lending has independent impacts on the real economy so long as there are good 

loans to be made. As such, the money view and the bank-lending view have different 

economic implications. For this reason, empirical distinction between the two views is of 

importance. 

The distinction between the money view and the bank-lending view boils down to the 

identification of the supply and the demand schedules in the bank loan market. Chapter 2 

shows that embedding the 'price' and quantity of loans in a VAR model reduces the 

difficulty in the identification to a problem like simultaneous equation bias. To reiterate, 

a shift of the supply schedule of bank loans can be identified by a negative correlation in 

responses to a monetary policy shock between the price and quantity of bank loans. The 

responses of the price and quantity of bank loans to a hike of the overnight interest rate 

are simulated from the VAR models including either the interest rate of bank loans or the 

diffusion index of banks' willingness to lend is included as a proxy for the price of bank 

loans. The simulation results of Chapter 2 show a leftward shift of the supply schedule of 

bank loans following a monetary tightening. 

Although the supply schedule of bank loans is found to shift left after a monetary 

tightening, it does not necessarily imply the empirical support for the bank-lending view. 

Such a shift is also consistent with the other credit view, namely the balance sheet view. 

The balance sheet view is that a monetary tightening worsens borrowers' balance sheets, 

thereby depriving them of the credit-worthiness. This view implies a leftward shift of 

the supply schedule of credit following a monetary tightening, and hence this view and 

the bank-lending view are collectively called the credit view. In contrast to the bank

lending view, however, the balance sheet view implies t hat the credit contraction has no 
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independent impacts on the real economy, as there are no good loans to be made. Thus, 

the balance sheet view should be distinguished from the bank-lending view. 

In relation to the balance sheet view, Chapter 2 also tests the theory of credit cycle. 

This theory places emphasis on the role of durable assets ( e.g. land) as collateral. Suppose 

that prices of durable assets fall following a temporary shock. Then, the fall of asset prices 

will weaken the balance sheets of borrowers, and the liquidity-constrained borrowers will 

have to cut back on their investment expenditures. A decrease of investment implies a 

leftward shift of the demand schedule for durable assets, which lowers the asset prices 

further. This process continues, thereby causing a persistent decline in output. To test 

this theory, the responses of macroeconomic variables to a fall of land prices are simulated 

from the structural VAR model for Japan. The simulation results are supportive of the 

theory: output, stock prices, and land prices significantly fall for a protracted period 

following a negative innovation to the land price index. The theory of credit cycle is 

clearly consistent with the balante sheet channel to the extent that an exogenous shock 

( e.g. monetary policy) can have impacts on asset prices. For this reason, the responses 

of land prices and stock prices to a hike of the short-term interest rate are also simulated 

from the same model. Although the indexes of stock prices and land prices fall following 

a hike of the interest rate, these falls are not significant. In this sense, the results of 

Chapter 2 are not inconsistent with the view that monetary policy operates through the 

balance sheet channel by affecting asset prices. 

The importance of the bank-lending channel may be dependent on the characteristic 

of the financial system, however. To show this, Chapter 3 tests the bank-lending view 

for Australia. Due to the lack of the empirical studies on the bank-lending view in the 
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Australian context, this chapter applies an approach employed in the U.S. literature as well 

as the original approach in the preceding chapter. Although the non-financial corporate 

sector of Australia is highly dependent on bank loans, the results are not supportive of 

the credit view. The results imply that the contraction of loans following a hike of the 

cash rate is largely due to a leftward shift of the demand schedule for bank loans. 

The question is what makes the credit channel less important in Australia. Chapter 3 

examines how the banks of Australia change their portfolio in response to a hike of the 

cash rate. More specifically, the chapter estimates structural VAR models, simulating 

the responses of the variables on the banks' balance sheets to an innovation to the cash 

rate. There are two important findings. One is that a hike of the cash rate is followed 

by a decline in the holdings of public securities, which implies that the Australian banks 

use their holdings of securities as a buffer stock. The other is that the foreign currency 

liabilities increase in response to a hike of the cash rate, which means that the Australian 

banks can mitigate impacts of a monetary tightening on their loanable funds by borrowing 

from overseas. The latter finding has an important implication to the bank-lending view: 

the importance of the bank-lending channel is likely to diminish over time due to the 

ongoing financial innovation and/or deregulation as well as the globalisation of banking 

activities. 

Despite the extensive deregulation in the financial market over the past decade, reg

ulators of major industrial countries agreed to impose standardised capital requirements 

on the banks of their countries in 1988. This is known as the Basle Accord. Under the 

Accord , each international bank of the signatory countries is required to meet the standard 

that its risk-based capital-to-asset ratio must be eight per cent or above. In the U.S., the 
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implementation of the risk-based capital standards coincided in timing with the contrac

tion of bank credit. A standard interpretation is as follows. Since safe assets are excluded 

from the calculation of the denominator of the capital-to-asset ratio, the U.S. banks sub

stituted from risky loans to safe government bonds in an attempt to meet the standards, 

which resulted in a credit crunch. As such, the implementation of the risk-based capital 

standards may be one of the factors that make a macroeconomic role of bank lending more 

important. 

After the implementation of the risk-based capital standards, prolonged recessions 

and slowdowns in bank lending also characterised the recent experience of the Japanese 

economy. Nonetheless, there are few studies on the linkage between the risk-based capital 

standards and a credit crunch. In contrast to the U.S. banks, the banks of Japan commonly 

hold equities of their regular customers. Under the Basle Accord, latent capital gains from 

the stock holdings are included in allowable component of _bank capital. Therefore, the 

risk-weighted capital-to-asset ratios of the Japanese banks are vulnerable to a change in 

stock prices. This implies that the implementation of the risk-based capital standards 

can affect the credit channel, and that these effects are different from those in the United 

States. Chapter 4 aims to formalise the effects of the risk-based capital standards on the 

credit view. For this purpose, the chapter utilises a simple theoretical model to count for 

the credit channel, and then expands it by including the risk-based capital standards. The 

model implies that there is a minimum level of internal funds for a bank to make loans 

to a firm, and that negative macroeconomic shocks require such a minimum level to be 

higher. In other words, the implementation of the risk- based capital standards makes the 

credit channel important. 
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5.2 Topics of Future Studies 

The studies of this thesis can be expanded. Chapters 2 and 3, for instance, exclusively 

examine aggregate time series data. These methods may be subject to two criticisms. 

First, aggregate data can hardly capture heterogeneity, if any, among borrowers and/ or 

lenders with respect to their responses to a monetary tightening. Second, a monetary 

structural VAR model implicitly assumes that the effects of tight money are a muror 

image of those of expansionary monetary policy. If this assumption does not hold, the 

simulation results based on structural VAR models will be unreliable. By exam1n1ng 

cross-sectional data on the behaviours of lenders and borrowers in response to a monetary 

tightening, however, we can complement the results of these two chapters. In fact, cross

section analysis has gained popularity in the recent literature on the credit view. 

Another way to extend this study is related with the theoretical model of Chater 4. 

The model implies that negative macroeconomic shocks causes more severe slowdowns 

in bank lending in Japan under the risk-based capital standards. As is discussed in its 

concluding part of the chapter, however, the implication of the model is not supported by 

the empirical studies of other papers. This may be because the model does not incorporate 

the lending activities of the banks in foreign countries. Section 3.3 of Chapter 3 also 

suggests the importance of the international activities of banks. Modelling the risk-based 

capital standards in a bank's international portfolio will further the literature. 

Dealing with related questions may also extend the thesis. An interesting empirical 

question is how important the credit channel is ( compared to another channel such as the 

money channel). One might argue that we can estimate the relative importance of the 

credit channel to the money channel by calculating the impulse response functions of the 
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macroeconomic variables to a supply shock and a demand shock to bank lending. It is not 

clear, however, whether an innovation to the quantity of loans, for instance, represents a 

supply shock or a demand shock in the loan market. Thus, examination of the relative 

importance of the credit channel will require a different approach. 
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Appendix A 

Data Appendix 

A.1 Data used in Chapter 2 

Table A.l summarises the data used for VAR analyses in Chatper 2. All the data except 

for the land price index are available from the Bank of Japan (BOJ) or the International 

Financial Statistics of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) .1 

The data on land price are downloaded from the web of the Japanese Real Estate In

stitute ( JREI). 2 The JREI releases the land price indexes of city areas, which are classified 

by three purposes of use: commercial, industrial, and residential. This chapter utilizes the 

land price index for the commercial area. Since the JREI releases the land price indexes 

only twice a year, the data are interpolated when used for the VAR analyses in section 2.5. 

(An alternative official survey of land price is available from the web of the Ministry of 

Land, Infrastructure and Transport, but the frequency of the data is annual.) 

1 The address of the BOJ is "www.boj.or.jp/en/siryo/siryo_f.htm" from which the data are downloaded . 

2 The address of the English web of the Japanese Real Estate Institute is "www.reinet.or.jp/study /index-

e.htm". 
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Table A.l: Sources of Data used in Chapter 2 

Variable Source Code/Table Abbreviation 

Commodity Price Index (non-fuel) IMF 00176AXD GP 

Exchange Rate IMF 158RF XR 

Consumer Price Index IMF 15864B p 

Industrial Production (seasonally adjusted) IMF 15866C y 

Base Money (reserve requirement change adjusted) BOJ ecdab015 M 

Call Rate (overnight) IMF 15860B R 

New Loans for Equipment Funds (manufacturing) BOJ cdab1260 LQ 

Interest Rate on New Loans BOJ cdab0880 LP 

Diffusion Index ( actual results, manufacturing) BOJ cdbf0120 LP 

Nikkei Stock Average (TSE225) BOJ ehstock SP 

Land Price (six major cities, commercial area) JREI 11164 LD 

U.S. Federal Funds Rate IMF 11160B Rus 

Some mention has to be made of the construction of the diffusion index for the price 

for loans . The data on the diffusion index are available in the BOJ 's quarterly economic 

survey of enterprises, TANKAN. The survey contains 38 questions, one of which is related 

with the financial institutions' lending attitude. Non-financial firms are asked whether the 

financial institutions' lending attitude is "accommodative," "not so severe," or "severe." 

The diffusion index is calculated for each ind us try by subtracting the percentage of firms 

answering "severe" from the percentage of those answering "accommodative." Suppose 

that the unobservable price of bank loans rose for some reason. (A rise of the loan price may 

take the form of a higher interest rat e on loans or heavier collateral requirement.) Then , 

one would expect more firms to answer "severe" to the question. As such , the diffusion 

index may be negatively correlated wit h the unobservable price of loans. For consistency 
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with the series for Y and L, the diffusion index for the manufacturing industry is chosen. 

In the analysis, the diffusion index is multiplied by -1, so that a higher value implies a 

higher price of loans. 

As is usual, the quality of sampled data depends on how accurately the sample rep

resents the population. This is particularly true of the analysis in chapter 2. While the 

data on the quantity of bank loans correspond to the population, the diffusion index is 

calculated from the sample in the economic survey. If the sampled firms are mainly large 

ones in the economic survey, for instance, the diffusion index may not successfully capture 

the price of loans since financial conditions are often tighter for small firms. This paper 

uses the diffusion index under the assumption that the sampled firms of the economic 

survey unbiasedly represent the population of Japanese firms. 

A potential problem of the diffusion index of financial institutions' lending attitude 

arises from the fact that, while the firms are asked to choose one answer from "accom-

modative," "not so severe," and "severe", the index does not contain information provided 

by those answering "not so severe." Suppose that 45 % of the firms answer "accommoda

tive" and 55 % answer "severe." In this case, the diffusion index is calculated as -10. 

The same value can be obtained, for example, if 10 % of the firms answer "severe" and no 

firm answers "accommodative." Despite the same value of the index, bank loan market 

conditions obviously differ from each other in these cases. In this way, any particular value 

of the diffusion index is consistent with an infinite number of different survey results. For

tunately, however, we do not have to worry about such a problem. As Figure A.l shows, 

there are nearly one-to-one relationships from the diffusion index to the percentages of the 

firms choosing "accommodative" and "severe." Thus, it seems that the diffusion index 
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of financial institutions' lending attitude unambiguously provides information about the 

bank loan market. 
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Figure A.l: Diffusion Index and its Components (Sample: 1970:Q2 - 2000:Ql ) 

A.2 Data used in Chapter 3 

Table A.2 summarises the data used for the Bernanke and Blinder (1 992) type models 

1n sections 3.1 and 3.3. The data on the CPI and cer tificat es of deposit are from the 

Australian Bureau of Statist ics (ABS) cat alogue o. 6401 and o. 5232 , respectively. All 

the ot her data are t aken from the Bulletin st atist ics of the Reserve Bank of Australia 

(RB_ ) . 

Some mention ha.s t o be made of t he const ruct ion of the CPI. The ABS incorporated 

mortgage interest charges and consumer credit charges int o the component of the CPI 
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Table A.2: Sources of Data used in Sections 3.1 and 3.3 

Variable Source Table 

Cash rate (11 am call) RBA F0l 

CPI excluding housing ABS 6401-09 

Unemployment rate RBA G06 

Deposits repayable in Australia RBA B03 

Public sector securities RBA B03 

Loans, advances, and bills held RBA B03 

Certificates of deposit ABS 5232-6 

Foreign currency liabilities RBA B03 

(for all groups) between 1986:Q4 and 1998:Q2. The inclusion of interest charges makes 

the CPI unsuitable for evaluating monetary policy, as changes in the policy instrument 

mechanically result in movements in the CPI. For this reason, the "CPI excluding housing" 

is used. 

The data used for the structural VAR models 1n section 3.2 are summarised in Ta-

ble A.3 . The CPI is the same as the one used in sections 3.1 and 3.3. Data sources are 

either the International Financial Statistics of the International Monetary Fund or the 

Bulletin statistics of the RBA, except for the data on the proxy for loan prices. 

In order to capture the effects of a monetary tightening on the activity of the private 

non-financial corporate sector, one might suggest that real GDP should be replaced wit h 

the ind us trial production. Reading various issues of the International Financial Statistics 

of the IMF, however, one can notice that the data on the industrial production are fre-

quently revised, and that these revisions are oft en substantial. This means that the recent 

data on the industrial production are likely to contain significant measurement errors. 
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Table A.3: Sources of Data used in Section 3.2 

Variable Source Code/Table Abbreviation 

Commodity price index (non-fuel) IMF 00176AXD GP 

Exchange rate (US$ per A$) IMF 193AG XR 

CPI excluding housing ABS 6401-09 p 

Real GDP IMF 19399BVR y 

Money base RBA D03 M 

Cash rate (11 am call) RBA F0l R 

Loans and advances by banks RBA D02 LQ 

Proxy for the loan price ACCI & Westpac Q. 4-b LP 

U.S. real GDP IMF 11199BVR yu 

U.S. CPI IMF 11164 pU 

U.S. federal funds rate IMF 11160B Ru 

Given the small size of the sample, using the data with measurement errors seems uncle-

sirable. For this reason, this chapter uses real GDP rather than the index of industrial 

production. 

Chapter 3 utilises the diffusion index in the "Survey of Industrial Trends" conducted 

by the Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (ACCI) and the Westpac Banking 

Corporation as a proxy for the marginal cost of loans to borrowers. A potential problem 

with the ACCI-Westpac diffusion index arises from the fact that it omits information pro

vided by the firms answering "Same." Suppose that 55% of the firms answered "Harder" 

and 45% answered "Easier." Then, the diffusion index is calculated as 10. The same value 

of the diffusion index is obtained, for instance, if 10% of the firms answer "Harder" and 

no firm answers "Easier." As such, any particular value of the diffusion index is consistent 

with an infinite number of different survey results. To check if this problem is evident or 
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not, Figure A.2 plots the percentages of the firms answering "Harder" and "Easier" against 

the resulting diffusion index. Roughly speaking, there are nearly one-to-one relationships 

from the percentages of the firms answering "Harder" and "Easier" to the diffusion index. 

In this sense, the diffusion index may correctly provide information about the loan market. 
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Appendix B 

Impulse Response Analysis 

Impulse response analysis is dynamic simulation based on an econometric model. This 

technique is useful for forecasting impacts of an exogenous shock on the economy. The 

empirical literature has sometimes displayed the estimates of the impulse response func

tions without confidence intervals ( e.g. Bernanke and Blinder 1992 and Sims 1992). As 

an indicator of statistical reliability, however, confidence intervals for impulse responses 

are of importance. This appendix discusses the impulse responses and construction of 

their confidence intervals. For consistency with the econometric models of this thesis, the 

following discussion takes a VAR model as an exam ple. 1 

1 While impulse response analysis is often conducted within a framework of (structural) VAR models, 

it can be applied to a variety of dynamic econometric models. Gruen, Romalis, and Chandra (1998), for 

instance, conduct impulse response analysis based on a single-equation model. 
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B.l Impulse Response Analysis 

Before proceeding, it is worthwhile reviewing impulse response analysis within a framework 

of a structural VAR approach. Let Yt denote a vector containing the values that the 

variables of interest assume at date t. Then, a structural model is typically expressed in 

vector form: 2 

BoYt = B1Yt-1 + · · · + BpYt-p + lit, (B.1) 

where lit rv i.i.d. N(O, D) and D is a diagonal matrix. This is a simultaneous equations 

model. By premultiplying each side of equation (B.l) by B01
, the structural model can 

be represented as vector autoregressive form: 

Yt = 4>1Yt-1 + · · · + 4>pYt-p + et, (B.2) 

with et rv i.i.d. N(O, !1) where 

and 

B -1 
e = 0 li. (B.3) 

The VAR model (B.2) is a reduced form, and can be estimated consistently and efficiently 

equation by equation with the 01S. The estimated model is used for forecasting future 

values of variables in y. 

Suppose that the jth variable of y, Yi, unexpectedly increased at date t. Then, how 

should we revise our forecast of future values of the variables of y? By simple arrangement, 

the VAR model (B.2) can be written as 

2
Inclusion of constants and/or time trends does not affect the following argument . 
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which implies 

where It is the set of information about the system as of date t. The row i, column j 

element of'¥ 1 measures an impact of a one-time impulse to y1 at date t on the expected 

value of Yi at date t + l. Similarly, the VAR model (B.2) can be arranged as 

which implies 

By iteration, we have 

A plot of the row i, column j element in '¥ 8 , 

8 E(Yi ,t+slft) 
8 Yj,t 

(B.4) 

as a function of time interval s 1s called the "impulse response function" of Yi to an 

innovation to y1. 

An innovation to y1 is equivalent to the jth element of e, e1, in the VAR model (B.2), 

which means 

8 E(Yt+slft) 

8 Y't 

8 E(Yt+slft ) 
8 e't 

(B.5) 

As the VAR is a reduced form of t he structural model (B .1), however, it is often exogenous 

shocks represented by u with which we are concerned. As equation (B.3 ) suggests , an 

element of u is a linear combin ation of elements in e, and 

8e 
-
8 

=Ba. 
u' 

(B.6) 
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Equations (B.4) to (B.6) imply 

(B.7) 

By plotting the row i, column j element of W 8 B 0 against time, we can simulate dynamic 

impacts of an exogenous shock associated with Yj, Uj, on the expected value of Yi· This is 

the technique used in this thesis. 

The impulse response analysis is utilised mainly for forecasting. Since accuracy is of 

fundamental importance to forecasting, an indicator of its statistical reliability is required. 

Another usage of this technique is a statistical test of an economic hypothesis. Obviously, 

it makes little sense to draw statistical inferences without confidence intervals. For these 

reasons, it is essential to derive confidence intervals for impulse responses in the empirical 

studies. As the first step toward the derivation of the confidence intervals, the next section 

discusses the statistical distribution of impulse responses. 

B.2 Distribution of Impulse Responses 

How can we derive the distribution of the estimated impulse responses? To examine the 

statistical properties of the impulse responses, it is necessary to express the estimator of 

the impulse responses. For explanatory convenience, let us rewrite the VAR model (B.2) 

as 

(B.8) 

where 

X - [ ' ' ' ] t = Yt-1, Yt-2, · · ·, Yt-p , 
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and 

Similarly, let 7Ps denote a column vector which stacks the columns of the matrix of impulse 

responses, W s, on each other. That is, 

7Ps vec(w). 

Equation (B.4) implies that an element of 7Ps can be expressed as a non-linear function of 

the elements of 1r: 

(B.9) 

By replacing 1r with its 01S estimator irT, we can express the estimator of the impulse 

responses as 

(B.10) 

where T is the number of observations used for the estimation. 

Does the estimator of the impulse responses, 7Ps,T, have any desirable statistical prop

erty? As is well known, parameters of a VAR model can be consistently estimated by 

applying 01S to each equation. In the context of this paper, 

plim frT = 7f, 

which reads that, as T goes to infinity, the 01S estimator irT converges in probability to 

1r, a vector containing the true parameters of the VAB,. For this argument to hold, the 

lag structure of the VAR model should be carefully chosen. As the impulse responses are 

non-linear functions of the parameters in the underlying VAR model, the impulse analysis 

is usually sensitive to the choice of the number of the lags. If the lag structure is correctly 
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specified, the consistency of irT implies the consistency of '1/Js,T by virtue of the Slutsky 

theorem: 3 

plim '1/Js ,T = '1/Js · 

Even though '1/Js,T is a consistent estimator of the impulse response function, statistical 

inference requires more detailed description of its distribution. Equation (B.10) implies 

that the asymptotic distribution of '1/Js,T depends on that of irT, Under certain conditions, 

the central limit theorem holds for the 01S estimator of parameters of a VAR model, and 

it establishes that, as T increases, fl( irT - 1r) converges in law to a vector of Gaussian 

random variables ( see, for instance, Proposition 11.1 of Hamilton 1994). More specifically, 

where 

The central limit theorem further establishes that, if g(-) in equation (B.9) is continous, 

(B.11) 

where 

Equation (B.11) describes the asymptot ic distribution of ,zJ;s,T· 

3 The Slutsky theorem is as follows. For a continuous function f (Yn) that is not a function of n , 

plim f(Yn) = f(plim Yn) -

See, for example, Theorem 4.7 of Greene (1997 , pp.118-119 ) . The Slutsky theorem h olds for a vector 

funct ion as well . See also Hamilton (1994 , p.182). 
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While the estimator of Q is given by 

the non-linearity of g(-) complicates the derivation of an explicit expression for G 8 . Run

kle (1987), for instance, proposes to use numerical methods to compute the derivatives.4 

The asymptotic distribution '1/Js,T is derived from its large-sample properties. Asymp-

totic theory may be inaccurate in a finite sample, and more often than not, a sample is 

small. One way to investigate the finite-sample properties of estimates is to refine asymp-

totic approximations. This approach is labour-intensive in a sense that it requires highly 

mathematical skills. An alternative way is to calculate numerical approximations. This 

approach is called the Monte Carlo approach, and it is capital-intensive in the sense that a 

great deal of computer time is required. Due to exponentially declining costs of computing, 

Monte Carlo methods have been popular in empirical research. This thesis also adopts 

the Monte Carlo approach. Among others, Monte Carlo integration and bootstrapping 

are major Monte Carlo methods used for impulse response analysis. The following section 

discusses these two methods. 5 

4 An analytical expression for G ~ is derived by Liitkepohl (1990) . See also Evans and Wells (1986) for 

the asymptotic distribution of the impulse response function . 

5 Monte Carlo methods are widely utilised in the applied econometric literature. Seel for example, 

Ch 21 of Davidson and MacKinnon (1993) and Ch 5 of Greene (1997) for Monte Carlo methods in a 

general context . 
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B.3 Monte Carlo Method 

B.3.1 Monte Carlo Integration 

Monte Carlo integration is a numerical method to approximate (posterior) moments of 

estimators. In the context of this paper, first and second order moments of elements in '1/Js 

are of interest. Monte Carlo integration is intrinsically a Bayesian approach in the sense 

that parameters are assumed to be random rather than fixed. As will be shown shortly, 

this technique works when the estimator of interest is a function of random parameters 

with known probability density function (pdf). Since every element of '1/Js is expressed as 

a non-linear function of those of 1r, Monte Carlo integration can be used to calculate the 

moments of '1/Js when the pdf for 1r is known. 

Monte Carlo integration has been popular in the empirical VAR literature ( e.g. Eichen

baum 1992 and Kim and Roubini 2000). This popularity comes mainly from computational 

convenience. An econometric computer package, RATS, utilises Monte Carlo integration 

as a default method to compute confidence intervals for impulse responses (see Doan 1992). 

With little modification to the pre-written program, a user of RATS can produce the esti-

mated impulse response function with its confidence intervals. Even though the computer 

package does not necessarily require its user to understand Monte Carlo integration, ig

noring the theoretical underpinnings may result in misuse of the technique. 6 

Monte Carlo integration is formalised by Kloek and van Dijk (1978). 7 Let p(1r jdata) 

6 Misuse of the RATS program can occur when a structural model is over identified. Sims and Zha (1999) 

show that the RATS program for impulse response analysis is directly applicable only to just-identified 

models. They also show that an over-identified model requires substantial modification to the pre-written 

program. 
7
The following argument is a special case which simplifies analysis . This case holds when the posterior 
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denote a posterior pdf for 1r. Since 'IPs = g( 1r), a kth order posterior moment of 'IPs is given 

by 

E[h(1r)ldata] = 1_: h(1r) · p(1rldata) d1r (B.12) 

where 

h(1r) = l {g( 1r) }k for a uncentred moment 

{g(1r) - E[g(1r)]}k for a centred moment. 

If the moment of interest is the posterior mean of 'IPs, for instance, h(1r) = g(1r). Similarly, 

h(1r) = {g(1r) - E[g(1r)]} 2 for the posterior variance of 'IPs· Monte Carlo integration is 

a numerical method to approximate the integral in equation (B.12) by computing the 

following sample value: 

(B.13) 

where 7r(i) denote a Monte Carlo draw from p(1rlf!). The consistency of this estimator is 

assured by the law of large numbers. 

Monte Carlo integration requires more detailed description of the posterior pdf for 1r 

and n. Suppose that little is known, a priori, about parameter vectors 7r and n. Under 

the assumption that the elements of 1r and those of n are independently distributed, a 

uninformative prior of its kind can be written in a simple form: 

where ex: and n denote proportionality and the number of variables in Yt, respectively. 

Zellner (1971) shows that, given the uninformative prior, the posterior pdf for n is the 

pelf of 7r is used as the "importance function" in the notation of Kloek and van Dijk (1978). See their 

original paper for discussion on a more general case. This simplification is also adopted in RATS. See 

Doan (1992). 
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inverted Wishart form. 8 As will be shown shortly, it is straightforward to generate draws 

from this distribution. He further shows that, given n, the conditional posterior pdf for 

1r is multivariate normal: 

(B.14) 

where 
T 

X'X = L XtX~. 
t=l 

It is this posterior pdf for 1r from which Monte Carlo draws are generated to calculate the 

integral in equation (B.12). 

The above-cited theoretical works of Kloek and van Dijk (1978) and Zellner (1971) 

justify the following two-stage Monte Carlo method. First, parameter values n are drawn 

from an inverted Wishart distribution of order T. This draw can be produced by computing 

[Z'(I - ~ii')zJ- 1 

n 

where each row of Z is an independent draw from the T-variate standard normal distri-

bution, and i denotes a n-column vector with every element equal to one. 9 By drawing 

N times, we will have N observations on n. Let n(i) denote a Monte Carlo draw. For 

each n(i), a parameter vector 1r is drawn from the distribution with density (B.14). This 

is the second stage Monte Carlo. For each 7r(i), the impulse response function 1Ps ( = g( 1r)) 

is evaluated. Let 'lj;ii) denote the impulse response function evaluated by 7r(i). As equa

tion (B.13) suggests, the posterior mean of 1Ps is approximated by the sample average of 

,, /, ( i). 
I.fl s . 

N 
A _ ~ ~ ,,1,(i) 
µs - N .(-; lfls · 

i=l 

8 See Ch 8 of Zellner (1971) for the proof. 
9 See Greene (1997, p .179) for how to draw from a Wishart distribution . 
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Similarly, the posterior variance of the jth element in 7Ps is approximated by 

N 
A2 1 ~(,,,,(i) A )2 

(J" s,j = N ~ If/ s,j - µs,j 
i=l 

where '1/J(i)_ and µs 1
· denote the jth elements of '1/Jii) and µs, respectively. 

S,J ' 

Figure B.l shows the results of the estimation of the benchmark model for Australia. 10 

All the variables except for the loan price are taken natural logs and multiplied by 100. 

The same scale is employed for all the graphs except for the graph of the loan price. In 

Figure B.l, the impulse responses to an innovation to the cash rate are displayed with their 

confidence intervals. The confidence intervals are constructed by Monte Carlo integration 

with uninformative prior being assumed. In each graph, the solid line is not the point 

estimate of the impulse response function, but its posterior mean. Dotted lines express 

the posterior two-standard deviations of the impulse response. By construction, the solid 

line lies in the middle of the dotted lines. 

The above discussion makes it clear that the Monte Carlo integration is essentially 

a Bayesian approach. As the empirical analysis of this thesis is based on the sampling 

theory, however, Monte Carlo integration is not preferred. Another numerical method 

is employed to obtain confidence intervals for impulse responses. The next subsection 

discusses the other Monte Carlo method that is based on the sampling theory. 

B.3.2 Bootstrap 

There is another numerical method widely used in the empirical literature. This method, 

which was originally proposed by Efron (1979), is called "bootstrap" (see also Efron and 

Tibshirani 1986). In contrast to standard Monte Carlo experiments, random quantities 

1°Figure B.l is produced by using RATS . 
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Figure B.l: Responses to a positive shock in the cash rate. 

Notes: 90% confidence intervals are constructed by Monte Carlo integration. 

of interest are not drawn from an assumed distribution. As will be shown, the bootstrap 

uses the sample data themselves to approximate the distribution of random quantities of 

interest. It is not necessary to assume any prior distributions for parameters. In this 

sense, the bootstrap is based on the classical theory of sampling. 

While the bootstrap is utilised for a variety of statistical issues, it can be applied to 

the impulse response analysis. Runkle (1987) proposes the following procedure to obtain 

the distribution of the impulse responses 1r8 • First, the VAR model (B.2) is estimated. 

Let 4>s and et are the estimates of <I>s and the associated vector error terms, respectively. 

In the bootstrap, et for t = l, • • •, T are used to approximate the distribution of et under 

the assumption that et is independently and identically distributed. 11 Let 8 denot e 8 = 
11 

In contrast to Monte Carlo integration ( or other Monte Carlo methods), the bootstrap does not require 
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( e1 ,. • •, eT). The bootstrap begins with sampling T observations in a random way from 0 

with "replacement". The artificial error terms, in turn, are used to generate the data set 

under the assumption that <I>s are the true parameters of the data generating process. With 

the synthetic data set, the VAR model (B.2) is again estimated to calculate the impulse 

responses. This operation is repeated N times, at the end of which N observations on the 

impulse responses are available. Let f! denote the estimated impulse response function in 

the ith operation where i = 1, · · ·, N. The distribution of 7r8 can be approximated by the 

sampling distribution off!. 

This thesis em ploys the "percentile method" to derive confidence intervals for 1r s from 

. . 
the sampling distribution off!. Let f!,j denote the jth component off!. N observations 

on f!,j are sorted in ascending order such that 1r~,j ( 1) and 1r~,j ( N) denote the smallest 

value and the largest value, respectively. Suppose that a 90% confidence interval for 1fs,j 

is of our interest. When N = 1000, for instance, the lower limit and the upper limit of 

the confidence interval are given by 

and 

respectively. This is the procedure that the thesis employs to derive confidence intervals 

for the estimated impulse response functions. 

Figure B.2 shows the impulse responses calculated from the estimated benchmark 

model for Australia. In Figure B.2, the impulse responses to an innovation to the cash 

rate are again displayed with their 90% confidence intervals. The confidence intervals are 

to assume the normality for the distribution of et. 
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numerically generated by the bootstrap. In each graph, the solid line and the dotted lines 

are the point estimate of the impulse response function and their 90% confidence intervals, 

respectively. As the confidence intervals are constructed by the percentile method, the solid 

line does not lie in the middle of the dotted lines. 
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Figure B.2: Responses to a positive shock in the cash rate 

Notes: 90% confidence intervals are constructed by the bootstrap. 

B.4 Statistical Issues 

This section discusses some issues in the impulse response analysis. As is discussed above, 

the impulse response function is calculated from the estimated parameters of the under-
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lying econometric model (i.e., the VAR model (B.2) in the context of this thesis). This 

implies that two conditions must be met for the impulse analysis to be meaningful. First, 

the econometric model is a good approximate of the economy. Second, the parameters are 

accurately estimated. In practice, however, these two conditions are often violated. 

The first condition may be violated by the linear structure of a VAR model. Whereas 

the structure of the economy is no doubt non-linear, the economy is approximated by a 

system of linear equations in a structural VAR approach. The linear structure of the model 

has been often criticised in the literature ( e.g. Rudebusch 1998). In reality, however, the 

functional form of the economy is unknown a priori. Sims (1998), for instance, argues 

that it is misleading to introduce non-linearity of the wrong kinds into the model. Linear 

approximation of the economy (or a theoretical model of the economy) may be what we 

can do at best. 

Even if the linearity is granted, the first condition is still vulnerable to the choice 

of the lag structure. The specification of the lag structure is particularly important for 

the impulse response analysis. Since an impulse response is expressed as a function of 

the VAR parameters , omitting significant lag(s) can be misleading. On the other hand , 

the overfitting can reduce the degrees of freedom, which may result in wide confidence 

intervals. As such, the lag order must be carefully chosen. In this thesis, the lag-orders of 

VAR models are based on the likelihood ratio test. 12 

In time series analysis, the second condition does not hold. Whereas parameters of a 

12 Different criteria choose different lag-orders , however. The Schwartz Information Criteria, for instance , 

usually chooses a shorter lag-order than the Akaike Information Criteria. Killian (2001) argues that the 

AIC is preferred to the more parsimonious SIC and Hannan-Quinn Criterion. See also the discussion in 

Sec 2.3 of J ohansen (1995). 
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VAR model (and the impulse responses) are consistently estimated, their exact distribution 

is unknown in a small sample. Due to the lagged dependent variables, the estimates of 

VAR parameters are biased. Since impulse responses are calculated from the estimates 

of VAR parameters, the distribution of the estimated impulse responses is biased and 

skewed in a small sample. The bias of the estimated VAR parameters also has undesirable 

impacts on confidence intervals for impulse responses, because the estimated model is 

assumed to represent the "true" data generation process when confidence intervals for 

impulse responses are constructed by the bootstrap ( and the Monte Carlo integration). 

As such, the impulse response analysis is not reliable when the bias is severe . . 

To deal with the small-sample bias in the impulse response analysis, Killian (1998) 

proposes "bootstrap after bootstrap." As its name suggests, this is the two-stage boot

strap. The first stage bootstrap is conducted to estimate the bias. Following the method 

mentioned above, the impulse responses are calculated N times. With these N observa

tions are used to estimate how the bootstrapped impulse response function deviates, on 

average, from the point estimate of the impulse response. The average deviation is the 

estimate of the bias. In the second stage bootstrap, the estimated bias is subtracted from 

each of the bootstrapped impulse response. Confidence intervals for 1r are calculated from 

the impulse responses obtained from the bias-corrected bootstrap.13 

Over-parameterisation is another factor which may violate the second condition . Con

sistent time series data are usually short due to the data availability and/or structural 

breaks of the economy. On the other hand, it is common to impose no restriction on the 

13 Theoretically, Killian's (1998) bias-correction method is attractive. In practice, however , this method 

is not often utilised in the empirical literature. Few examples , which utilise the "bootstrap after bootstrap", 

include Dungey and Pagan (2000). 
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dynamics of the system in a VAR model. As a consequence, the number of parameters 

to be estimated can be large compared to the available observations on the variables, 

which makes it difficult to secure meaningful degrees of freedom. The empirical literature 

has often reported too wide confidence intervals for impulse responses. Constructing the 

confidence intervals for impulse responses calculated by Sims (1980), for instance, Runkle 

(1987, p.437) argues that "unrestricted VARs often do not tell much about interesting 

macroeconomic questions". As such, the over-parameterisation can make the impulse re-

sponse analysis unreliable. This is particularly true when the dimension of the system is 

high. 

In fact, estimated parameters of a VAR model often have large standard errors and 

are hence insignificant. Nonetheless, it is not uncommon that they are jointly highly sig

nificant. This is the typical symptom of multicollinearity, which may be because of high 

correlation among variables, a small number of observations compared with the number 

of estimated parameters, or both .14 One of the consequences of the mulitcollinearity is 

that confidence intervals are wide, which in turn makes the impulse response analysis 

inaccurate. As is well known, dropping a variable(s) is the simplest solution to the muul

ticollinearity problem. Dropping a variable(s) can lead to incorrect specification of the 

model used in the analysis, however. 

A partial solution to the problem of over-parameterisation and/or mulitcollinearity 

1s to impose zero restrictions on some coefficients which economic theory suggest are 

zero. In an open-economy structural VAR model, for instance, coefficients of the domestic 

14
The problem of a small sample is occasionally called "micronumerosity". Consequences of micron-

umerosity are essentially similar to those of mulitcollinearity, however. There is no point to distinguish 

microunmerosity and mulitcollinearity. 
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variables in the equations of the overseas variables may be restricted to be zero under the 

assumption of a small open economy ( e.g. Cushman and Zha 1997 and Dungey and Pagan 

2000). This set of zero restrictions implies that the overseas variables are block exogenous 

to the domestic variables, which can be statistically tested by a variant of the Granger

causality test. In order to reduce the number of estimated parameters in the model for 

Australia, this thesis tests the hypothesis that the U.S. variables are block exogenous to 

the Australian variables. 

Economic theory does not always imply which variable(s) should be dropped from 

which equation(s), however. Even after dropping some variable(s) (e.g. the domestic 

variables) from an equation(s) of another variable(s) (e.g. the overseas variables), there can 

remain insignificant coefficients. Therefore, we might be able to improve the accuracy of 

the impulse response analysis by exploring the methods to deal with the mulitcollinearity. 

This can further the literature. 
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Appendix C 

Measuring Monetary Policy Shock 

A common critique of structural VAR models, or simultaneous equations models, is that 

any set of identifying assumptions is rarely convincing. This implies that monetary policy 

shocks are hard to identify in the monetary VAR models. As a robustness check, it may 

be worthwhile to calculate the impulse response functions of the variables of interest to 

monetary policy shocks identified in the existing literature. This section uses the monetary 

policy shocks estimated by Brischetto and Voss (1999) .1 

Brischetto and Voss (1999) estimate an open-economy VAR model, exam1n1ng the 

monetary transmission mechanism in Australia. Their model consists of seven variables: 

an oil price index, the Federal Funds rate, domestic output, the domestic price level, a 

narrow monetary aggregate (Ml), the cash rate, and the nominal exchange rate. The cash 

rate is assumed to represent the policy instrument of the Reserve Bank of Australia. The 

VAR model is estimated over the sample period 1980:Ql to 1998:Q4. In addition, their 

1 This is the suggestion from one of the referees . I would like to thank Graham Voss for providing me 

with their data. 
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model differs from that of this paper in identifying assumptions, namely non-triangular 

restrictions are imposed for the purpose of identification. As is usual, the structural 

residuals of the cash rate equation are as monetary policy shocks. 

As a robustness check, this section re-examines the responses of the quantity and price 

of loans to the monetary policy shocks identified by Brischetto and Voss (1999). Let BV 

denote their identified shock of monetary policy. Then, a simple model consisting of LQ, 

LP, and BV can be written as a system of equations: 

Yt =co+ c1t + 4>1Yt-1 + · · · + 4>t-pYt-p + et, (C.1) 

with et I".) i.i.d. N(O, n) where 

y~ = (B½, LQt, LPt)'. 

While the system of equations (C.1) is apparently a VAR model, BV that represents a 

monetary policy shock should be treated as an exogenous variable. This suggests that 

zero restrictions be imposed on the coefficient matrices <I>s as follows: 

0 0 0 

¢~1 ¢~2 ¢~3 

¢~1 ¢~2 ¢~3 

forj=l,···,p, (C.2) 

The first elements of c0 and c1 should be also restricted to be zero. Consequently, the 

first element of et is equivalent to B½. 

The system of equations (C.1) is estimated over the sample period of 1985:Ql to 

1998:Q4. The beginning of the sample is the same as that used in Chapter 3. The end of 

the sample period reflects the availability of the data on BV. The number of lags is two 

for consistency with the models in Chapter 3. LQ and LP are also measured in the same 
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way. From the estimated model, the impulse response functions of LQ and LP to BV are 

calculated. 
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Figure C.l: Responses of Loan Variables to Monetary Policy 

Monetary policy shocks are identified by Brischetto and Voss (1999) . 

Figure C.l show the impulse responses of LQ and LP to an unexpected hike of the 

cash rate, which is identified by Brischetto and Voss (1999), with 90% confidence intervals. 

The quantity of new loans temporarily increases in response to a monetary policy shock . 

The temporal increase of new loans is significant. The price of new loans also temporarily 

increases. While the response of the loan price is initially insignificant, it is significantly 

positive in the fifth and sixth quarters aft er an unexpected hike of the cash rate. These 
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responses of the loan price and quantity imply that the demand schedule for bank loans 

shifts outward in response to an unanticipated monetary tightening, and that Australian 

banks accommodate the temporarily increased demand for loans. Apart from the difference 

in lags, these implications are consistent with the results obtained in Chapter 3. 
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Appendix D 

A 9-variable model in Ch 2 

In an attempt to study the transmission process of monetary policy, chapter 2 calculates 

the impulse response functions to shocks in the short-term interest rates from the 9-variable 

structural VAR model. The other impulse responses might provide useful information, 

however. This section and the next one show all the impulse response functions calculated 

from the model in chapter 2. 

The 9-variable model is estimated to test the credit view. The following nine figures 

are the impulse response functions calculated from the estimated model where the interest 

rate on loans measures the loan price. 

The same model is estimated by replacing the interest rate on loans with the diffusion 

index. The impulse response functions calculated from the model are as follows. 
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The other variables are In logs and multiplied by 100. 
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Figure D.5: Responses to a positive shock 1n t he call rate 

Notes: Loan pnce 1s measured by the loan rate (percentage). 
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Figure D.6: Responses to a positive shock 1n the base money 

Notes: Loan pnce 1s measured by the loan rate (percentage). 

The other variables are m logs and multiplied by 100. 
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Figure D.7: Responses to a positive shock 1n the exchange rate 

Notes: Loan pnce 1s measured by the loan rate (percentage). 

The other variables are 1n logs and multiplied by 100. 
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Figure D.8: Responses to a positive shock 1n the new loans 

N ates: Loan pnce 1s measured by the loan rate (percentage). 

The other variables are 1n logs and multiplied by 100. 
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Figure D. 9: Responses to a positive shock 1n the loan price 

Notes: Loan pnce 1s measured by the loan rate (percentage). 

The other variables are 1n logs and multiplied by 100 . 
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Figure D.10: Responses to a positive shock In the commodity price 

Notes: Loan price IS measured by the diffusion index (percentage point). 

The other variables are In logs and multiplied by 100 . 
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Figure D .1 1: Responses t o a posit ive shock In t he U.S. funds rate 

N ates : Loan price Is measured by t he diffus ion index (percent age point). 

The other variables are In logs and multiplied by 100 . 
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Figure D.12: Responses to a positive shock 1n the CPI 

Notes: Loan price 1s measured by the diffusion index (percentage point) . 

The other variables are 1n logs and multiplied by 100. 
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Figure D.13: Responses to a positive shock 1n the real GDP 

Notes: Loan pnce 1s measured by the diffusion index (percentage point). 

The other variables are 1n logs and multiplied by 100. 
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Figure D.14: Responses to a positive shock In the call rate 

Notes: Loan price IS measured by the diffusion index (percentage point). 

The other variables are In logs and multiplied by 100. 
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Figure D.15: Responses to a positive shock 1n the base money 

Notes: Loan price 1s measured by the diffusion index (percentage point). 

The other variables are 1n logs and multiplied by 100. 
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Figure D. 16: Responses to a positive shock 1n the exchange rate 

Notes : Loan price 1s measured by the diffusion index (percentage point). 

The other variables are 1n logs and mult iplied by 100 . 
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Figure D.17: Responses to a posit ive shock In t he new loans 

Notes: Loan price IS measured by t he diffusion index (percent age point). 

The other variables are In logs and multiplied by 100 . 
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Figure D.18: Responses to a positive shock 1n the loan pnce 

N ates: Loan price 1s measured by the diffusion index (percentage point). 

The other variables are m logs and multiplied by 100. 
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Appendix E 

An 11-variable model in Ch 2 

Given the acceptance of the credit view, chapter 2 adds two asset prices to the set of the 

variables in an attempt to make distinction between two credit views, namely the balance

sheet view from the bank-lending view. The following eleven figures are all the impulse 

response functions calculated from the estimated model. 
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Appendix F 

A closed-economy model in Ch 3 

Chapter 3 estimates the closed-economy model, calculating the impulse response functions 

to a shock in the call rate. The following eight diagrams are all the impulse response 

functions calculated from the estimated model. 
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Notes: Loan Price IS measured In percent age point. 

The other variables are In logs and mult iplied by 100. 
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Appendix G 

An open economy model in Ch 3 

Chapter 3 also takes into account the openness of the Australian economy, estimating 

an open-economy structural VAR model under the assumption that the U.S. represents 

the rest of the world. The following eleven diagrams are the impulse response functions 

calculated from the estimated model. 
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Notes: The loan pnce 1s measured in percentage point. 

The other variables are 1n logs and multiplied by 100. 
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Figure G.10: Responses to a shock In the new loans (Unrestricted Model) 

Notes: The loan pnce IS measured In percentage point. 

The other variables are In logs and multiplied by 100. 
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Figure G .11: Responses to a shock 1n the loan pnce (Unrestricted Model) 

Notes: The loan pnce 1s measured 1n percentage point . 

The other variables are 1n logs and multiplied by 100. 
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Appendix H 

A restricted model in Ch 3 

Under the assumption of the small open-economy, Chapter 3 also estimates an open

economy structural VAR model by imposing zero restrictions on the coefficients of the 

domestic variables in the equations for the overseas variables. The following seven dia

grams are all the impulse response functions to the domestic variables, which are calculated 

from the estimated model. 
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Figure H.1: Responses to a shock In the CPI (Restricted Model) 
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1 Introduction 

Under the assumption that bank loans and bonds are imperfect substitutes for some 

borrowers, Bernanke and Blinder (1988) show that draining bank reserves reduces 

the amount of loanable funds and forces bank-dependent borrowers to cut their ex

penditures on investment. This transmission mechanism of monetary policy is called 

the "bank lending channel." Bernanke and Gertler (1989) show that a monetary 

tightening worsens enterprises' balance sheets and induces lenders to shift funds 

from risky loans to safe bonds, which decreases aggregate demand by forcing the 

enterprises to cut their investment plans. This transmission mechanism is called 

the "balance sheet channel," and these different channels of monetary policy are 

collectively called the "credit channel." This paper aims to show that the credit 

channel of monetary transmission is operative in Japan. 

To study the monetary transmission mechanism, it 1s essential to investigate 

the dynamic interaction among macroeconomic variables, and this paper adopts 

a structural VAR approach. The main focus is on an empirical resolution of the 

"supply-versus-demand puzzle" (Bernanke 1993, p. 57) using Japanese data. The 

puzzle is as follows. Suppose that one estimates the impulse response function 

of bank loans to a negative innovation in monetary policy, finding that bank loans 

contract. Such a finding is consistent with the credit view that a monetary tightening 

shifts the loan supply curve left, but it is also possible that the fall of bank loans is 

due to a leftward shift of the demand curve for loans. The impulse response function 
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of loans to an innovation in monetary policy does not, of itself, indicate whether the 

fall of bank loans is largely due · to the leftward shift of the loan supply curve or the 

leftward shift of the loan demand curve. 

This paper offers a way to identify shifts in supply and demand in the credit 

market by utilising survey-based data to proxy for the price of additional bank 

credit. As explained in the next section, embedding both the price and quantity 

of bank credit in a macroeconomic VAR reduces the supply-versus-demand puzzle 

to a standard identification problem. The third section of the paper provides a 

brief description of the VAR model that is used to investigate the credit channel of 

monetary transmission. This section also includes a discussion of the construction 

of our price of credit variable. Results are presented in the fourth section, and the 

main novelty of the paper is that we are able to establish that, in Japan, a monetary 

tightening is followed by a leftward shift of the loan supply curve. The fifth section 

concludes. 

2 The Supply versus Demand Puzzle 

2.1 Extant Studies 

In search of evidence for the credit view, researchers have investigated the be

haviour of credit aggregate following a monetary tightening. In an influential paper, 

Bernanke and Blinder (1992) estimate a VAR model for the U.S. economy from 

1959 to 1978, which includes the federal funds rate, the unemployment rate, the 
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consumer price index, and three bank balance-sheet variables ( deposits, securities, 

and loans). They analyse the impulse response functions of these variables to an 

innovation to the funds rate, finding that an unanticipated hike in the funds rate is 

followed by a decline in loans and a rise of the unemployment rate. With a longer 

sample of 1959 to 1990, their findings are reproduced by Kashyap and Stein (1994). 

Using Japanese data, Ueda ( 1993) obtains similar results. 

The finding that a decline in bank loans follows a monetary tightening is cer

tainly consistent with the credit view: a monetary tightening has an impact on real 

economy by shifting the bank loan supply curve left. A problem is that similar 

results can be obtained even if the credit channel is not operative. Suppose that a 

monetary tightening depressed aggregate demand through the conventional money 

channel. Then, the consequent decrease of the demand for loans would lead to a 

decline in bank lending. The decline in bank lending, of itself, does not indicate 

whether the loan supply curve shifts left or the loan demand curve shifts left. This 

observational equivalence is the supply-versus-demand puzzle. 

Kashyap, Stein, and Wilcox (1993) try to deal with the supply-versus-demand 

puzzle by looking at the behaviour of commercial paper and business bank loans in 

the wake of tight money. For this purpose, they define the "mix" as the ratio of 

business bank loans to the sum of business bank loans and commercial paper. Their 

intuition is as follows. A leftward shift of the supply curve of bank loans will force 

borrowers to substitute away from bank loans into commercial paper, so that the mix 

will drop. Using the U.S. data, they find that the mix drops following a monetary 
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contraction. The fall of the mix does not necessarily mean a leftward shift of the 

supply curve of bank loans, however. It is possible, for instance, that the demand 

for commercial paper increased relative to the demand for bank loans. 1 If there are 

certain sorts of heterogeneities in credit demand, their approach is subject to the 

same identification problem as the bank loan market - the supply-versus-demand 

puzzle - which is the subject of this paper. 

2.2 An Alternative Approach 

This paper provides an alternative approach to resolve the supply-versus-demand 

puzzle. An important assumption is that an observable quantity of bank loans is 

the equilibrium value given by the intersection of the demand and supply curves in 

the bank loan market. Apart from errors in measurement, a change in the quantity 

may be associated with a shift of the demand curve, a shift of the supply curve, or 

both. A decline in the quantity, for example, is not necessarily caused by a leftward 

shift of the supply curve . Observing the price will, however, help us to identify the 

shifts of the supply and demand curves behind the change in the quantity. 2 

The approach can be well illustrated using a simple demand-supply model. Sup-

pose that an exogenous shock occurred. Such a shock will shift the supply curve 

and/or the demand curve, so that the price (P) and / or the quantity (Q) will change. 

1See Gertler and Gilchrist (1993) and Oliner and Rudebusch (1996) for the ambiguities con

cerning the interpretation of the Kashyap , Stein, and Wilcox (1993) results. 
2 A difficulty lies in measuring the price of bank loans. The construction of the price of bank 

loans will be discussed in section 3.2. 
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As depicted in Figure 1, there are four possible changes: 

• Case I: Q increases, while P does not fall, 

• Case II: P rises, while Q does not increase, 

• Case III: Q decreases, while P does not rise, 

• Case IV: P falls, while Q does not decrease. 

p 

Case II s 

' 
P*- --------- ------------------------ : - -----------------------------

, ,,~--
' ' ' ' ' 

' ' Case IV 
' ' ' 
' ' 
' ' ' 
' ' ' ' 

D 
~----~: ______ Q 

Q* 

Figure 1: Possible changes in price and quantity of a commodity 

Case I occurs only if the demand curve shifts right. It is not clear, however, whether 

the supply curve shifts right or left. Suppose that the demand curve shifts from 

D to D' in Figure 2. As long as the supply curve shifts within a range between S' 

and S", both P and Q increase. If the supply curve shifts to S', P does not change. 
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Figure 2: Case I: Q increases, while P does not fall. 

Similarly, Case II occurs only if the supply curve shifts left. Suppose that the supply 

curve shifts to S' in Figure 3. As long as the demand curve shifts to a range between 

D' and D", P rises and Q decreases. If the demand curve shifts to D', Q does not 

change. In Case II, it is not clear how the demand curve shifts. Case III and IV can 

be depicted as mirror images of Figure 2 and 3, respectively. While Case III occurs 

if the demand curve shifts left, Case IV occurs if the supply curve shifts right. 

In the context of testing the credit view, Case II is of prime interest. If we find 

Case II statistically significant in the bank loan market after a monetary tightening, 

we may conclude that the supply curve of loans shifts left, so that the credit view is 

supported. Similarly, we can reject the credit view if we find Case IV significant. In 

Case I and III, however, we cannot draw any conclusion about the position of the 
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Figure 3: Case II: P rises, while Q does not increase. 

supply curve. 3 Thus, the probability that we cannot accept the credit view when it 

is true may be high. Nevertheless, the approach identifies a shift of the supply curve 

of loans, depending on the results. Based on the above argument, the hypothesis 

will be formalised in a testable form in the fourth section. 
3In Case I or III, a concrete conclusion about the money view can be drawn. One should note 

that the money view and the credit view are not exclusive each other. Rejection of the money view 

does not mean acceptance of the credit view, and acceptance of the money view does not mean 

rejection of the credit view. 
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3 Model and Estimation 

3.1 Structural Model 

This subsection describes the construction of our structural VAR model to test the 

credit view. When constructing a model, the first task is to decide which variables 

should be modelled. Taking into account the basic credit channel story, it is obvious 

that the dynamic interaction among three markets (goods, money, and loans) needs 

to be investigated. 4 Hence, the minimal set of variables to model are three quantities 

and three prices of these markets: aggregate real output (Y), the general price 

level (P), money (M), a short-term interest rate (R), bank loans (L), and a measure 

of the price of bank loans (LP). 

In the structural VAR model, each of the six variables is linked. The model is 

typically written in vector form as 

BoYt = -I'xt + Ut, (1) 

where 

(2) 

(3) 

I - [1 / / / ] 
X t = , Y t-1 l Y t-2, ... , Y t-p , (4) 

and u is a vector of structural shocks. We assume that these shocks are serially 

4 For instance, the theoretical model of Bernanke and Blinder (1988), which is the building block 

of the lending view, consists of the three markets: goods, money and credit. 
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uncorrelated and uncorrelatd with each other. That is, 

D fort= T 

E ( llt UT) = ( 5) 
0 otherwise, 

where D is a diagonal matrix. 

In the literature, the equation associated with the short-term interest rate, R, 

1s usually interpreted as representing the response of the monetary authority to 

current and past developments in economy, and a shock to R is regarded as an 

innovation to monetary policy. This paper follows the convention. As the debate 

between Rudebusch (1998) and Sims (1998) shows, however, the common practice is 

contentious. For a shock in R to be a good indicator of monetary policy, it must be 

that the central bank supplies reserves elastically at the targeted level of R. Not until 

the late 1990s did the Bank of Japan (BOJ) disclose how it implemented monetary 

policy. 5 Nevertheless, there have been economists who have argued that the BOJ 

always attempted to control the overnight call rate ( see, for example, Okina 1993, 

Ueda 1993, and Yoshikawa 1995). Okina (1993) emphasizes the institutional fact 

that the Japanese reserve accounting system is a lagged reserve system. 6 Under 

such a reserve system, the demand for reserves is predetermined each month. Since 

5The Bank of Japan now officially announces that the overnight call rate is its operating target. 

See minutes of the Monetary Policy Meeting, which are available in English on the web of the 

Bank of Japan at http:\ \www.boj.or.jp. 
6 In Japan, banks are required to maintain reserves, which are the product of the reserve ratio 

and average deposits outstanding in each calendar month, during the period from the 16th of that 

month to the 15th of the next month. 
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the Japanese banks hold almost no excess reserves, the BOJ faces a nearly vertical 

demand curve for reserves in the short-run. To avoid excessive fluctuations in the 

short-term interest rate, the BOJ must supply reserves passively at the targeted 

rate. Thus, it seems plausible to interpret a shock to Ras an innovation to monetary 

policy. 

3.2 Data Selection 

The next task is to choose data to proxy the six variables in the model. The consumer 

price index and the seasonally adjusted index of industrial production are chosen 

for the price level (P) and real output (Y), respectively. For the short-term interest 

rate (R), the uncollateralised overnight call rate should be ideally chosen, since this 

is what the Bank of Japan (BOJ) now announces as its operating target. Not until 

July 1985, however, did the uncollateralised call market come into operation. To 

obtain a longer sample period, we use the collateralised overnight call rate, which 

the BOJ reputedly targeted before the money market reform of November 1988. For 

money (M), the monetary base is selected. As its quantity is directly affected by the 

BOJ's open market transactions, the monetary base seems more closely related with 

the call rate than are other monetary aggregates. 7 For the volume of bank loans (L), 

data series for "new loans for equipment funds" are found in TANKAN, the BOJ 's 

quarterly economic survey of enterprises. For consist ency with the output series , 

7McCallum (1999) argues that the monetary base is an essential variable for evaluating the 

Japanese monetary policy. 
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which is the index of industrial production, the subset of the data, which refers to 

loans to manufacturing, is selected. Importantly, this series measures the flow of 

bank loans but not the stock. 

Now turn to the data for the cost of bank credit. Data on "average contracted 

interest rates on new loans and discounts" are available from 1980, but there is a 

break in the series from October 1993 onwards when overdrafts are included. 8 An 

alternative series based on the diffusion index (DI) of "financial institutions' lending 

attitude" is available from 1970 onwards, and it is this series which is used here. 

The DI on lending attitude is released in the BOJ's TANKAN, in which firms are 

asked whether the financial institutions' lending attitude is "accommodative," "not 

so severe," or "severe." The BOJ calculates the DI by industry by subtracting the 

percentage of the firms answering "severe" from the percentage of those answering 

"accommodative." A lower value of the DI may be interpreted as indicating a tighter 

bank loan market. Suppose that an appropriate price of bank loans exists. If the 

price rises ( due to a decrease of the supply of loans, an increase of the demand for 

loans, or both), more firms will perceive the loan market as tight. Therefore, it 

seems that the DI is correlated with the price of bank loans. 

A potential problem of the DI arises from the fact that, while the firms are asked 

8The change in the definition of loans and discounts also affects "new loans for equipment funds" 

by which we choose to measure the volume of bank loans (L ). Consequently, the sample period of 

L is either from 1970:Ql to 1993:Ql or from 1993:Q4 onward. (The BOJ has released the figures 

of new loans for equipment funds since 1970.) 
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t h f " d t· " " t " d " " th DI o c oose one answer rom accommo a 1ve, no so severe, an severe , e 

does not contain information provided by those answering "not so severe." Suppose 

that 45 % of the firms answer "accommodative" and 55 % answer "severe." In this 

case, the DI is calculated as -10. The same value can be obtained, for example, if 

10 % of the firms answer "severe" and no firm answers "accommodative." Despite 

the same value of the DI, bank loan market conditions obviously differ from each 

other in these cases. In this way, any particular value of the DI is consistent with 

an infinite number of different survey results. Fortunately, however, we do not have 

to worry about such a problem. As Figure 4 shows, there are nearly one-to-one 

relationships from the DI to the percentages of the firms choosing "accommodative" 

and "severe." Thus, it seems that the DI unambiguously provides information about 

the bank loan market. 

As mentioned above, the full sample of the DI is longer by ten years than is that 

of the interest rate on new loans and discounts. In addition to providing a longer 

time series of consistent data, this series has the advantage of implicitly capturing 

non-price components of the cost of credit to borrowers (for example, collateral). 

Because of these advantages, this paper measures the price of bank loans by the DI 

rather than the interest rate on loans and discounts. 9 For consistency with the series 

for Y and L, the DI for manufacturing firms is chosen. In the following analysis, 

the DI is multiplied by -1 to measure the loan price (LP), so that a higher value 

9 As an alternative measure of the bank loan price, the interest rate on new loans and discounts 

will be used in section 4.3. 
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Figure 4: Diffusion Index and its Components (Sample: 1970: Q2 - 2000:Ql) 

implies a higher price of loans. 

3.3 Estimation 

Estimating the structural model requires a set of identifying assumptions. For this 

purpose, a recursive structure is imposed upon the system. That is, Bo in (1) is 

restricted to be lower triangular. The causal ordering is given by (P, Y, M, R, L, 

LP) .10 Since a different ordering can have major consequences on the results, care 

must be taken (see, for example, Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans 1999). The 

rationale for the recursive structure is as follows. Since P is placed as the first 

variable, the other variables affect P only with a lag. This reflects the Keynesian 

10For robustness checks, the model will be estimated under other causal orderings in section 4 .3. 
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argument that prices slowly respond to economic developments. Y is placed before 

M and R under the assumption that money and the interest rate influence aggregate 

demand with a lag. This assumption is consistent with the monetarists' argument 

that monetary policy affects real economy only with a lag ( so that fine-tuning is 

difficult). The position of M before R reflects the fact that the BOJ takes into 

account the current demand for the monetary base when it chooses the targeted level 

of the call rate. L and LP are placed after R because the BOJ obtains information 

about the bank loan market with a delay through its quarterly economic survey 

(TANKAN). 

Imposing the recursive structure on the system, the parameters of (1) can be 

obtained by estimating the reduced form 

Yt = II'xt + ct, (6) 

where 

(7) 

and 

B -1 ct = o lit, (8) 

From the estimated parameters of (1), the impulse response functions of the variables 

to a shock in R will be calculated. 

As the frequency of the data series for L and LP is quarterly, the other data series 

are converted from monthly to quarterly by taking the mean. All the variables except 

Rand LP are measured as logarithms, while R is measured as a percent. Since only 
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the index of industrial production for Y is seasonally adjusted, additive dummies 

are included to remove the seasonal variations. Constant terms are also included. 

The number of lags is set to four. As a benchmark analysis, the six variable VAR 

is estimated for the period 1973: Q 1-1993: Q 1. The selection of the starting period 

reflects a belief that the Japanese economy experienced a structural change around 

the first oil embargo. The ending period is chosen as above due to the series breaks 

in L and LP. 

4 Results 

First, this section formalizes the hypothesis in a testable form. A distinctive impli

cation of the credit view is that a monetary tightening shifts the loan supply curve 

left. As depicted in Figure 3, a rise of the loan price detects a leftward shift of the 

loan supply curve unless the loan quantity increases. Consequently, our statistical 

work focuses on responses of the quantity and price of bank loans to a contractionary 

monetary shock. In addition, the effectiveness of monetary policy obviously needs 

to be tested. Following a monetary tightening, the credit view is accepted if: 

Hl The volume of bank loans (L) does not increase. 

H2 The price of bank loans (LP) rises. 

H3 Real output (Y) decreases. 

Under the assumption that a short-term interest rate (R) is a good indicator of the 
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BOJ's monetary policy, Hl to H3 can be tested by the impulse response functions 

of L, LP, and Y to a shock in R. 

4.1 Results of Benchmark Analysis 

Figure s· reports the results of our benchmark analysis. The solid lines display the 

estimated impulse response functions of the six variables to a one standard devi

ation shock to the call rate (R) representing an unexpected monetary tightening. 

Responses are shown over 16 quarters. The dashed lines denote two standard devia

tion bands of those impulse response functions. Assuming that ct in ( 6) is a Gaussian 

vector white noise, the standard deviation bands are calculated by a Monte Carlo 

method with an uninformative prior. 

The impulse responses of Y and L show that there are co-movements between 

industrial production (Y) and bank loans (L). Y begins to decrease in the sixth 

quarter after a monetary tightening, and the decrease becomes significant in the 

eighth quarter. This timing roughly corresponds to the timing of the contraction 

of L: L begins to decrease continuously in the eighth quarter, although the decrease 

is insignificant. The timing pattern does not indicate whether the contraction of 

bank loans causes the decline in output or the latter induces the former. In other 

words, the question is whether the fall of L is due to a leftward shift of the supply 

curve of loans or a leftward shift of the demand curve for loans. This is the supply

versus-demand puzzle. Notice that the loan price (LP) falls below the initial level 

with the same timing as the decline in L. This corresponds to Case III in section 2.2. 
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Figure 5: Impulse Responses to a Shock in R (Sample: 1973:Ql-1993:Ql) 

(Benchmark Analysis) 

Accordingly, we may conclude that t he decline in bank lending, which occurs with 

the same timing as t he decline in out put, is due t o a leftward shift of t he loan 

demand curve. 

Does the finding that t he demand curve for bank loans event ually shifts right 

after a monet ary t ight ening rule out t he credit view? The answer is no. One must 

distinguish the short-run effects and the long-run effect s of monet ary policy on the 

bank loan markets. Not until t he eight h quart er following a monet ary cont ract ion 
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did bank loans clearly show a tendency to decline. Without information provided by 

the behaviour of the bank loan price, one would conclude that monetary policy had 

an impact on the bank loan market with a considerable lag. As explained shortly, 

the results show that the supply curve of bank loans quickly shifts left in response 

to a monetary tightening. 

Let us test whether a monetary tightening is followed by a leftward shift of the 

loan supply curve or not. In response to a positive shock in the call rate (R), bank 

loans (L) immediately increase and then contract. Apart from the temporary jump, 

L does not significantly increase. Thus, Hl is accepted except for the initial quarter. 

On the other hand, the response of the loan price (LP) is significantly positive in the 

first six quarters, so that H2 is accepted over this period. Given the acceptance of 

Hl and H2, the conclusions are that the loan supply curve shifts left, at latest, in the 

next quarter of a monetary contraction, and that it takes more than four quarters 

for the loan supply curve to move back to its original position. 11 Importantly, our 

results are free from the supply-versus-demand puzzle. 12 

The next task is to test the effectiveness of monetary policy. As shown in Fig-

ure 5, industrial production (Y) begins to decrease slowly but significantly in re

sponse to a positive shock to the cash rate (R). Obviously, H3 is accepted, which is 

11 In the initial quarter, the loan supply curve may shift left or right as depicted in Figure 2. 
12 In fact, similar results can be obtained even if the loan supply curve does not shift. Suppose 

that the loan supply curve is vertical. Then, a rightward shift of the demand curve for bank loans 

will raise LP and have no effect on L, so that Hl and H2 will be accepted. In this paper, however, 

we assume that the supply curve of loans is not vertical. 
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consistent with the effectiveness of monetary policy. The effects of monetary pol

icy on real output seem sizable. The impulse response function of Y suggests that 

industrial production declines by approximately 1.2 % in three years following an 

unexpected 0.5 % hike in the overnight call rate. Notice that the significant decline 

in real output is preceded by the leftward shift of the supply curve of bank loans. 

Therefore, this paper concludes that the credit channel is operative in Japan. 

4.2 Interpretation of Anomalous Results 

The initial positive response of bank loans (L) might seem to be evidence for misspec

ification of the model. A temporary positive response and a subsequent sluggishness 

of bank loans to a contractionary monetary shock are commonly found in the U.S. 

literature (see, for example, Bernanke and Blinder 1992, Gertler and Gilchrist 1993, 

and Kashyap and Stein 1994). Bernanke and Blinder (1992) and Kashyap and 

Stein (1994) attribute such behaviour of loans to the contractual nature of loan 

agreements. 13 Their argument might apply to loans for equipment funds to manu

facturing firms, by which L is mea~ured, in the sense that a financial contract setting 

the lending terms is usually written in advance. This implies that the volume of 

bank loans to an individual firm may not be responsive to a monetary tightening 

in the short-run. It is not clear, however, whether the contractual nature of loan 

13This argument is particularly true of loans under commitment. Morgan (1998) contrasts 

movements in loans under commitment with movements in loans without commitment in the 

U.S.A., finding that only loans without commitment decrease after a monetary contraction. 
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agreements can cause the sluggishness of loans at an aggregate level. Suppose that 

a contract specifying the loan volume was written in advance. Then, the individual 

firm's demand curve for loans would look like the demand curve for a discrete com-

modity, namely a vertical demand curve with a reservation price. If there are many 

firms with dispersed reservation prices, the aggregate demand curve for loans will 

not be vertical. So, instead of a specific nature of loans, we emphasize the counter

cyclical demand for business loans. Gertler and Gilchrist (1993) argue that, in the 

wake of tight money, firms increase their needs for loans to smooth the impact of 

declining sales. Figure 5 of this paper shows that, while L significantly increases in 

the initial quarter, the price of loans (LP) significantly rises. This corresponds to 

Case I depicted in Figure 2, which is supportive of a rightward shift of the demand 

curve for bank loans. 

Another result that might seem puzzling is the sluggish response of money (M). 

One might argue that a shock to the call rate (R) should be associated with an 

immediate fall of M. M does not have to fall in response to a monetary tightening, 

however. The base money, by which M is measured, consists of bank reserves and 

currency in circulation. The demand for currency depends largely on the current 

economic activity in the short-run. As long as it takes time for monetary policy to 

have effects on real economy, the demand for currency may not be responsive to a 

change in the interest rate. As explained earlier, each month's demanded volume 

of reserves is predetermined by the preceding month's volume of deposits under the 

Japanese reserve accounting system, so that the demand for bank reserves may be 
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also insensitive to the interest rate in the short-run. Moreover, an interest rate hike 

will increase deposits, leading to an increase of the demand for reserves in future. 

Thus, the demand for the monetary base does not necessarily decrease or may even 

increase for a short time period after a monetary contraction. Such responses of 

the demand for the monetary base can explain the sluggishness of M in the wake of 

tight money. 

The other anomalous result 1s the sustained positive responses of the pnce 

level (P) to a positive shock to the call rate (R). This is the well-known "price 

puzzle." Sims (1992) estimates VARs that include the interest rate, money, real 

output, and price level, finding that the price puzzle is evident in the U.S.A., the 

U .K., France, Germany, and Japan. He conjectures that the price puzzle appears 

when the VAR model omits the variable( s) from which the central bank attempts 

to anticipate inflationary pressures. It is known that including the commodity price 

index and/ or the exchange rate sometimes resolves the price puzzle ( see, for exam-

ple, Sims 1992 and Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans 1996). With the commodity 

price index ( CP) and the exchange rate (XR) added to the six variables, the VAR 

model is re-estimated. 14 The variables are ordered as (XR, CP, Y, P, M, R, L, LP). 

As Figure 6 shows, however, the price puzzle does not disappear. This is consistent 

with the Sims (1992) finding that including the commodity price and the exchange 

rate does not successfully change the results for Japan. Dungey and Fry ( 2000) 

14The data series for CP and XR are the World export commodity price index and Yen per the 

U.S. dollar, respectively. Both are given by the IMF publication, International Financial Statistics. 
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estimate a three country VAR model (Australia, Japan, and the U.S.A.), obtaining 

similar results. 
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Figure 6: Impulse Responses to a Shock in R (Sample: 1973:Ql-1993:Ql) 

(Including the Exchange Rate and the Commodity Price) 

4.3 Robustness Checks 

To assess the robustness of the benchmark results, the analyses were redone for an 

alternative measure of the price of bank loans , for different sample periods , and for 

other sets of identifying assumptions. This subsection briefly describes the results 
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of the robustness checks. 

First, the VAR model was re-estimated with the proxy for the loan price (LP) 

replaced with the "average contracted interest rate on new loans and discounts." 

As mentioned earlier, the data are available only from 1980:Ql. Results are shown 

in Figure 7 where LR denotes the interest rate on loans and discounts. Obviously, 
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Figure 7: Impulse Responses t o a Shock in R (Sample: 1980:Ql-1993:Ql ) 

(An Alternative Measure of t he Loan Price) 

Hl to H3 are again accepted. The alternat ive measure of t he loan pnce does not 
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markedly affect the benchmark results. 15 As the initial response of bank loans (L) 

is no longer significant, we may conclude that a leftward shift of the supply curve 

of bank loans immediately follows a monetary tightening. 

Second, the sub-sample stability was analysed. With the sub-samples of 1974:Ql-

1993:Ql, 1975:Ql-1993:Ql, 1976:Ql-1993:Ql, and 1977:Ql-1993:Ql, results were 

quite similar to those of our benchmark analysis. Each estimation confirmed that 

a sustained leftward shift of the loan supply curve occurred, at latest, in the next 

quarter of a monetary contraction, and that industrial production fell by approxi-

mately 1.2 % in three years after an unexpected 0.5 % hike in the call rate. With the 

sub-samples of 1978:Ql-1993:Ql, 1979:Ql-1993:Ql, 1980:Ql-1993:Ql, and 1981:Ql-

1993:Ql, results changed with respect to a shift of the loan supply curve. Figure 8 

shows the results with the sample 1981:Ql-1993:Ql. 16 While the initial positive 

response of bank loans (L) ·disappears, these results now show a relatively slow re-

sponse of the loan price (LP). This implies that the loan supply curve shifts left, at 

latest, in the third quarter following a monetary tightening. Nevertheless, Hl to H3 

are accepted. 17 

15 It may be noteworthy that the error bands of the impulse response functions of the price 

level (P) become wider. The price puzzle is no longer significant, although the response of P is 

still positive. 
16This starting period is selected based on the Kasa and Popper (1997) argument that the BOJ 

began to use modern money market operations in 1981. 
17The VAR model was also re-estimated with longer samples. With the sample of 1972:Ql-

1993:Ql, for example, it was confirmed that a leftward shift of the loan supply curve followed a 

monetary contraction. The effectiveness of monetary policy (H3) was not accepted, however. This 
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Figure 8: Impulse Responses to a Shock in R (Sample: 1981:Ql-1993:Ql) 

(Sub-sample Analysis) 

Finally, alternative recursive identifying assumptions were exmained. Sims (1998) 

suggests that the policy reaction function should exclude the current values of the 

variables that the authority observes with a delay. Assuming that the Bank of Japan 

(BOJ) observes the index of industrial production (Y) and the consumer price in

dex (P) with a delay, the VAR model was re-estimated by ordering the variables 

is presumably due to a structural break. Yoshikawa (1995), for example, argues that the Japanese 

economy experienced a structural change a few years before the oil embargo of 1973. 
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as (M, R, Y, P, L, LP). 18 As Figure 9 shows, ordering the variable in this way has 

almost no impact on the results of the benchmark analysis. The VAR model was 
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Figure 9: Impulse Responses to a Shock in R (Sample: 1973:Ql-1993:Ql) 

(Reordering the Variables) 

also re-estimated under a variety of orderings, and the results were quite robust to 

18Neither the index of industrial production (IIP) nor the consumer price index (CPI) is pub

lished by the Bank of Japan. The Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry and the Ministry of 

Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications publish the IIP and the CPI, 

respectively. 
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the choice of the order. 

5 Conclusion 

Since the original work of Bernanke and Blinder ( 1992), the supply-versus-demand 

puzzle has been evident in similar empirical studies of the credit channel. A key 

to resolution of the puzzle lies in understanding its similarity to the simultaneous 

equation bias. An important assumption is that the quantity and price of bank 

loans are jointly determined and given by the intersection of the supply and demand 

curves. Using a simple demand-supply model, this paper showed how observing the 

behaviour of the quantity and price of bank loans could help to identify the shifts of 

the demand and supply curves in the bank loan market. As the price of loans, the 

diffusion index of "financial institutions' lending attitude" in the BOJ's quarterly 

economic survey of enterprises (TANKAN) was used. 

To test the credit view, a six variable VAR model was estimated as a bench

mark analysis. The six variables are prices and quantities in three markets: goods, 

money, and bank loans. One of the main results is that the loan supply curve shifts 

left, at latest, after one quarter following a monetary tightening. Importantly, our 

finding is free from the supply-versus-demand puzzle. Another significant finding is 

that a monetary tightening is followed by a sizable decrease of real output. In the 

estimation, industrial production decreases by approximately 1.2 % in three years 

following a 0.5 % hike in the call rate. These results clearly support the credit view 
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for Japan. 

The VAR model was re-estimated, using an alternative measure of the loan 

price, namely the "average contracted interest rate on new loans and discounts." 

The sample of the interest rate is shorter by seven years than is the sample of the 

diffusion index. Nevertheless, the results are similar to those of the benchmark 

analysis. For further robustness checks, the analysis was conducted for different 

sample periods and for different sets of identifying assumptions. The results were 

robust to these perturbations, and this paper concludes that the credit channel of 

monetary transmission is operative in Japan. 
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1 Introduction 

A long-standing and recurrent macroeconomic issue is how monetary policy affects the 

real economy. While standard macroeconomic models of aggregate demand have granted 

a significant role to money, there have always been economists who have stressed the 

importance of bank loans in the transmission process of monetary policy. Their views are 

collectively called the "lending view". In a nutshell, the lending view is that a monetary 

tightening shifts the supply schedule of bank loans left, thereby forcing bank-dependent 

borrowers to contract investments. This transmission mechanism of monetary policy is 

the "lending channel". 

The lending view has an important implication. According to the lending view, the 

supply schedule of bank loans shifts left in the wake of tight money because banks have 

less money to lend. In other words, the banks will cut back on lending even though there 

are perfectly good loans to be made. In such a case, the supply-based contraction of bank 

loans has an independent impact on the real economy. (If the banks cut back on lending 

because firms are in bad shape or demand less money, the cutback will simply reflect the 

developments of the economy and hence have no independent impact on the economy.) It 

is this implication which distinguishes the lending channel from other channels of monetary 

policy. 

There are reasons why it is important to study the lending channel of monetary policy. 

First, a credit aggregate may be a better indicator of monetary policy than an interest 

rate or a monetary aggregate. Second, a monetary tightening can have distributional 

consequences. While bank loans are a primary source of finance to small firms, large firms 

have a variety of financial sources. As a consequence, small firms will bear full brunt of 

the cutback of bank loans. Third, conventional prescriptions for a recession may not work. 

Suppose that the lending channel is usually operative. If the bank capital is depleted in 

recessions, the lending channel is likely to be weaker. In extreme cases, the injection of 

capital into the banking sector may be a better option than expansionary monetary policy 

and / or fiscal one. For these reasons, it is of fundamental importance, to policy makers in 

particular, to study the lending view. 

The early literature typically tests the lending view with time series data, a common 
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finding of which is contraction of bank loans in the wake of tight money. An influen

tial work is that of Bernanke and Blinder (1992) who estimate a vector autoregression 

(VAR) model for the U.S. over the period 1959:8 to 1979:9, including the funds rate, the 

unemployment rate, the consumer price index (CPI), and bank balance-sheet variables 

( deposits, securities, and loans) all deflated by the CPI. They calculate impulse response 

functions to an innovation to the funds rate, finding that contraction of bank loans follows 

an unanticipated hike of the funds rate. Many researchers have employed this method for 

studies of different countries with different sample periods of data, reproducing essentially 

same results. With Australian data, for instance, Suzuki (2001) estimates a similar VAR 

model over the period 1985:Ql to 2000:Q2, finding an unanticipated hike of the cash rate 

followed by contraction of bank loans. These findings are certainly not inconsistent with 

the hypothesis that monetary policy dominantly operates through the lending channel. 

Unfortunately, however, contraction of bank loans in the wake of tight money cannot be 

an unambiguous evidence for the lending view. This is primarily due to high correlation 

between monetary and credit aggregates. When bank loans contract, deposits are also 

likely to contract. Therefore, one can argue that a monetary tightening depresses aggregate 

demand through the conventional money channel resulting in a decrease of demand for 

bank loans (i.e., the money view). In other words, it is necessary to identify the shifts of 

the supply and demand schedules in the bank loan market. Thus, the contraction of bank 

loans is consistent with the lending view as well as the money view. This observational 

equivalence is called the "supply-versus-demand puzzle" (Bernanke 1993). An empirical 

resolution of the puzzle is the main objective of this paper. 

The supply-versus-demand puzzle has made it common to test the lending view, par

ticularly in the U.S. literature, by examining the responses of banks to monetary policy 

with micro-data on banks' balance sheets (e.g., Kashyap and Stein 2000). In Australia, 

however, the banking sector is highly concentrated, which makes it of little use to analyse 

cross-sectional or panel data on banks' balance sheets. 1 Thus, testing the lending view for 

Australia requires an original approach with time series data. The next section discusses 

an original approach of this paper to resolve the supply-versus-demand puzzle with aggre-

1 Four major banks have accounted for approximately 70% of total bank lending over the past decade 

in Australia. See, for instance, Tallman and Bharucha (2000). 
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gate time series data. As will be shown shortly, the results show that the lending channel 

of monetary policy is not dominantly operative in Australia. The third section exam

ines features of Australian banks' behaviour which make the lending channel of monetary 

policy transmission less dominating. The fourth section concludes. 

2 Empirical Resolution of the Puzzle 

2.1 Model 

This paper employs a vector autoregressions (VAR) approach, a main characteristic of 

which is a relatively small number of variables describing the dynamics of the economy. 

Let Xt denote a vector containing the values that the variables of interest assume at date 

t. Then, a VAR approach approximates the economy by a linear system of equations with 

constant terms and linear time trends being typically included: 

(1) 

with Ut rv i.i.d. N(O, D) where D is a diagonal matrix. 

A macroeconomic VAR model commonly includes, at least, four variables: output (Y), 

price ( P), money ( M), and a short-term interest rate ( R). These correspond to the vari

ables of a standard IS-LM model. The four-variable VAR model, however, often results 

in the price puzzle, which is a finding of a sustained price rise following an unantici

pated monetary tightening that is represented by a positive innovation to the interest 

rate. Sims (1992) conjectures that the price puzzle is a result of omitting variables which 

the monetary authority observes to obtain information on future inflationary pressures, 

suggesting that it should be resolved by including the exchange rate (X R) and the com

modity price ( C P) in a set of variables. Hence, six variables are considered fundamental 

in macroeconomic VAR modelling. 

This paper expands the fundamental set of variables in order to study the lending 

channel of monetary policy. Bernanke and Blinder (1988) formalise the lending view by 

including the credit market in an IS-LM model , suggesting t hat the interaction among 

three markets (goods, money, and credit) be examined. Following their formalisation, the 

VAR model of this paper includes the loan price (LP) and the loan quantity (LQ) in a 
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set of variables to model. As will be discussed shortly, the inclusion of the bank loan price 

enables the VAR model of the paper to test the lending view, distinguishing it from other 

similar models in the literature. As such, a minimal set of variables must consist of the 

prices and quantities of the three markets as well as the exchange rage and the commodity 

price. 2 

The openness of the Australian economy further suggests that the interaction between 

the Australian economy and the rest of the world should be modelled explicitly. No 

one would deny, for instance, that a change in the funds rate in the U.S. could affect 

the monetary policy in Australia. As Eichenbaum (1992) shows, a closed-economy VAR 

model for a non-U .S. country can lead to the price puzzle. Although the inclusion of the 

exchange rate may resolve the price puzzle, it often results in the exchange rate puzzle 

- that a depreciation of the domestic currency against the U.S. dollar follows a positive 

innovation in the short-term interest rate. Kim and Roubini (2000) estimate VAR models 

for non-U.S. G7 countries, finding that inclusion of the U.S. interest rate can eliminate 

those anomalous results. Brischetto and Voss (1999) confirm this finding by estimating a 

similar VAR model for Australia. Following their finding, the model of this paper includes 

the U.S. interest rate ( Ru) in a set of variables. 

The U.S. interest rate is not the only overseas variable which may affect a small open 

economy. In an attempt to model interdependence between economies, . Cushman and 

Zha (1997) estimate an open-economy VAR model for Canada including the U.S . industrial 

production, the U.S. consumer price index, the federal funds rate, and the commodity price 

index in the U.S. dollar as the overseas variables. Dungey and Pagan (2000) also estimate 

an open-economy VAR model for Australia under the assumption that the rest of the 

world is represented by the U.S. economy, which is described by a group of U.S. variables: 

GDP, a real interest rate, the terms of trade, a measure of asset prices, and real exports. 

Dungey and Fry (2000) extend this modelling philosophy into a three country model. They 

estimate a three country VAR model treating the U.S. and Japan as the rest of the world 

to Australia. Following these works, this paper estimates an open-economy VAR model 

2 
The earlier version of this paper analyses a VAR model consisting of the eight variables: output , the 

general price level, money, the short-term interest rate , bank loans, the price of bank loans, the exchange 

rate, and the commodity price. See Suzuki (2001) for the results. 
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where the U.S. is assumed to be the rest of the world to Australia. In particular, the set 

of variables includes the U.S. output (Yu) and the U.S. price (Pu) as well as Ru. Thus, 

the VAR model of this paper consists of the eleven variables: 

(2) 

2.2 Hypothesis 

This section formalises the hypothesis, that monetary tightening dominantly operates 

through the lending channel, in a statistically testable form. (Note that the lending 

channel and the money channel are not exclusive to each other.) If the lending channel is 

operative, a monetary tightening will shift the supply schedule of bank loans. The early 

literature examines aggregate time series data, finding that contraction of bank loans 

follows a monetary tightening ( e.g. Bernanke and Blinder 1991). As is mentioned in 

section 1, however, contraction of bank loans, of itself, is not necessarily a consequence 

of a leftward shift of the supply schedule (i.e., the supply versus demand puzzle). Thus, 

testing the lending view requires identifying the supply and demand schedule of bank 

loans. 

For the purpose of identification, the set of variables includes the price and quantity 

of bank loans (see equation 2). A simple diagram of the demand and supply curves in the 

bank loan market can illustrate the idea. Suppose that a monetary tightening operated 

through the lending channel, shifting the supply curve of bank loans left from S to S' in 

Figure 1. Then, one would expect to observe a rise of the price and a decrease of the 

quantity, so long as the demand schedule lies between D' and D". Similarly, a leftward 

shift of the demand schedule for loans, which the conventional money view predicts, would 

lead to decreases of the price and quantity of bank loans. As such, the inclusion of the price 

and quantity of bank loans reduces the puzzle to a problem like simultaneous equation 

bias, enabling us to test the lending view. 

If the lending channel of monetary policy is dominant, a leftward shift of the supply 

schedule must be clearly observed following a monetary tightening. As Figure 1 depicts, a 

rise of the loan price detects a leftward shift of the supply schedule of bank loans unless the 

quantity of bank loans increases. For the study of the lending channel to be meaningful, 
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Figure 1: Consequences of a leftward shift of the supply curve. 

it may be also worthwhile to test the effectiveness of monetary policy. Thus, the lending 

view will be accepted if: 

Hl the quantity of bank loans (LQ) does not increase, 

H2 the price of bank loans ( LP) rises, 

H3 and real output (Y) decreases, 

following a monetary tightening. For the purpose of testing Hl to H3 statistically, the 

system of linear equations (1) is estimated to simulate impacts of monetary policy on the 

economy. 

In macroeconomic modelling in general, however, it is always difficult to measure mon

etary policy in a convincing way. The early VAR literature in the U.S., for instance, often 

interprets an equation associated with the funds rate as the reaction function of the Fed, 

which implies that an innovation to the funds rate represents monetary policy. This prac

tice has been subject to criticism, partly because of its anomalous results. 3 In contrast, 

3 See the debate between Rudebusch (1998) and Sims (1998). Rudebusch argues that an equation of 
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a similar practice produces no anomalous result in Australian VAR modelling. Conse

quently, it is now common to assume in the Australian literature that an innovation in 

the cash interest rate represents monetary policy (e.g., Brischetto and Voss 1999, Dungey 

and Fry 2000, and Dungey and Pagan 2000) . Following the tradition, this paper assumes 

that a positive innovation to the interest rate ( uR) represents its unexpected hike by the 

RBA. 

Simulating the dynamic responses of macroeconomic variables to monetary policy is 

equivalent to calculating the impulse response functions of those variables to an innovation 

to the interest rate. The impulse response function of LQ, for instance, is defined as 

where the numerator denotes the expected value of LQ at time t + i conditional on the 

information set available at time t. The impulse responses are calculated to test the 

hypotheses Hl to H3. Hl and H2 will hold if 

Hl: a E(LQt+ilit) < 0 for i = 0 1 · · · 
8 UR - ' ' ' t 

(3) 

and 

H 
a E(LPt+ilit) 

2: R > 0 for i = 0, 1, • • •. a ut 
(4) 

H3 will be similarly supported if 

H3 ·. a E(Yt+ilit) 0 f . ----- < ori=0,1,···. a uf (5) 

Thus, the impulse response functions of LQ, LP, and Y enables us to test the hypothesis 

that monetary policy dominantly operates through the lending channel. 

2. 3 Estimation 

To calculate the impulse responses , the parameters of the system of linear equations (1) 

needs to be estimated with data. P and Y are conventionally measured by the log of CPI 

and the log of real GDP, respectively. The U.S. general price and output are similarly 

measured in logs. M is measured by the log of base money. Base money is chosen in an 

the funds rate does not correctly model the reaction of the Fed. Regarding this sort of issues as universal 

in macroeconomic modelling, however, Sims criticises such critiques as unconstructive quibbles. 

7 
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attempt to avoid possible problems caused by high correlation between money and bank 

credit. The cash rate is chosen for R, as it is the policy instrument of the Reserve Bank 

of Australia. R is measured in per cent. A positive innovation to R is interpreted as 

an unanticipated monetary tightening under the assumption that the equation associated 

with R is a reaction function of the RBA. Ru is similarly measured by the federal funds 

rate in per cent. X R is the log value of the Australian dollar measured in the U.S. dollars, 

which means that a rise in X R represents an appreciation of the Australian currency 

against the U.S. currency. GP is measured by the log of the world non-fuel commodity 

price index. LQ is the log of loans and advances by Australian banks. The sources of data 

are provided in the Appendix. 

Measuring LP is not straightforward. A candidate for the loan price (i.e., the marginal 

cost of loans to borrowers) is an interest rate on new loans. Although data on the weighted 

average interest rate on total credit are available from 1993:Q4, there is no series available 

which gives the interest rate on new loans. 4 An alternative candidate is the diffusion index 

in the "Survey of Industrial Trends" conducted by the Australian Chamber of Commerce 

and Industry (ACCI) and the Westpac Banking Corporation. Question 4-b of the survey 

is "Do you find it is now harder, easier or the same as it was three months ago to get 

finance?" The diffusion index is calculated by subtracting the percentage of the firms 

answenng "Easier" from the percentage of those answering "Harder." Suppose that the 

marginal cost of loans to borrowers rose due to a leftward shift of the supply curve of 

loans, a rightward shift of the demand curve for loans, or both. Then, firms would find 

it "Harder" to get finance. Consequ~ntly, one would observe a rise of the diffusion index. 

As such, the marginal cost of loans to borrowers and the ACCI-Westpac diffusion index 

may be positively correlated. Data on the diffusion index are available from 1966:Q2. In 

addition to providing a longer time series of data, the diffusion index is also expected to 

capture non-price components of the marginal cost of loans to borrowers such as collateral, 

or in extreme cases, the cost of being rationed out of the bank loan market . For these two 

advantages, the ACCI-Westpac diffusion index is utilized to measure LP ( see Appendix A 

for further discussion on the ACCI-Westpac diffusion index). 

4 The weighted average interest rate is calculated from all the interest rates on outstanding loans. 

Consequently, it is too sticky to represent the current conditions of the loan market. 
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With those data, the system of linear equations (1) is estimated over the period 1985:Ql 

to 2000:Q2. The beginning period reflects the abolition of monetary targeting in Australia 

(see MacFarlane 1999). The end of the period is chosen to avoid possible problems caused 

by the introduction of the goods and services tax (GST) in July 2000. The choice of 

this sample period means that we have 62 observations. A number of parameters in 

system equations (1) quickly consumes degrees of freedom, however. 5 In order to guarantee 

meaningful degrees of freedom, it may be worthwhile to restrict some of the parameters 

to be zero. 

A less-disputable way to reduce the number of parameters may be to assume that 

Australian is a small open economy. For formalising this assumption, the eleven variables 

are divided into two groups: the overseas variables and the domestic variables. The group 

of the overseas variables consists of the three U.S. variables as well as the commodity price 

index. The other seven variables are the domestic variables. Then, Xt can be written as: 

where x 0 and xd denote the vector of the overseas variables and that of the domestic vari

ables, respectively. If the coefficient matrices in the model (1) are partitioned conformably 

with Xt as 

the restriction is equivalent to 

B{ 2 = 0 for j = 0, • • •, p. (6) 

In other words, the variables in x 0 are assumed to be block-exogenous with respect to 

the variables in xd_ Such a prior is often utilised in open-economy VAR modelling, but 

rarely tested. The earlier version of this paper tests the block exogeneity by employing 

the procedure of Toda and Yamamoto (1995). Unfortunately, however, the test statistics 

5
Degrees of freedom certainly depend on the number oflags , which can also affect the estimation results. 

The system of equations (1) are estimated with different numbers of lags, ranging from one to four . In 

what follows, the number of lags is set as two . The estimation results are qualitatively robust to the choice 

of the number of lags, however. See Appendix B . 
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are suspiciously large even after correcting small sample bias (see Suzuki 2001). In what 

follows, the simulation results are derived from both the unrestricted and restricted models. 

Since the system of equations (1) is a simultaneous equation model, a set of identifying 

restrictions are required. Like most other VAR models, this paper assumes that Bo is lower 

triangular. The domestic variables are placed after the overseas variables ( C P, pU, yu, 

and Ru) under the assumption that the domestic variables cannot instantaneously affect 

the overseas variables. The domestic economic conditions can have influences on the rest 

of the world, if any, with certain time lags. The order of the domestic variables is P, 

Y, M, R, X R, LQ, and LP. Due to the prior that the price adjustment is sluggish, P 

is placed before all the other domestic variables, which means that the other domestic 

variables can affect P only with lags. Y is placed before M and R, which implies that 

M and R can affect Y with lags, under the assumption that "fine tuning" is a difficult 

task. The position of M before R reflects the prior that the RBA takes into account the 

current demand for money when it determines the targeted level of the cash rate. LQ and 

LP are placed after R because the RBA does not conduct survey of enterprises about the 

financial conditions, which means that the RBA can obtain information on the bank loan 

market with time lags. 6 

2.4 Results 

First, the simulation results from the unrestricted eleven-variable VAR are examined. The 

impulse response functions of the variables to a positive shock in the cash rate calculated. 

In each graph of Figure 2, the solid line is the impulse response function of each variable 

to a positive shock in the cash rate. The size of the shock to the cash rate is one

standard-devation, which is calculated as an increase of approximately 0.55 percentage 

point in the cash rate. Figure 2 also displays the 90% confidence intervals for the estimated 

impulse responses by the dotted lines. Following Runkle (1987), this paper numerically 

generates the confidence intervals by "bootstrapping". 7 The 90% confidence intervals are 

6 As a different ordering of the variables can produce different results, robustness checks are conducted 

with different orderings . The qualitative results concerning the lending view are not sensitive to the 

ordering of the variables, however. See Appendix B. 
7
The procedure is as follows. First, the model (1) is estimated, and the estimated coefficients and the 

fitted residuals are saved. Then, the residuals are reshuffied with replacement, and the data set is artificially 
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used for one-tail tests at 5% significance level. In Figure 2, the loan price is measured in 

percentage point. The other variables are in logs and multiplied by 100, so that the impulse 

response functions approximate the percentage change of these variables in response to 

an unexpected 0.55 percentage point hike of cash rate. The same scale is used for all the 

variables except for the loan price. 
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Figure 2: Responses to a cash rate shock (the unrestricted model) 

Notes: The loan price is measured in percentage point. 

The other variables are in logs and multiplied by 100. 

The upper two graphs of Figure 2 indicate that impacts on the pnce and output 

created using the estimated VAR as the true data-generation process. In this paper, a series of 1000 such 

simulations are undertaken. With each of the 1000 synthetic data sets, the model is re-estimated and the 

impulse response functions are calculated. The confidence intervals for the originally estimated impulse 

response functions are inferred from the ranges that include 90% of the values for the 1000 simulated 

impulse responses. 
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of a change in the cash rate are negligible. In particular, the left graph provides the 

statistical test for H3 (i.e., the effectiveness of monetary policy). The decline of real GDP 

is significantly different from zero only in the fifth quarter at 5% significance level: 

8 E(Yt+sllt) 
R < 0. 

8 ut 

While this seems to imply the effectiveness of monetary policy, its impact on the real 

GDP is negligible. The point estimate shows that the maximum effect is a decline of 

approximately 0.06% in real GDP in the seventh quarter following an unanticipated 0.55 

percentage point rise of the cash rate. Are the results consistent with those of other 

Australian studies? Dungey and Pagan (2000), for instance, estimate an open-economy 

VAR model over the period 1980:Ql to 1998:Q3. The maximum effect is a decline of nearly 

0.3% in real GDP in the seventh quarter following an unanticipated 1.4 percentage point 

hike in the cash rate. Although the response of real GDP is significant at 5% significance 

level in their analysis, the size of the response is small. Brischetto and Voss (1999) similarly 

estimate a seven-variable VAR (real GDP, the CPI, Ml, the cash rate, the exchange rate, 

the world oil prices, and the U.S. interest rate) over the period 1980:Ql to 1998:Q4 finding 

that an unexpected 0.25 percentage point rise of the cash rate is followed by a decline of 

approximately 0.2% in real GDP in 12 quarters. The decline of real GDP is not significant 

at 5% significance level in their analysis, however. Thus, it seems reasonable to conclude 

that the effects of monetary policy are estimated to be small. 

The centre graphs of Figure 2 show the impacts of an unanticipated hike of the cash 

rate on base money and the exchange rate, which can be displayed for the purpose of 

detecting, if any, misspecification(s) of the model. The point estimate of the left graph 

implies that base money init ially falls by nearly 0.3% in response to the unexpected hike 

of the cash rate. The point estimate in t he right graph is reasonable: the Australian dollar 

immediately appreciates by approximately 0.4% against the U.S. dollar following the same 

change in the cash rate. Although the responses of money and the exchange rate are not 

significantly different from zero, the point estimates are not anomalous. 

As for testing the lending view , the lower two graphs in Figure 2 are of particular 

importance . The point estimates in t hese graphs show that the quantity and price of 

bank loans initially increase. While H2 is accepted, Hl is rejected at 5% significance 
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level. Consequently, the hypothesis that the lending channel is dominant is rejected at 

5% significance level. As can be inferred from Figure 1 in subsection 2.2, this pattern of 

co-movements between the price and the quantity implies that the demand schedule for 

bank loans shifts right in response to a monetary tightening. Such a temporary rightward 

shift of the demand schedule for bank loans is commonly found in the U.S. literature. 

Gertler and Gilchrist (1993), for instance, argue that U.S. firms temporarily increase the 

demand for bank loans in order to smooth reductions in their cash flows in the wake of tight 

money. Their argument may apply to the Australian case. After an initial increase, the 

quantity of bank loans begins to decrease. In the first quarter after a positive innovation 

in the cash rate, the quantity of loans increases while the price of loans falls. These 

movements of the price and quantity of bank loans contradict the hypothesis that the 

lending channel of monetary policy is dominant. Rather, the results imply that Australian 

banks accommodate the temporarily increased demand for bank loans. 

For the purpose of robustness check, the structural model ( 1) with the restriction of 

block exogeneity ( 6) is also estimated over the same period using the same data. The 

calculated impulse response functions are shown in Figur_e 3. The initial positive response 

of loans is no longer significantly different from zero. It is significant at 10%, however. 8 

The responses of the quantity and loans of bank loans are similar to those of the previous 

models. Therefore, the lending view is not again supported. The responses of the other 

variables are also consistent with those calculated from the restricted model. 

3 Banking Behaviour 

As is shown in the previous section, loans initially expand when money is tightened. It 

is also shown that the positive response of bank loans accompanies a rise of the marginal 

cost of bank loans to borrowers. Therefore, the previous section concludes that the initial 

positive response of bank loans is due to an rightward shift of the demand schedule in the 

bank loan market. This is consistent with the argument of Gertler and Gilchrist (1993) 

that firms tern porarily increase demand for bank loans to smooth reductions in their cash 

8 This means that a similarly calculated 80% confidence interval lies above zero at the initial three 

quarters. 
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Figure 3: Responses to a cash rate shock (the restricted model) 

Notes: The loan price is measured in percentage point. 

The other variables are in logs and multiplied by 100. 

flows in the wake of tight money. Then, a question anses. How can Australian banks 

accommodate the change in the demand schedule for bank loans when the Reserve Bank 

of Australia tightens money? 

In the U.S. context, Bernanke and Blinder (1992) emphasize the role of banks' security 

holdings in mitigating impacts of monetary contraction on their supply schedules of bank 

loans. Due to the contractual nature of bank loans, banks cannot immediately cut their 

supply of loans. Therefore, banks reduce their security holdings in the wake of tight 

money. This argument seems to apply to the Australian case. Suzuki (2001) estimates a 

VAR model for Australia, finding that deposits do not immediately fall in response to a 

hike in the cash rate. An important finding is that when loans begin to fall, deposits also 
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begin to fall. He also finds that a fall of security holdings immediately follows a hike of 

the cash rate, and that the security holdings recover as deposits fall. These findings imply 

that Australian banks use their security holdings as a buffer stock. 

By adjusting their liabilities, banks may be able to accommodate the temporarily 

increased demand for bank loans when money is tightened. Romer and Romer (1990) 

argue that U.S. banks raise funds by issuing the certificates of deposit (CDs) when the 

Federal Reserve Bank tightens money. To examine whether their argument holds for 

Australia or not, a VAR model is estimated over the period 1989:Q4 to 2000:Q2 including 

the cash rate, two components of bank liabilities ( deposits and CDs) both deflated by the 

CPI, the unemployment rate, and the CPI itself. Deposits, CDs, and the CPI are in logs. 9 

Two lags of each variable are included. Constant terms are also included. Figure 4 shows 

the impulse response functions of the unemployment rate and bank liabilities to a positive 

innovation in the cash rate. Clearly, CDs decrease in response to a monetary tightening. 

As a higher interest rate can make the issuance of CDs more costly to banks, the decrease 

of CDs is plausible. Thus, the Romers' argument does not hold for the Australian case. 

Another feature of Australian bank behaviour which may insulate the supply schedule 

of bank loans from impacts of monetary contraction is their borrowing from overseas. 10 

Australian banks have continuously increased borrowings from overseas over the past two 

decades. The ratio of Australian banks' foreign currency liabilities to their total liabilities 

grew from 3.39 % in October 1985 to 17.59 % in June 2000. A VAR is estimated over 

the period 1986:Q2 to 2000:Q2 including (in order) the cash rate, three bank balance

sheet variables ( deposits, foreign currency liabilities, and loans) all deflated by the CPI, 

9 Data on CDs are available from 1989:Q2. 
10 The U.S. literature has not tested the hypothesis that U.S. banks make use of foreign currency liabilities 

to mitigate impacts of monetary contraction on their supply schedule of loans. This may be because many 

U.S. banks were too small to raise funds from overseas. The McFadden Act of 1929 required U.S. banks to 

obey state restrictions on branching, and interstate branching was prohibited by all the states. Individual 

states also restricted intrastate branching. In the most restrictive regime, each bank was limited to a 

single office. As a consequence, U.S . banks were generally small. In 1980, for instance, 9,900 of 12,290 

banks were with less than $100 million in total assets, and domestic deposits (including CDs > $100,000) 

accounted for 96.8% of their total liabilities . It was not until the passage of the Riegle-Neal Act of 1994 

that interstate branching was allowed. See Berger, Kashyap, and Scalise (1995). 
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Figure 4: Responses to a Shock to the Cash Rate 

Notes: Unemployment rate is measured in per cent. 

CDs and Deposits are in logs and multiplied by 100. 

6 

the unemployment rate, and the CPI itself. 11 Two lags of each variables are included. 

Constant terms are also included. Except for the cash rate and the unemployment rate, all 

the variables are in logs and multiplied by 100. The calculated impulse response functions 

of the unemployment rate and bank balance-sheet variables to a positive innovation in 

the cash rate are shown in Figure 5. After an initial fall, foreign currency liabilities 

clearly increase in response to a hike of the cash rate. The timing of the increase of foreign 

currency liabilities coincides with the timing of the expansion of loans, even though foreign 

currency liabilities continue to accumulate for two quarters after loans begin to decrease. 

Therefore, we may conclude that Australian banks accommodate a rightward shift of 

the demand schedule for bank loans by borrowing from overseas when the RBA tightens 

money. 

In summary, Australian banks can accommodat e the temporarily increased demand for 

bank loans in the wake of tight money by decreasing their security holdings and borrowing 

11 Data on foreign currency liabilities are available from 1985:Q4. 
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from overseas. By adjusting their assets and liabilities, Australian banks can mitigate 

impacts of monetary contraction on their supply schedules of bank loans. These features 

of Australian bank behaviour make the lending channel of monetary policy transmission 

less important. 

4 Conclusion 

This paper tests the hypothesis that monetary policy dominantly operates through the 

lending channel in Australia. For this purpose, an original approach is proposed, which 

includes the variable for the quantity of new loans and the const ructed variable measuring 

the ''full price" of new loans. A central finding is that, even though bank loans contract 

following a monetary tightening , the contraction of bank loans is largely due to a left

ward shift of the demand schedule in the bank loan market. This finding is consistent 

with that of the earlier version of this paper employing the Kashyap, Stein, and Wilcox 
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(1993) approach that is commonly used in the U.S. literature. Thus, the hypothesis is not 

statistically supported. 

The results of this paper do not reject the dominance of the lending channel of monetary 

policy in other countries, however. In the U.S. literature, the lending channel has been 

often found to be significantly operative. Employing a variety of approaches, for instance, 

Kashyap and Stein (1994) conclude that the evidence for the existence of the lending 

channel in the U.S. is quite strong. The hypothesis that the lending channel is operative 

is also supported for Japan. Using approaches similar to those of this paper with sample 

from 1975 to 1993, Suzuki (2001) argues that bank loans played a distinctive role in the 

transmission process of monetary policy in Japan. Thus, the results of this paper are in 

contrast to those of similar studies for the U.S. and Japan. 

The significance of the lending view may be sensitive to institutional characteristics of 

the financial markets. An important finding of section 3 is that Australian banks borrow 

from overseas to mitigate impacts of monetary contraction on their supply schedules of 

bank loans . (Another finding of section 3 is that Australian banks use their holdings of 

public securities as a buffer stock.) In contrast, U.S. banks were generally too small to make 

use of foreign currency liabilities because of the McFadden Act which effectively prohibited 

their interstate and intrastate branching. The Japanese banking industry was also heavily 

regulat ed. For instance, it was not until May 1979 that the issuing of certificates of deposit 

was aut horised in Japan. In addition, the Bank of Japan directly controlled the amount of 

commercial bank loans through "window guidance" (see Ueda 1993). As such , Australian 

banks are allowed to have more diversified portfolios and provide a wider range of services 

than were U.S. banks and Japanese banks. By further studying the lending view for 

different countries and / or different periods, we might be able t o draw inferences about the 

consequences of the financial deregulation or innovation on the transmission mechanism 

of monet ary policy. 

A Data Appendix 

Table 1 summarises t he data used in sect ion2. The dat a on t he CPI are extracted from 

the dX data. Some mention has to be made of the construction of the CPI. The ABS 
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incorporated mortgage interest charges and consumer credit charges into the component of 

the CPI (for all groups) between 1986:Q4 and 1998:Q2. The inclusion of interest charges 

makes the CPI unsuitable for evaluating monetary policy, as changes in the policy instru

ment mechanically result in movements in the CPI. For this reason, the "CPI excluding 

housing" is used. 

Table 1: 

Data for Sections 3.2 and 3.3 

Variable Source Code/Table Abbreviation 

Commodity price index (non-fuel) IMF 00176AXD GP 

Exchange rate (US$ per A$) IMF 193AG XR 

CPI excluding housing ABS 6401-09 p 

Real GDP IMF 19399BVR y 

Money base RBA D03 M 

Cash rate (11 am call) RBA F0l R 

Loans and advances by banks RBA D02 LQ 

Proxy for the loan price ACCI & Westpac Q. 4-b LP 

U.S. real GDP IMF 11199BVR yu 

U.S. CPI IMF 11164 pU 

U.S. federal funds rate IMF 11160B Ru 

As is mentioned in the text, this paper utilises the diffusion index in the "Survey 

of Industrial Trends" conducted by the Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

(ACCI) and the Westpac Banking Corporation as a proxy for the marginal cost of loans 

to borrowers. A potential problem with the ACCI-Westpac diffusion index arises from the 

fact that it omits information provided by the firms answering "Same." Suppose that 55% 

of the firms answered "Harder" and 45% answered "Easier." Then, the diffusion index is 

calculated as 10. The same value of the diffusion index is obtained, for instance, if 10% 

of the firms answer "Harder" and no firm answers "Easier." As such, any particular value 

of the diffusion index is consistent with an infinite number of different survey results. To 

check if this problem is evident or not, Figure 6 plots the percentages of the firms answering 
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"Harder" and "Easier" against the resulting diffusion index. Roughly speaking, there are 

nearly one-to-one relationships from the percentages of the firms answering "Harder" and 

"Easier" to the diffusion index. In this sense, the diffusion index may correctly provide 

information about the loan market. 
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Figure 6: Diffusion Index and its Components 

Sample: 1966:Q2 - 2000:Q4 

B Robustness Check 

For the purpose of checking robustness, the system of equations (1) is estimated by chang

ing the ordering of the variables. Figures 7 to 14 show the simulation results from the 

unrestricted model estimated by reordering the variables. In estimation for Figure 7, the 

cash rate, which is the policy inst rument of the RBA, is the first variable. This implies 

the assumption that the RBA determines the level of the cash rate without utilising any 

contemporaneous information from the variables in the system. Despite the unrealistic 

assumption, however, the simulation results are essentially same as those in Figure 2. The 

quantity and price of bank loans increase in response to an unanticipated hike of the cash 
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Figure 7: Robustness Check 1 (the Unrestricted Model). 

R is the first variable. 

rate. 

In estimation for Figures 8 to 11, the short-term interest rate is similarly placed after 

a part or all of the overseas variables. This implies the assumption that the RBA utilises 

information from the variables placed before R when it determines the level of the short

term interest rate. As is clearly shown, the results are not sensitive to those change in the 

ordering of the variables. 

In Figures 12 to 14, the short-term interest rate is placed after a part or all of the 

domestic variables except for those in the bank loan market. These changes do not quali

tatively affect the simulation results, and hence the conclusion is robust. 

For further robustness check, the same system of equations is re-estimated by changing 

the lag structure. In the estimation, the short-term interest rate is assumed to be the eighth 
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R is the second variable. 

- - - - - -Ouarte 

variable. Figures 15 to 17 display the simulation results. As is clear from these figures , 

the results are essentially robust to the selection of the lag structure. 
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Figure 17: Robustness Check 11 (the Unrestricted Model) . 

The number of lags is 1. 
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